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Leaves.
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Oft have I walked these woodland paths
In sadness, not foreknowing
That underneath the withered leaves
The flowers of spring were growing.

To-day the winds have swept away
These wrecks of autumn splendor;
And kere the fair arbutus flowers
Are springing fresh and tender.
O perfect flowers with lips of Bloom!
Surpassing in their beauty
The pearly tint of ocean shells,
To teach me faith and duty.
Walk life’s dark way, ye seem to say,
In hope and faith, foreknowing
That where man sees but withered leaves,
God sees the fair flowers growing.
Eh

New

York
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Correspondence.
er,

New York, March 27, 1873.
One of the most recent as well as interesting of the benevolent enterprises to
which the vast miseries of this cosmo-metrop-

olis of vagrancy have given occasion, is the
“‘ Howe for Women,” No. 275 Water street,
where the * wickedest man” had his den
efore

he and

it

were cleansed

and

trans-

I

formed by an undisputed miracle greater |
than any of those which excite the skepti- |
cism of science.
Tt is styled a * work of |
faith,” in the spirit of George Miiller's Orphan house at Bristol, England ; the forma!

characteristic of both being quietism in the |
matter of solicitation of peemniary support. |
The rule is to owe no man anything and to
ask no man for anything ; a very good rule
for everybody.
But the vital principle under

this

rule, differencing it from a shrewd

worldly maxim, is to owe all and to ask all
from “* one Jesus, who was dead, and whom

, [they]

affirm to be alive.”

Rev. W. H.

Boole and his associates in this mission believe that they have -received évery dollar
that has gone to the support of the work
these three years past, in direct answer to
their requests preferred to a single patron,
invisible yet ever present and rich unto all
that call upon him.
The Home, which is as neat as a pin
throughout, and more, gven tasteful and
‘inviting, is a striking emblem of some power that can transform the filthiest dens of
sin to purity and sweetness. It aceommodates usually about fifteen female refugees
from the dance houses of that pestilent vi:
cinage, who are trained to work and virtue
on the basis of faith in a divine Saviour for
their present and perpetual need, and are,
rapidly dispersed in benevolent homes and
exchanged for new cases, as fast as their
sincerity is proved. Few remain more than
a month or two. Relapses occur, but the
mission never wearies of receiving and lifting up again the many times fallen, so long

as they themselves are Willing to persevere
in the endeavor to stand. Many wonderful
and affecting instances of regeneration are
related from among this most abandoned
and degraded class,—the dance-house girls
of Water street,~—as well as among their
scarcely less degraded
male “associates,

SINGERS. .

European

Correspondence.

:

tl
@ Ge

‘| articles of the Project, as presented by the
Commission, was carried by a majority of
273 voices. The despatch announces that
. BrusseLs, March 1, 1873,
The station of Saint Lazare, from which the two centers, with a part of the Left, aré
readers are aware, is fo earn the means to the trains save Paris: for Versailles, pre- radiant, while the two extreines are in a
build a large dormitory during the coming pis.sents a most curious ‘aspect toward noon. dirveful state of dejection.
The Gazelte of Madrid enregisters several
season.for the accommodation of the flower Those who do not go to Versailles themof the colored youth who are or would be selves, come to study the faces of those up- victories gained by the regular army over
flocking to the Hampton Institute for a on whom the responsibility of directing the the Carlists. This good news does not,
practical English educationto fit them for ship of State
devolves. The first direct however, prevent public opinion from being
teachers of colored schools throughout the train leayes at 25 minutes past 12, and the preoccupied with the progress of the insurSouth. Numbers of them have lodged the second, just. one hour later. Different rection. In Catalonia, particularly, the
past winter in tents, rather than lose time groups are formed opposite the ticket office ; situation appears grave engugh to determine
from this urgent preparation. The clergy- several journalists. surround M. Weiss, the Imparcial to counsel the partisans of
men of the city generally have agreed to whose intelligent face beams with an eter- order to forget all their’ dissensions with the
use and have used their influence in favor of nal smile; a tew Bonapartists stand in one Republicans, and aid them to face present
the singers, and their concerts, which are corner, in conversation with M. Abbathic- difficulties.
It is affirmed that a reconciliation has
pushed with great energy, at the rate of ci; the Count and Countess de Paris and
three or four a week, are attended by large the Duke 4’ Aumale take their tickets like taken place between Queen Isabella andthe
and highly gratified audiences, both in simple mortals and disappear in the crowd ; Duke of Montpensier. The fact is said to
churches and halls, The music is sacred, in Priuce Orloff, with one eye covered with a rest upgn the marriage of the young King
the southern African sense, and ‘‘ nothing black bandage, accompained by the Princess, Alphonso, with the daughter of the Duke,
and the regency of the latter. The accomextenuated.,” The Jubilee Singers (from is invariably among the late arrivals.
Fisk University, Nashville) refine the“groThe morning of the 27 ult., the day when plishment of this treaty will doubtless be
tesque negro melodies and their rude, child- the famous report of the Commission of the subordinate to one condition, which does
like libretto, to a degree, but the Hampton 30, modified to suit thé Government, was not entirely depend upon the contracting
Singers give the naked originals without to be read before the Assembly, the greatest parties,—the possibility of a restoration, for
Lazare. which, circumstances do not appear, for the
compromise for ears polite. The *‘ Roll, excitement prevailed at Saint
Jordan, roll,” of the former, for instance, Crowds of journalists, on the look-out for present at least, to be very favorable.
is quite a different affair from the same an- news, hung about the most important
The Spanish Republic has, ‘as yet, only
them as sung in the present series of con- groups of politicians who, gesticulating fu- been recognized by the United States and
certs, both in respect of the weird and diffi- riously and expressing their individual opin- Switzerland.
The common
recognition
cult chromatic notes characteristic of savage ions, without any reference to whether any talked of by’ European Governments, has
music, and of the very lowly simplicity and | one listened or replied, formed a very been adjourned, in spite of an appeal made
characteristic and amusing picture, which to them by Castelar, to aid the endeavors of
awkwardness of the recitative.
The training of these singers has been | beeame exceedingly undignified as soon as Spain, by giving her-their moral support.
brief as yet, and their voices lack the re- ‘the signal wags given that the train was
:
C.M.
markable sweetness of the former troupe, about to start. |
\-ase--PR.
But the eager and expectant crowds
but their dauntless pre-Raphaelite rendering
Divine Forgiveness.
of the old slave music gives them a merit which Yt length encumbered the tribunes of
and an interest of their own.
The field, the hall of Versailles, were evidently disapNo one forgives so many sins as God.
too, is now clear for them, as the Jubilee pointed at the turn which affairs took in this
Our sins are innumerable. They are more
Singers have already taken passage to En- much anticipated -session. A great battle
in numb@r than the hairs of our head; yet
gland for the 12th of April, and Mr. Pike, had been expected, and nothing took place
he pardons them. ‘Though your sins be
well known as one of the energetic Secre- but a few introductory skirmishes, led off
as scarlet, they shall be white as snow.”
taries of the American Missionary Associa- by decidedly second-rate officers. HowNo one forgives sins so often as God.
tion, sails this week to make preparations ever, the discussion engaged the following
He pardons continually. We sin continufor them in England. They will have, there day, made ample amends for the tameness
He
is reason to expect, the cordial favor and of the debut. It was plain to be seen that ally, and he forgives continually.
adopts
and
acts
upon
the
rule
which
he
patronage (so indispensable in England) the debate was really on the subject of the
not only of such noblemen as the earl of Monarcay or the Republic, and that the gave to another. God forgives us not only
seven times, but seventy times seven; as
Shaftesbury, but also of the royal family of main thing was to extricate the Constituoften as we offend him and truly repent.
the Premier, Mr. Gladstone, whom a favor- tional question froth the uncertainty
in
No one forgives sins sd aggravated as
ing Providence (for them) has kept in office which M. de Broglie’s report had left it,
God.
The offenses of one creature against
in spite of parliament. Mr. Gladstone is and to provoke a dicision upon the form of
another can not possibly bear that stamp
known to feel a warm interest in the past Government. The first orator of the day was
of malignity, that degree of enormity,
good conduct and future progress of the col- M. Gambetta, who attacked the conclusions
ored race in the South, and the disposition of M. de Broglie, by arguments which are which the offenses of creatures against the
for good fellowship with us generally which already well-known, such as these: The adorable Creator bear. He is the source
now prevails in England paves the way for Chamber is not constituent, therefore it can of the perfections of all other beings, the
a warm reception. But the utterly unique, take no decision upon the question of the King of kings and Lord of lords. He is
novel and curious nature of the entertain- form of Government ; the message had pro- infinitely exalted abovéfphe highest potenment is likely to gain the attention of all claimed the necessity of organizing the Re- tates of the earth and highest angels in
England on its own merits. And well it public, &e., &c. The chief of the Radical heaven; and the heinousness of sin is promay, as the first and last opportunity, prob- party asked the Government to declare portionable to the dignity of the being offended and abused.
“If one man sin
ably, to listen to genuine representatives
publicly whether it wolud or would not
against
another,
the
judge
shall judge him,
and representations of that most memora- maintain its former attitude, and demanded
ble, most mournful past of African slavery the reporter of the Commission to throw a but if a man sin against the Lord, who
in America, just receding into history with little light upon the dark subject of the sud- shall entreat-for him?” It was this peculiar
all the rich and singular originality of forms den change of opinion of the 30, as proved aggravation of sin that made Joseph afraid
of it. ‘‘How,” said he, ‘‘shall I commit so
which it developed.
by their rallying themselves to the modifigreat wickedness, and sin against God ?”
The Jubilee Singers have already netted cations made by the Government,
after
No one pardons so cordially and entirely
$40,000 toward the building fund for
Ju- having so loudly proclaiined their intention
as
God. Men make frequently only a show
hilee Hall,” and it would not be strange if of abiding by their decision. As for himof forgiveness.
They say, ‘1 can forgive,
the other £30,000 should find its way into self, M. Gambetta repulsed
the second
but
T
can
mot
forget;”
and even this fortheir treasury before they leave England. _ Chamber, and all modifications of the elecgiveness, superficial as it is, is secured not
toral law. He demanded the Republic by
by advances on their part, but by overtures
EVANGELIZATION OF SAN DOMINGO.
universal suffrage.
The conclusion of M.
on
the part of the offender. But God, the
Bishop Coxe, who has just returned from Gambetta avas, that the ‘dissolution
was
his missionary visit to Hayti, gddressed a more necessary than ever, and he reclaimed offended one, makes the advance; and belarge audience on the subject, last Sunday it as the only means of putting an end to sides, he really forgives, forgives from the
evening, at Calvary church, Fourth avenue. the equivocal position of affairs in general heart and forever. When he forgives us, he
‘¢ casts our iniquities behind his back, and
These singers are making a most successful debut in this city, under the direction of
Gen. Armstrong.
Their object, as your
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He gave an affecting picture of the degrad- |'and the Republic in particular.

ed condition of heathenism in which fivesixths of the population is sunk, with balfa
million of people as barbarous as the natives
of Africa themselves, and a balance of 100,-

He added,

that he had not the least intention of weak-

throws them into the bottom of the sea, and

blots out our transgressions, so as to remember our iniquity no more.” When God pared,” continued he, *‘all possible concessions ;
dons,
there is no secret design in his heart
but when it is proposed to organize oligar000 in the slightly better superstitions of’ chical arms against the democracy, we say, of revenging himself at another opportuniacclimated popery. Protestant Christianity No !"—M. de Broglie replied to the sum- ty. Man does thus, but not thus does God.
Pardon likewise with God is a leading
is represented there by a single Episcopal | mons, by saying that the conciliatory resomissionary family (that of Rev. Mr. Holly, lutions of the Commission had been dictated mercy. It is enough for man to pardon.
colored), and the Wesleyan Methodist Mis- by a strong desire for peace, and that there He thinks that he does much—he, indeed,
sion, both of’ which are in hearty co-opera~ had never in reality been any conflicts be- does much if he only pardons. But pardon
tion. The horrid orgies of the idolators, tween the Commission and the Government. on the part of God is but preliminary to
who actually fatten their children for sacri- As for the question of the Republic or the other, all other spiritual good things. Difice and devour them at their annual festi- Monarchy, the Commission had thought vine pardon never comes alone. When
vals, are to be seen

and heard from

the vi-

cinity of the mission chapel.
With regard to the other portion of the
island, San Domingo, now

apparently to be

joined in an intimate and important relation
with the future of our own

country, I have

just seen a letter from a Baptist colored
preacher, Robert N. Andrews, dated Puerto
Plata, Feb. 19, in

that place
ready

for

and
the

which

he

states

that in

‘in ‘Santiago the people are
gospel

and

crowd

to

hear

preaching. The hold of popery is loosened,
and they are purchasing Bibles. His own
little pluce of worship, 16 by 20, is crowded
inside and out with hearers, and a church is

about to be erected to accommodate

them.

He has a Sabbath school of 37. . Of course
he bitterly needs help. The American Missionary Association is-in communication
with him and can forward aid. If that So-

ening the Government.

*“W¢ have accept-

best only to regulate the provisory situation:

—M. Laboulaye then addressed the Assembly, and particularly urged the formation of
a second Chamber.
Although not sharing
‘opinions of the Right, he iaterpreted
the compromise arranged between the Com=
mission and the Goverriment as a fortunate
result, and to be regarded as tending towards the consolidation’ of the Republic,

while the doctrines of M. Gambetta,

constitutional ground, could not close without a declaration from the Government, and
M. Thiers, who did ngt intend coming forward until the discussion of the articles, will

reply to-day. In the course of the debate,
General du Temple, whose specialty seems
incidents,

cy, it draws the silver link of grace and the
golden link of glory after it. ¢ Blessed is
he whose transgression is forgiven.” Those
who are washed in Christ’s blood from their
guilt are made kings and priests unto God,
and become pillars in the temple

above, to

go no more out.— Christian Secretary.

if put

into pratice, would inevitably lead to its
ruin, The discussion, thus engaged upon

to be that of exciting

God pardons,
he justifies, sanctifies, adopts,
crowns.
With him it is a voluminous mer-

wherever

he may be, accused M. Thiers of having

The Eternity of Religion.
————

The

great

spiritual

verities'

which

the heart and substance of religion,

are

do uot

fade away in the light of candid inquiry.
In the dim starlight, one may look upon
the snow-clad Alps, towering like phantoms
of the night, like ghost forms that wili flee
away at worning.
But when the east
slowly whitens, they take on clear outline
and substance; then theiv foreheads begin
to glow with celestial light; and when the
sun rises, they stand revealed, with their
precipices, -and glaciers, and untrodden
snow-fields," as they have stood and will
stand while a thousand generations pass

-

Number
» Events of the Week.

and sailors.

St. Barnabas House,

i

14

Mission Field.

———

—

(March 21) murdered
‘in his house.

—y

:

:

INDIA.
its?
The Lucknow Witness (Northern Indin) thas
speaks of a remarkable work among the Samthals (Santals?), a wild tribe of Northern India=

THE BROOKLYN MURDER.
We alluded last week to the fact that a
Brooklyn ship «builder
had been found

It is | tA

glorious

work

of

graee

is going

forward

not known that the murderer is yet dis- among the Santhals,
in connection with the Fane"
covered.” The man (Goodrich) lived alone dian Home Mission, best known to the public. as
in his house, and was found by his brother Mr. Boerresen’s mission. Since May last, a spirshot through the

head,

while

a

revolver

commit-

lay

by his side
as though

he had

ted

suicide.

not

But this is

seems to have beema

believed.

mysterious

and

Foster was hung m N. Y. city.
are indications that a woman was
way connected with the affair, and
a possibility that the crime may be
to its real source.
© ANTICIPATED

POSTAL

villages have in whole or in part embraced Chris

tianity, and the interest is spreading widely in alk
directions. Many inquirers are coming to the

bru-

‘tal murder, and that on the very day
.

it of inquiry has been spreading among the pee~
ple, and 220 adults have been baptized. Sevem.

It

missionaries, and these excellent men are greatly

when

straightened for help. The most hopeful thing:
about this movement ig that it is being mainly

¥There
inh some,
there is
traced

pushed forward

DIFFICULTIES,

companies of postal carse from

service

which, in that event, will

pour in,

for the delivery of letters which

their destination in fifteen hours.

THE

BANK

OF ENGLAND

tensive

forgeries had

been

worshipers.
He is still full of zeal
great work for the Master,”

reach

The de-

ago

that

© it is
|’ a significant fact
that the rulers of the three greal

heathen powers which lie opposite to us across
the Pacific, are all governed by youthful sover~
eigns,—men who have- no old and stiffened ideas

of the past to unlearn, and

exupon

The King of Siam is about 28 years of age, and.
having been brought, in his boyhood, under fereign and partially Christian training, he very
naturally lays aside many superstitions of his

predecessors, forbids the servile prostrations of

his ministers, disclaims all attributes . of deity,
puts on the Frank dress; makes a visit to British
India, and seems every way desirous of placing
his kingdom in full sympathy with civilization.
The Mikado of Japan is also 23 years of age,
and his desire and efforts for the advancement of
his empire are well known.
.

consid-

erable evidence against them has been
elicited from a woman who was taken into
and who is now

in

New

York. The case is being carefully and
skillfully worked up, and it is believed that
the, guilty parties will yet be proved.
A FRENCHY

The

were

so

left

the

that

chamber.

they

We

immediately

don’t

know

of any

Jupaw is

Mr. Clark writes in the March No. of the Miss.
Mag. of atrip he had just made to the Naga
hills, with sixty men who came from the hills taescort him thither in safety. He says: ‘“ Thehardships "and perils on the way to these hills 4
and of going from village to village, are enongh
to appall any but a religious nature. . . , .. But,
when the missionary sees how readily and sins
cerely these hardy mountaineers receive the gos~

pel . . . . he exclaims with a full heart, olr, that’

the Lord would protect my life and give me’
strength to live and -labor many years among
these people, till these many hills shall he voesk
with his praise, At one village, Haimong, he-.
found about 40 converts, the fruit of a native
preacher’s first year’s labor among them, ulso
chapel built by the natives without expense ta

oblig-

the mission. . . . . There

are 40 villages

speak-~

ing the same language as Haigeong ; some of these
lying back in the mountains, number 10.000 in-—
habitants.”
:
GIVING FOR MISSIONS.

dollars is no trifle, even to a Sultan.
OF COUNTESS

fifty thousand dollar church here

INDIA—ASSAM.

but.a

ed to pay yearly tribute of a million dollars
to the Sultan, and this he now of course refuses t0"do. The Sultan is consequently
enraged, and is about to send troops to enforce its payment.
It seems that a million
DEATH

A

the England of the East. It is destined to hold
the same commercial, political and religious relations to Asia that Great Britain holds to Eue-.rope. Is the church ready to advance?
Who is .
the noble-hearted layman who will found the
missions in Japan? Filty thousand dollars wily
lay a foundation deep and strong on which others
could build.”

A RECALCITRANT PRINCE.

heen

Religious:

could be built there for ten thousand.

The Princeof Servia, which is a principality of European Turkey lying along the
Danube, has lately proclaimed that his
country is independent of Turkish authori
ty. Which might not be so bad of itself,
heretofore

“~The door

Yeddo and other cities, for four-fifths less than iw .

this country.

affair.

has

says:

it is wide open.

the public schools thereof, and. is to be the Innguage of the people.
Churches can be built im.

company of Frenchmen who would have
made so grave a matter out of so simple an

but the Prince

Advocate

toleration has been proclaimed throughout the
empire. The English language
is to be taught in

AFFAIR.

enraged

Missionary

in Japan is still open:

There was another foolish ‘transaction
in the French Assembly last week, such as
only the French are capable of sustaining.
A proposition came up to fix the following Monday as the day for the discussion
of a certain bill which was to regulate -the
municipal affairs of Lyons. A portion of
the Assembly strongly objected to this
particular day, and when the majority carried the proposition, the objectors

flexibhe

progress.

glish detectives were sent over, and the
suspected parties were closely watched,
some of them having been arrested on
arrival here. It seems that four persons

their confideace,

who, with

characters and comparative freedom from prejudice, will the more readily enter into the full thle
of modern progress. . . . .
The young Emperor of China, recently married 1
and raised
to his full imperial power, is not yet
seventeen, and has not yet indicated his policy,
but, with ripening years and the example of
neighboring nations, he will doubtless decide for

until recently, when it was believed that
they have been traced to this country. En-

and

doing a
:

CHINA=—SIAM=—JAPAN.

the Bank of England. Various attempts
to identify the guilty parties havé failed,

were concerned in the matter,

and

The Foreign Missionary remarks, that

FORGERIES.

practiced

attended withe

returned with half a village of inquirers, and he
has singe brouight over an entire village of devil-

it

mand of the railroad companies is for $800
per mile instead of the $375 now paid them.
It is rumored that it'the companies persist
in their determination thé Postmaster-General will endeavor to procure the passage
of a law giving the department special
power over railroads.
It was discovered a while

is

*“This work among the Santhals began
witly x
man who was led by a dream to visit th
sionaries, by whom he was instructed, ou
after baptized. He then left, but in three weeks

required

now

her word

power. . .."

on

and

Not

talk—if she were a man we should call it presels

—to the people, and

the 1st of April. It is thought that the
force of clerks will be utterly unable to attend to the great flood of mail matter
is @stimated that four days will be

by the people themselves,

a single man among the converts is put upon
mission pay. .,.. All the converts are learn—
Ing to read, and the best spirit prevails among
them.
One of the most successful assistants fer
this work is a woman about sixty years of age...
She has been known to go on foot seven miles to

There is considerable excitement in the
New York and other large post offices
over the expected withdrawal by railroad

GUICCIOLI.

It is announced from Rome that the
Dr. Duff, in'an address to the Gen. Assembly ;
Countess Guiccioli is dead.
She was born of the Free church of Scotland, is reported.
as
in Italy in the year 1801, and at the age of sdying: *‘ One congregation numbered 710 men
ers.
Ilow
many of these contributed anything
sixteen married the Count Guiccioli. For
her second husband she married the French for the spread of the gospel throughout the world®
There
Marquis de Boissey in 1851. She acquired ing, were 280, leaving all the rest giving noth=and yet they were not poor..
a wide notoriety on account of the relations congregation of 800, there were only In 130another
wha
said to have existed between her and Lord | gave towards this object; in another of 700 there
Byron, and made it greater by publishing were only 85. . . . . There were large congregasa few years ago a work entitled “My Rec- tions that gavé at the enormous rate of three
ollections of Lord Byron and those of ap pence u year, each, for the spread of the gospel...
One large congregation, in the Presbytery of EdEye-witness of his Life,”
inburgh, gave
at the rate

GLADSTONE

MAKES

The Lord Mayor of London gave a banquet last Wednesday evening, at which
Mr. Gladstone, the Premier of England,
made a speech.
He had a distinguished
audience, brought together from various
quarters,and his remarks naturally referred
to the recent defeat and recovery of the
ministry. He said, in veplying to a toast,
that the ministry had had a fall

gnd

ESQUIMAUX.

the

principle

.was

:

The Esquimaux, inhabiting Russian North
Americiand Alaska Territory, says the Church
Miss. Rec., form, as it were, a fringe of human
beings, dotted about here and there on tie :eq~
shore of the vast continent, extendint fiom Lab
vador in one direction, to Buering’s straits in the:
other.
The gospel in its purity has been carried
to this interesting race from one extremity of the
vast continent to the other,

a re-

covery, and were ashamed of neither.
Though they had failed to give Ireland a
natbonal university, history would prove

that

of only a farthing each

per annum, or the forty-eighth part of a penny,,
per month for the conversion of the world.” How much better is the record of other denominations

A SPEECH.

INDIANS,

Bishop Whipple

said, in

?

an

address

at a late:

meeting of missionaries with the Board of [ndizm

Commissioners at Washington, that * the work:
of Christianizing the Indians bad succeeded. iw
youd his greatest anticipations.
In visits to the
ndians
he discovered that most of the crimes
charged against them could be laid at the door of
the white race. The Indians said that they hag.
never made fire-water; they wondered whether

indestructible.

Which shows that the idea’ is not yet out
y J piety, which seems to be the natural agency passed forty years of his life in destroying
of the Premier's head, and that it may yet
“Tor
African
evangelization
in
this
hemiGovernments,
and
to
have
finally.
overNo. 304 Mulberry
grow into tangible shape.
street, is another mission of similar scope sphere, were to negotiate with ‘the capitalists thrown his” benefactor. It is needless to
of
the
Samana
Bay
Co.,
who
are
probably
say that the General, who was immediately
as to subjects, but not exclusively such,
SIR BARTLE FRERE'S MISSION:
which I mention here because its monthly awake at least to their interest in the intro- called to order by M. Gravy, had reference
Sir Bartle Frerd®, who went to Zanzibar
.
report is just before me. It is conducted duction of the power -of pure Christianity to Louis Phillippe.
lately to endeavor to influence the Sultan
into
their
field
of
operations,
there
can
be
but
P,S. M. Dufaure addressed the Assemunder Episcopal auspices and methods, and
away.
More abiding than the Alps, or to aholish slavery in his domain, seems to
fers of course a marked contrast to its little doubt that vantage ground and encour- bly to-day, in the name of the Government. than the starry heavens, are Conscience, have
met a failure. Two ‘causes are
Methodist sister in Water street, in many agement might be obtained ‘which. would His discourse, which was in the bighest de- Hope, Faith, Love, Duty, the §oul’s law; assigned for the reported refusal of¥the
warrant
the.
Association
in
appealing
with
ways. Its ‘energetic activity is illustrated
gree obscuré and ambiguous, did not tend Love, the soul's life ; God, the soul’s home Sultan, one the determined opposition of
by the admission of 112 Persons for the confidence for means to do an energetic to satisfy those who had hoped for a decid- —these shail abide when all this outward the Arab chiefs to tke abolition, and the
month, the placing of 43.in employment, of work in.-what we already almost call our ed explanation with regard to the conces- garniture has faded like
a dream. Fear to other the late religious”enthusiasm of the’
41 in public institutions appropriate for part of the island. A movement to this end sions made by M. Thiers to the Commission think, to study, lest these things prove un- Sultan, who has become very devout, and
them, and of 28 back among their friends, will doubtless soon be made. It is ime of the 30, and which are translated by the real? Sooner fear to tread the earth, lest passed almost wholly under the control of
while 42 remained to crowd the busy little portant enough to warrant speedy attention. radical parly as a denegation of his Mes- it dissolve under our feet !=—Christian Un- the priests, It is hoped that this reporto
hive,
:
Yipr,
sage, The vote for the discussion of the ton,
failure may be premature.
'
landsmen

bd

the Jesys Christ of whom they were told was the

.

same name by cursing traders and other whites,”
Dr. Ferris, missionary
in North Arizona, believed that the visit of
Gen. Howard to the Ari-.
zona Indians bad been most beneficial, and had.

prevented an Indian war which would

have cost.

the Government not less than ten million doljars..

A

LOUISIANA.
missionary, after describing

a very needy
field within a score of miles of New Oran
thus closes his appeal in the Am. Mis.: ** But
when I ask for a man to enter in and occupy for
the Master,—for a man to come and save the souls:
that are waiting to be snatched from the toils of
rum and the devil, I am told it is impossible,—-

there is no money,~the treasury is overburdened. .
Alas! Alas!
Has no church, no" Christinm, the-

ability to give, for one

this perishing people
-5..

year, the

bread

of lif

ie

-

pA dh
ty

rT ——

S
ON»

S. Department,

NING STA

-

DE

humble'us;: Blessed are the meek, the lowly
in, heart, the insufficient, who cling to
Christ. These inherit the kingdom of God.

26.

Sabbath School

perme

Lesson, —April 6th.

sun-light?

beings

would

by

‘

APRIL R, 1873.
"

those

Santals,

rr

not

———

abn

cnr

an

at

Bhinipore.,

Here

you will remember the persecution has
been very keen, the women being the
principal hindrances and persecutors,
One
year ago this month we all visited the
place,
Then one woman read with us
and was glad to hear us pray, Yestewlay,

Letter from India.

Are the angels afraid

Celestial

oe

~ Communications,

"What a peculiar reason for asking

Jacob to let im go.
of

.

7

Proposing to write a series of articles for
the Star, under the heading above, I was
intending to make my initial number a
sort of introduction to the series, but find
it running into an essay.
’
Thought,
thought, thought ;—how the
field is continually opening up before me’
Thoughts suggested by listening to the
conversation of others; thoughts suggested
by what I read and observe; thoughts run-

Fasius, N. Y., March 15; 1873.
To.the
Friends
of the F. B. "or. Mission:—
would see their glories must ascend: the
THE MYSTERIOUS WRESTLER.
twelve women, four of them church memMy feelings impel me to’ ask you bers, gathered
skies. Christ refused, with silent dignity, a
at our little woidan's prayEssextian True :— Persistent Prayer to degrade himself by a miracle for the through the Star, to read carefully and,
er
meeting,
and
joyfully and intently lisPrevails with God. . prayerfully the following letter from the
whet
pleasure of the Roman king.
—
tened and joined with us. The Santal ning in their own natural channel, someNotwithstanding the approach of day, Ja- wife of our esteemed missionary, James L. teachers have just been in for convention times common,
GENESIS 82: 24—30.
V, 24. And Jacob was
sometimes rare, sometimes
left alone, and there wrestled a man with him
cob persists in clasping the angel.
Victory Phillips. Though itis a personal letter, and many of them express a great desire of indifferent value, sometimes
worth pickuntil the breaking of the day.
is at hand. If he yields now the struggles I know she will pardon its publicity for the to be Christians, but fear of persecution ing up and preserving.
25. And when he saw that he prevailed not
Inthe course of
sake
of
the
dear
-eause.
May
her
pathetic
against him, he touched the hollow of his thigh,
of the whole night are thrown: away.
“I
and being outcasts, keeps them from pub- conversation and reading, I
often find
and the hollow of Jacoly’s thigh was out of joint,
will not let thee go except thou bless me,” cry for help in addition to other recent licly professing
Christ,
Last Sabbath thoughts which have a certain value
26.
And he said, let me go, for the day breakand
he says. Bold words, befitting bold deeds, ones, and the mute appeal from dear Bro. evening, we had a most glorious prayer
eth. And he said, I will not let’ thee go except
interest, and yet hardly possessing
a digthou bless me,
:
Smith's
new-made
grave,
stir
the
hearts
of
Are we not taught to come ¢“ boldly unto
meeting, during which, some thirty wit- nity worth embodying into
27. And he said unto him, What is thy name?
a sepatate arto immediate, nesses spoke of the blessed way to heaven,
and he said, Jacob.
the throne of grace?” Such coming" de- our pastors and members
ticle or sketch; and yet, presented in such
28,
And he said, Thy name shall be called no
earnest,
and
efficient
work
to
supply
our
notes faith, such tarrying and holding on to
and the’peace they found in’ following it. a form as is proposed, may be admissible
more Jacob, but Israel, for as a prince hast thou
|
midxjon treasury.
Us
God insures success.
power with God and with men, and hast pre| [Twenty-one were Midnapore— Christians + and interesting.
‘wailed,
ag
Ee 1 Fhe-biessing
M. M. Hurcuins HiLLs.
he especially sought was seour large boys and zenara girls
are with
The time has been when I would shrink
29.. And Jacob asked’ him and said, Tell me, I
—
The blessing in genpray thee, thy name.
And he said, Wherefore is curity against Esau.
us.] .Two
prominent Santal teachers at the thought of presenting a thing
_ that
it that thou dost ask after my name?! And he
erul that he desired was a confirmation or
promptly rose for prayers. Oh! pray for did not seem to fall into harmony
BHIMPORE, Jan. 20, 1873.
blessed him there.
with
God's previous promises of good to him. |
them. Pray that God may give them great commonly accepted thinking,
30. And Jacob called the name of the place
My pEAR Mgrs. H.: Ido wish you could
fearing
the
Peniel: for T have seen God face.to face, and my
Jacob kuew that he whom his arms em- come out into this beautiful little grove courage and make them shining lights. opposition
it might encounter. But such
life is preserved,
braced had authority to pledge the protec- in the heart of the Santal country, and let Julia will stay here. with some of the zea course does not ridicule a vigorous, mantion and peace of God.
QUESTIONS.
me tell you all about our work here, for! nana girls a while longer, while James anil ly and independent mind. And so I will
27.
The angel knew what Jacob was
I know you would be glad to hear.
It 1 visit the other branch of our church and’ write simply, frankly, and as thoughtful
State the circumstances in which Jacob, vas
called, but by answering the question Jacob has seemed often, very often that nobody then she will go to another village, the
placed ¥ What hud he done on this day ¥ ' How
as may be.
GEO. E. PLACE.
long since he saw Esau ! What was
Esau's
QUESTIONS

AND

NOTES

BY

PROF.

J,

A,

HOWE,

|

meet the vulgar stare of mortals.

Whoever

[}

‘
gives him opportunity to introduce
what
purpose” Gen. 27:41,
Had Jacob been a true |
brother to Esau?
follows.
Besides, this question,
relates to
24. How came Jacob alone?
Was Jacob a the meaning
of the word Jacob.
praying man? Who wrestled with him? Was this
28.
conflict 2 vision, or an external occurrence? Who
From Jacob—a supplanter, to Israel
was this man? v. 30.
What does Hosea say?
—a prince of God, was a great advance. Was
Hos. 12:4.
Did Jacob know his character? v. |
30.
thereto be a corresponding change in his
What was the oceusion of this wrestling?
Did tne man conquer Jacob?
character?
We read no more of his subtleWhat injury did he inflict on Jacob?
Did
ty, but henceforth of his piety. The new
this act reveal reserved power?
Why was it not
used to shake off his antagonist?
Does seeming
name was to be transmitted to the promised
resistance test the earnestness of a suppliant?
seed.
Hence, a true Israelite’is not merely
Was Jacob entirely disabled by the injury?
Did
.

he continue the fontest?

)

v

a Jew,

.

but

.

a man

of prayer, faith, impor-

26. What did he request Jacob to do? What |
tunity... The true Christian is an * Israelite
reason assign ¥ What force was there in this
plea?! Does
his language denote that Jacob
indeed.”
clung to him?
Was this request designed
to
The change of name becomes a pleasant
i prove Jacob?
What did Christ say to the Syro“iphenician woman? Luke 7 :25—80. What Fepiy did .and perpetual memorial
of this night and
Jacob give? What is a blessing? What
kind
of this event. It was a beautiful custom
+of a blessing did Jacob desire? Are we to he
persistent in our prayers?
Will God answer the
thus to sanctify places and persons with
prayer of indifference?
How do we enter the
monuments more enduring than of granite,
strait gate? Luke 13:24.
How take the kingdom
-of heaven? Matt. 11:12,
to the remembrance of God’s mercies.
Are,you thus earnest
with-God?
Jacob has gained his reward.
His name
27. Did Jacob prevail? Would he have gained
his request if he had yielded to the angel? Did be
declares that men shall how to him, and
ow the name of Jacob? Why then ask what it
that God will be his defender.
It isa proph_ is? What is the. meaning of Jacob?
28. - What name did he give Jacob? What
ecy, the fulfillment of which history can not
does Israel mean?
Give another instance of dispute.
a change of name. Gen. 17:5.
What promise
of 4 new name
And it is true that, to have power with
does “John mention?
Rev.
2:17. Was anew charaeter secured to Jacob in
men,
ont must have power with God.
Inthis contest? How would his new name aid him
fluence over hearts, when man prevails with
in the future? May all have the same power
with God that he had? In whose strength may we
God in prayer, is established.
The Chrisprevail? 2 Cor, 12:9, |,
tian who is full of the Holy Spirit carries
29. What did Jacob ask? Why was he not
allowed to know?
Will God gratify a vain cuiweight of character and of words wherever
osity about his nature?
How did Christ deal
he goes.
Here then we see how to reinwith Herod, hoping to sce ‘*‘some miracle done
by him”? Luke 23:8,9. Whom did Jacob say he
force
our
Christian
influence.
had seen? 30th verse.
What blessing did Jacob
29.

{

|

—

i

ABA

:

¢

in America cared for either us or the

especially

since

Bro.

Bacheler

feeling of loneliness that has crept over

at times,

has

been

almost

and the assurance that

the

home of seven Santal teachers, and work
among those omen who have a great de-

work,

left.

The
us,

insupportible,
home

is

all

human

aid,

a kind

of funeral

pall, and

we

have

while

cried

how long! When
linging? ~ When
not men merely,
our hearts leapin the Star that
had once more

been heard, and that he and his

wife

and

I

shall

Qo

for them ?
“Much more

I would

weary you

much.

too

say,
Send

but I'll
us

a

not

family

for Midnapore and a lady for the zenanas,
and then we can all go to the jungle now,
and God will bless you, and

you

will

hear

that the Santals are finding the true way.
James and Julia will soon speak for themselves.
Yours very truly,
MARY P. PHILLIPS.

were

N.

H.

Robert

to

James has the Santal. language
partly,
Julia is learning it. Oh! when
can we
go to the jungle and spend and be spent

the few letters that have come to us have
draped our tiny bundle of ‘‘overland” in
| from our souls, “0 Lord,
shall we see the silver
wilt thou send us help,
but help”. And oh! how
ed for joy when we saw
good Dr. Bacheler’s voice

examine
home

schools,

Miduapore and begin the training school
the first of Eeb., Providence permitting.

churches

| wera sleeping or dead to all interests in
| our Foreign Mission has made us feel how
uncertain at best

sire to learn, James will visit and
other

Candia,

Robinson.

Among the

of Mar.

communications to

theory,

we

find

it very

difficult

period, to say nothing of the Sabbath
tioned

in

the

to

have taken
work

men-

New Testament, as a day

twenty-four hours.
untold

Bro. B. says
ages

of creation, unless

of

it must

to accomplish the
we

ascribe

to it

miraculous power, or. agency, a fact of
which he says we have no proof. But let

us see about it.

In the first chapter of Gen=

esis, we read, ‘ And the earth was without
form anc void, and darkness was upon the

{ace ofthe deep: —and—the—Spirit—of God
moved upon the face of the, waters. And
God said, let there be light, and there was
light. And God said, let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters,” &e., “and

it was 80.” And so on through the chapter,
He spake, and it was done.
But if Moses should be doubted, we will
see what the Apostles say about the creation. In the first chapter of John, third
verse, we read, ** All things were made by
him, and without him was not any thing
made that was made.” - What does Paul say
eleventh

“ Through
the

shall

make the Subbath there,’an indefinite, long,

in the

tl

a

faith

of Hebrews, third

we

uneerstand

verse ?

that

the

Star | worlds were formed by the word of God.”

12, there appeared an article head-

ed ** One of Robinson's Hymns,” which is
deserving some notice.
Ir speakingof that gosd man, the writer
says he was by turns, a Methodist, an In-

dependent, a Baptist and a Socinian.
This
may be partly correct,but the last is doubtful
with many.
In a letter written by Mr.
Robinson to his friend Mr. Lucas of Shreyws-

bury, but a little . time before his desth, he
writes, *‘ Believe me, I am neither a Socinian

In Eph. 3:Q,.we rexd, ** And to make all
men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which hath been hid in God, who created all things by Jesus Christ.” There is
one thought more. If God did not create
the world

just as Moses says

he did, in the

Book of Genesis, then be did not make man
as recorded in the same book, and we shall
have to adopt
was developed

Darwin's theory, that man
from a monkey, or some

other animal, and I think the man that does
nor an Arian, I adore God for so loving the $0 is not very well developed yet.
world as to send lis Son. I embrace him
Wu. PHELPS.
as an unspeakable gift. I believe his doc- |
trines, trust his promises, ‘copy his life, im- |
Fragments.
bibe his disposition, and live in the hope
BY HALE ARLINGTON.
of the glory he has promised to all his disOe
ciples. Ihave no doubt.”
Thera is one sovereign remedy for inefMr. Thomas Buncolme spent a few days ficiency in the ministry and
unfruitful-

coming to us, surely coming. Oh!it is
too good to believe ; and a letter from Miss
Leisure Hours in my Library.
‘Dudley informed us that the ladies at the
——
—
anniversaries really prayed very earnestly THE MATER!AL AND INTELLECTUAL WORLDS.
for us, and one proposed to write to us. | God has fitted up two worlds for the
Mr. Page and Mr. Perry also spoke and enjoyment of man; the material, and the
wrote earnestly .in behalf of the mission. mental or intellectual world. There is the at Chesterton with Mr.
Robinson
but ness in the church, and that is the baptism
Last week we received a most enthusiastic enjoyment of the physical being, and the one month before Mr.
of the Holy Ghost,
Robinson's death;
letter from Miss Annie Dudley again, in enjoyment of the intellectual ; the physical
when Mr. R. said he was of no sect. The
The minister's success depends not so
which she expressed her determination to senses and the mental. The mental world | Socinians and Unitarians courted
him, and
much
on able sermons, as on enlisting,
do so if in any way the path shall be made is built. upon and fashioned from the ma- gloried in considering him
one of them- developing, harmonizing and properly d&clear to her. Oh! for a score of such hear- terial, which is the inevitable and constant selves, but he says, *‘
the longer I live the recting the forces of which he is the appointty workers to-day.
prototype of the mental in all its forms more 1 am convinced there are difficulties ed leader.
Let me tell you just what we want and
and conditions; and yet, “qualifiedly speak- in every system which can not be explainJacob intrudes upon forbidden ground. need, oh! so much, this minute in India—.
Condense your thoughts so as to give
receive? Did he fear Esau after this? If God
“ing,
eacli of the two worlds pdtses€es dis- ed.” In a letter to Mr. Turner he adds,
be for us, have we ever anything to fear?
He knew the celestial character of his an- two married men and their wives, and two
them true expression in the briefest mantinctive features; and yet again, the dis- “1 am set free from party, and now I wish
30. What is the meaning of Peniel? Had Jacob
tagonist, and would now pry further into single ladies, or one single lady and ‘three
seen (God? What surprised him?
Can a man
tinctive features are sometimes hidden in a nothing more than to drop every name but ner. Were { asked, ‘What are the idle
see God and live? Ex. 83:20.
the
mystery that surrounds him. How married men.
Should the sancwords for which men must be judged?"
Why? and for what? you
tuary be a Peniel?
Should our closets? Are we
that of Christian,” —and
quickly he is rebuked. Jacob must not pre- will ask. Before this you will have heard harmoniously mingied interplay of forms.
I should think of heartless, “vain repetito say “I will not let thee go except thou bless
To explain: There are some. whose in»
** Let names and sects and parties fall,
me”?
sume uron the favor and condescension of that our dear Brother Smith has laid down
tions" in prayer, by which we offend God,
What blessing will God give the penitent
tellectual constitutions are so slightly deAnd Jesus Christ be all in all.”
sinner who thus prays?
If we persist in prayer
{ and long winded, heartless, lifeless exhorGod. "Because he hears our supplications, his armor and gone to be with Christ—
shall we have power with God?
veloped, that their fundamental enjoyment
These
quotations are from Flower's me- |
we must not appropriate his grace to selfish ‘forever with the Lord.” Tt was my sad
.
tations, by which
we disgust everybody
consists in the operation of their physical moirs of Robinson.
R. W.
gratification. Prayer does easily wander privilege to be with sister Smith during
| else.
senses.
They
may
sometimes
rise
toa
NOTES AND HINTS.
from its own plane,—sometimes rises too her husband's last days:~ His last words
Every Christian should go to the house
certain mental pleasure, but really intellectThe lesson opens with Jacob at the brook high, and too near the secrets of heaven, were, ‘Blessed be {pis holy name.” We
of prayer prepared for work, and not subThe Other Side.
ual it can scarcely be termed. They may
Jabbok, a little stream on the east of the and then the soul meets rebuke.
2 had all so much hoped that he might not enjoy the beauties of natural scenery—the
| Jeet his co-laborers to the task of warming
——
> —
Jordan, into which it flows, about half way
But Jacob was ** blessed.” How changed drop
away without one word for Mrs. splendors of the rising and setting sun;
I find a communication in the Star of or thawing his spiritual forces to render
from Lake Tiberias to the Dead Sea.
This the state when, to a*troubled soul, the SpirSmith, that it was a very great joy to us the calm moonlight; the contemplation of Feb. 19, from Bro. 8. Bolles, in which he | them available,
- brook is fed by several smaller streams, and it of God brings the olive branch of peace ! to have him able to say a few little sengreen fields and leafy forests; the grandeur undertakes to prove that God was six long, | I have a pump which will not draw unnear its mouth, at certain seasons,is impass- Jacob was no more afraid. The seal of God tences.
He then
became unconscious of lofty mountains; but the finer intellect- indefinite periods creating the world,—or til some water is poured into it, then it
« able.
Hence Jacob was at a ford.
was upon him. To bé blessed of God, to hear
again, and about two P. M., without a ual life that lies - behind all these,—the ap- that the world was six long, indefinite pe- works quite well, and this reminds me of
. 24." Jacob voluntarily seeks solitude, for his angel whisper divine pledges of love, struggle or a groan, rested from his lapreciation ard admiration of the Divine riods developing itself into existence. For those in social meetings who are generally
prayer. Thus we can account for the mani- disquieted man must prevail with God in
if God exercised no supernatural power, I | backward, never having much to do unbors,—‘‘Entered into
the joys of his Thought as embodied. in these forms, and
[estation of God to him. For, ¢ draw nigh prayer.
Lord.” Soon after, Mrs. Smith selecfed developed in wisdom and grandeur and do not see how he created it at all.
less some revival influence fills the leaky
to God and he will draw nigh to you.”
30.
Another memorial is erected.
That
If his theory is correct, I think we ought pump.
There are, however, those who
a beautiful little spot between two grace- power and immortality
and beauty and
Jacob was a man of prayer.
In his twenty
place becomes known as Peniel,—the face of ful evergreen trees in the Mission Chapel symmetry,—this is almost wholly wanting. to have a new Translation of the Bible. In- are like overflowing fountains, from whom
years of shepherd life he had not forgotten God. No Israelite could travel by that spot, yard for his grave. The next morning at
And the esthetic appreciation of literature; stead of ‘* And God said, let there be light ; | good is obtained without pumping.
‘the God of his fathers, the God of Bethel, nor gaze upon it, nor hear _it.named, withand there was light,” that verse should read, | Just look upon that golden ear of corn.
nine o'clock, Father Phillips and one of the —the delight experienced in the recognition
and God had not forgotten him.
out recalling the conflict and the victory of native preachers had a short service in of classical culture and elegance of diction, “And God said, let there be light ; and Inside those golden kernels is found the
We have no record of the approach nor the patriarch.
But ever after, ‘to Jacob English and Oriya in the Chapel, and the —the requisite combination of just and there began to be. light, and after a long, cob through which the plant has conveyed
of the departure of this mysterious being. himself, how sacred the place. Oh, that all native Christians sang a beautiful hymn
weighty words in expressing ideas,—to indefinite period there was light, or light its nourishment to them. It seems imHow this‘combat began is also a matter of places of prayer had such memorials ereeted at his grave, and we laid him down to rest.
had been developed.”
¢ And God saw the proper to liken faith to this cob; but faith
such a region they are strangers.
Such
conjecture.
Was it an actual wrestling, or to the remembrance of God's blessing in I should have told you that immediately
light, that it was good ; and God divided the holds to God as this does to the plant;
a domain is as a sealed book to them; and
was it what Jaco) encountered in a dream
them obtained!
:
after his death, a most peaceful, heavenly
so the characteristic features of the two do- light from the darkness. And God called and through faith comes the spiritual‘ nour;
ws
of the.night? Authorities differ on this
This mysterious man was to Jacob God glow brightened his whole face. It was
the light day, and the darkness he called ishment which is.the life of all virtues; and
mains are distinctively defined.
point. Some refer to the dream at Bethel, himself. In other places, the angel of God so unearthly and so blessed to behold, that
And there is another class, whose intel- night. And the evening and the morning taith which is not crowned by good works
-and to other Biblical aecounts of visions,
is. called God, because .that angel was the I went time and again to look at him after lectual proclivities are so sharply set, were the first long, indefinite period.” In is as worthless as the cob. Beneath those
like those of Cornelius, Peter and Paul, in
Word, the second Person in the Godhead.
the rest had left him.—Mrs. Smith’s long that they may be said to ‘leap the the 6th verse we read, ‘* And God said, let shining kernels ‘we know there is that
proof that this was an experience of like |
See Mal. 3:1.
watching and anxiety had worn upon her barriers of sense,” and plunge into the there be a firmament in the midst of the which supports and holds them in place;
nature. Others contend for an actual oc- |
The Scriptures teach that no man can see so she has been visiting at Cuttack, but intellectual domain with an enthusiasm waters, and let it divide the waters from the and, where the good fruits of the spirit apcurreace, on the ground that the narrative |
God and live. To this idea Jacob refers. will soon return to Balasore and be there that renders them almost oblivious to the waters.” Now the 7th verse ‘should read, pear, we know there is saving faith. The
does not report itself as a dream.
In either But the sight of God by faith makes alive.
alone, with the church, the schools, the objects of the physical senses. They eat according to Bro. Bolles’s interpretation,
cob is valuable until its work is done in
«case, no essential truth is disturbed.
The
To the eye of faith God waits to reveal him- work-shop,
the bazar
preaching,
the and drink, and walk, and gaze upon ‘“ And after a long, indefinite period there the perfection of its fruit; even so when
ifact of God's revelation to Jacob remains.
self.
Our closets, our sanctuaries and our- zenanas, the two branches, Metrapore snd
the general features of nature with a cer- was a firmament.” For, according to his the work of grace is perfected in us, and
{From verse 30th, and from Hosea 12:3, 4,
homes may be to us like Peniel. Not al- Bhudruck, all on her hands. This was too tain absent-mindedness, as if gratifying theory, we must fot suppose that God did the harvest is ready, we shall walk no
we learn that this man was an angel of God.
ways in our’ devotions is God seen, or the much for Mr. and Mrs. Smith together. these senses were a necessity that must be really create anything; but that somehow, more by faith but by sight.
All angels reveal themselves to mortals in
presence of his angel felt. Too often, when What will she do now? Oh! must the endured. And such a class affords the spec- after a long, indefinite period, what God
From the darkest cloud may come the
the human form, that those human in form
spake of did come into existence. And we most refreghing shower, and from the
we hear that ‘the day breaketh,” or see golden, ripened grain there all perish be- tacle of going to the opposite extreme.
may be encouraged to become angels in
the beams of the rising, alluring world, we cause the reapers are not? Must the tenAnd there is another class, whose well must say ‘the waters were divided from severest trial we may derive the greatest
spirit. There is an angel near the suppliang/ yield our prayers, and unblessed go forth der Jambs be left to the hungry wolves
developed minds are able to draw and min- the waters after a long, indefinite period. spiritual good,
always. The Master can not be far ons from the closet and let the angel of God now the shepherd has been called away ? gle into harmonious effect the enjoyment of
And the evening and the morning were the
‘when the disciple is in need.
carry back the reward he had brought. This God forbid! A man and wife must go the two worlds;
and while they appre- second long, indefinite period.” And so on
A stoutly contested battle it was, for it lesson teaches us to pray, and to persist in
Safely Anchored.
there at once. You will do what you can? ciale the sesthetic in the forms of literature through the six long, indefinite periods
lasted until dawn.
So Christ continued all prayer, until we prevail with God.
:
won't you? Tell every body. Write what and art, they are also able to perceive the which Moses called days.
night in prayer, and the suppliant, to prevail
Arlittle sloop, with costly merchandise on
youcan. Do send us help now and also sesthetic running through all the forms of
But there is one thing that we must
with God, must oftén prolong his private
WELL
ASKED.
One
Superintendent a lady and family for Bhudruck, of which the physical world, and adore and admire not forget, which is, that God saw every- board, was once entrusted to the care of a
;
prayers.
furnishes his teachers with blanks to be fill- and whose needs, Mrs. Smith can more that wisdom that has formed so nicely and thing that he had made and, behold it was man-of-war, which was to convoy it from
25. The angel voluntarily yiclded to the ed up at the end of each quarter and return- fully tell you.
For .
exquisitely all things for the enjoyment of very good. Bro. B. thinks the soil was not the Cape of Good Hope to England.
“earnestness of Jacob, dnd allowed him to
many days they kept together, and then a
very
good.
ed to him, answering the following quesWhich
shall
we
man.
And
this
is
the
happiest
class.
believe? 1f
Now.my heart is too. full to tell you of
prevail, as Christ yielded to the cries of the tions:
what we want to-day, and why. Oh! if
There exists a notible analogy between there was anything in existence at that time storm came on. When it cleared again the
woman of Canaan, though at first he seemed
‘1.
How many scholars were entrusted to you could only know, I do .believe you
the two worlds. The material world is in- that was not good, it was something that little sloop was nowhere to be seen, and
«to be indifferent to her request. His motive yousduring this quarter ?
yourselves would find a family for Midna- exhaustible in its resources for the employ- God did not make, Geology to the contra- though a sharp lookout was kept for her, it
was all in vain.
«in reserving his strength may have been to
2, How many are now in your class ?
pore to work with Dr. Bacheler, so that ment of the physical senses; tke intellectu- notwithstanding.
teach Jacob, and through Jacob the world,
The commander %as Very sorry, for he
3. How do you account for the missing we could leave all there and come to these al, in its resources of ideas. The material Now, if we go on and carry out Bro. B.'s
knew the value of the rich stores on board,
to persevere with God; because God is un- ones ?
Santals,—the most interesting, intelligent, is infinite in its compass of space; the in- theory, we must translate the 2d and 3d
able to resist the power of unwavering faith;
4. How many visits to your scholars manly people we have ever found or our tellectual, in its extension of thought. The verses of the 2d chapter something after and how precious the lives of every one of
holding by and pleading the divine prom- have you made ?
missionaries have ever worked for. I material forms lie awaiting the power of this fashion: ‘‘ And on the seventh long, that crew were to some little circle at home.
He anchored at last in Portsmouth harbor,
-ises. The persistent pleader goes *‘ down |’ 5. How many times were you present dt think
they
more closely resemble the man's hand to be fashioned into shapes of use indefinite period, God
egded all his work
to his house justified.” Even the gifts of the Teachers] Meeting ?
Karens [of Burmah] than auy other people, and beauty, The mental forms lie profuse- which he had made ; and” he rested on the in a heavy fog. When it lifted, what was
gochored near
God's grace must by exertion be gained.
6. -How many -times absent from
the in as much as they are so anxious and
ly in the intellectual domain, awaiting the seventh long, indefinite period from all his his surprise and joy to find
Virtue develops in the soul only as it seeks Teachers’ Meeting ?
ready for the gospel.
Hungering and brain-power to fashion them into combina~ work which he had made.
(It seems, after him the very little craft over [Which he was .
;
in order to find, and knocks for the door to
7. How many times were you absent thirsting for righteousness, they are being tions of expression that can be felt and ap- all, that God did have something to do about grieving !
O
Sabbath
school
teacher,
how
many of
be opened. God may at times appear to be from Sabbath-school ?
creating
the world.) And God blessed the
filled. Only a few hupdred miles to the preciated, And the shaped products of
deaf to our entreaties, while yet the whole
8. How much religious interest is mani- north of us, hundreds of them have been these forms is the result of what is called seventh long, indefinite period and sancti- these precious little barks which we have
« activity of our soul is not aroused, that im- fested by your class ?
gathered into the church by a single mis- Art, both in the material and mental fied it; because that in it he had rested from convoyed do we lose sight of in our life's
. portunity may call it forth.
9. Haye you any discouraging circum- sionary.
This missionary, Mr. Gonfs- worlds. And in the shaping of these prod: all his work which God created and made.” voyage! How many times we mourn over
It was a gentle pressure, but how mighty, stances to contend with ?
Now, in order to have our New Transla- them as lost, when it may be they are only.
hurd, states, ‘As goon as one man finds ucts’ progress, in giving a higher and
i that dislocated the thigh of Jucob.
It ren10. Have you any additional facts to the true way he goes and tells his neigh- finer form of finish and beauty, keeps with ’fion harmonize, we must translate the fourth lost to our sight! When the fog lifts we
dered him powerless to wrestle. He could communicate ?
:
bor of it and brings him to Christ. We the advancement of civilization and it's at- commandment and make it read something may see them anchored safe beside us in the
“only clingto bis antagomst. This stroke,
have no preachers, we pay no salaries tending educational facilities. Each suc- like this: ‘‘ Remember the Sabbath long, celestial harbor. g Who can not say with
that left the patriarch so weak, taught him
A man may hang the Decalogue upon the —the people themselves
support the ceeding generation brings into use higher indefinite period to keep it holy. Six long, saintly Rutherford :
that he had nothing *“ which he did net re- walls of his home, and still be an idolater— Christian preachers as they formerly did models for the prosecution of material art, indefinite periods shalt thou labor and do
‘“ And if ome soul from Anworth
Meet me at God’s right hand,
“ceive.” It kept him humble; like Paul's
their priests. One man alone has brought and, in the main, a more requisite diction alkthy work. But the Seventh long, indefiMy heaven will be two heavens
~ **¢ thorn in the flesh.”
-for an ornament; on the walls of his cham- {fives whole villages to Christ.” This is and finish in literary art. And there are nite period is the Sabbath of the Lord thy
In ITmmanuel’s land’?
Jacob may have ‘exulted because, if he ber, who yet forgetsto pray, both at even- the kind of people we long to, work for.
different degrees of ability brought to bear God: in it thou shalt not do any work, thou,
id not ** eat angel's food,” he did resist an .ing and morning. The thing to be done is,
Of our 40 schools among them, started in the production of both: forms; there are nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy man
Man must cling to the faith that the nangel's strength. God suffers no arrogance to hang the Decalogue on the Juner walls of by Dr. Bacheler,
you have heard much,
bunglers in material art, and bunglers in seryant, nor thy maid servant, nor thy cat- conceivable is conceivable, ¥se he will uot
before him, _ Al answers to prayer. tend to | the heart.
also of our Santal branch ohurch—built intellectual art.
tle, nor thy stranger that.is within thy gates. seek,
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For in six long, indefinite periods, the Lord
made the heavens and the earth, the sea and
all that in them is, or were developed.
Wherefore the Lord blessed the seventh
long, indefinite period and hadjowed it.”
Now if we change the 16th chapter of
Exodus so as to make it agree with Bro. B.’s
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we endeavor to follow in regard to gossip,

—
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We are sowing, daily sowing,

Cast upon the windy hill;
Seeds that sink in rich brown furrows,

gracious rain;

Seeds that rest upon the surface

Of the dry, unyielding plain,

Seeds that fall amid the stillness
Of the lonely mountain glen ;
Seeds cast out in crowded places,

Trodden under foot of men ;
Seeds by idle hearts
forgotten,
p

Flung at random on the air;

SiGawa
prayer.
Sowa laintas
aT aand ove and prayer,

drained,
has a itlenkyis bestroof,letandalone.is generally
out of repair;
If dogs|
are

Seeds that lie unchanged, unquickened,

materi

So the specific
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Seeds that live and grow and flourish

if they are barking, ont
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16

inches,

entitled

or, Home Sunshine.”

‘*¢ Little
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Best and Most Productive Varie-

ty in the World for Field Culture.

REAL
- ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS.

Students,

This Chromo, which

Ofall the money we had placed

notlosta SINGLE DOLLAR,

heavy expense, will be sent mounted and
ready for framing.
It opens to us the |
very heart of what is pure, beautifil and

We'shall not probably be able to hold
out these indué¢ements for more than a limited period. Hence the need of sending the

oniss und the ; money——promptly,
abst

f

ther

166 LASALLE Street,
5tf

Thou whe knowest all our weakness;
Leave us not to sow alone!
Bid thine angels guard the furrows

Where the precious grain is sewn,

Till the fields
are crownéd with glory,
:
to

Pillod with front of ike Crema

From the seed we sowed in tears,

Check the froward thoughts and passions,
Stay the hasty, heedless hands,
Lest the germs of sin and sorrow
Mar our fair and pleasant lands.
Father, help each weak endeavor,
Make each faithful effort blessed,
Till Thine harvest shall be garnered,
And we enter into rest.

SUNSHINE!
: NEW
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man!

‘Just beyond the bridge, in nthe white
housé with green blinds; you can not miss
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the sick
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certain thefts which had

and
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recently

together
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a pretty

Sextons

hopeless |

and
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claimed involuntarily.

We bursied

on and

sick room, where :a

Methodist «whurch

.

seen

good

‘was

-

wd ( ys

brother

of the |

sitting as

we

eon-

Not mamy
weéks
with elegant olothes
our

tered.
edrokat a
.
3
:
I went to the bedside,
and 'imtroduced
| spoke
mysell te the dyizg man.

maynet

be after

reached the | Still mind what ne says.
Sti

your

mind,

| ooo

since & gentlemam,
and ‘manners, calls

pla

ndy. dt was plein, before

:He was.a splem-

sicknessend danger.

I said to him: “‘You ave very sick.”
“Yes,” he.replied, ‘very sick.”
“How does life look te you 2" iJ asked.

said,

‘‘yan

believe

very

tsld
li.

few

wwerds .I

iin | ate actien of your sexton.

of ST
t€
te

him

he)"

of |

I pay

for

these

were

wery

J

for

save you.

bis

sake.

°

uly wield to. Jesus.”

OES

:

Will admit, eughtito

be

Pledges! oh,

and made it ome of the saddest and dreariest
spots in all our city; of a \young hushand

to |{is my wile’s birthday.

my tastes | her a present.

Jam

going

to give

commands af apostles.

Well,

the

Baptist, and

he

Salo

salvatiof
may

puts it

and

Iput

of Jesus.

be

look fuam those

sp,

and I am

#so.

It is

Only aecept.it and

sived.”

He seemed interested atilast.

ed and went away.

{and

he

signed

you

A day or two afterwards when I visited
him, he
gave evidence of # change of
heart, and throughawt his life, which Tasted

several weeks,
grew as a Chrigdian.
Evidently the Spirit of God was teaciting
him.
s questions indicated it; his ;interest in his wicked eampanions also, and
his desiue for his family. We reeeived him
into the church, and have every reasan
to believe that he is mew with Jesus ip
heaven.
One of the

elders,

at his

examination,

The

Holy

Spirit had

been

reaching

his

and

thus

had

he

grown in the knowledge of Jesus Christ.
This leaf from a pastor's note-book may
encoyrage some to labor for the most hardened; and show to some how simple the
rush is that saves the soul.—Chris, Week-

A Cure for Scandal.
LR ah

A correspondent— “Ruth”— would like
to know what can be done to stop scandal
vs
es
in a church,
We suggest to her that enough cotton
in both ears would prevent her hearing it,

and the filling of her mouth

all day long

with praises of God would render it imelie ci for her tongue to spread it. This
suffice for her personally, She,
would
however, we suspect, rather

us

wants

to

for the habit of scandal
suggest a remedy
in others, Really, we do not know of any
While
thing short of ' the grace of God.
hearts

remain

unrenewed,

tongues

will

be full of bitterness; and in gracious

peo-

there

will

ple, while corruption

remains,

be a measure of mouth disease

delight to bark

nature to.”
tongues

except

too.

Dogs

‘and bite, *‘for ‘tig their

None can rule or

tame

the Omnipdtent

human

himself,

Solomon talked of ‘hot coals of juniper,
and such-like fiery
remedies, but we
/

.

‘things
£8

good place: ard say

to

Bright

it in

my

presence.

We

in that

then there, or it here under my

are ye not fhem partial

footstool:

in yomselves

mawpifest that either the sexton or

had evil thoughts. ‘Perhaps
ter sce him firat,

and

vou have

you had

when

to Ged.
@ne Sabbath school
least believes in pledges, and

teaches men so ! Beloved teachers of young

men,

do not be afraid of the pledge.
it earefully :and in the love

and Administer

are become judges of evil thoughts? It is
bet-

you have

The Richest Premimms

to persons, ye comemit §in, and are ¢onvine-

We have

We

in.one

had said

point,

heiis guiky

enough.

with

all.’ "

(Convinced @f

own conscience, the man, like

Away

of

his

some in our

softly
i

such. shodilyism

tham

from

he

the

dhurches of the Nazarene! Fie upon that
cengregation which will permit and
perte suchoutrages upon the law of lowe

in the house

of

Christ's people.

This és

one of the reasons why the peor, in their
Sunday go to-meeting clothes, though they |

do soaetinies carry memories gf the kitchen |
and the stable with them,

turn

away

trom

the churches. If grace from our heart
does not seal your nose, then ¢arry disinfecting smelling-bottles.
Do anything
rather than ‘‘despise the poor.” Oh, how
many, by this weak and wicked conceit,

like the Pharisees enrsed by owr Lord,
*‘shut up the kingdom of heaven against
men,” “Ye neither go in. yourselves,
neither suffer ye them that are entering to
20 in,’
Phe Working Church.

offered

rich premiums

Yet!
before

now (e our subscrioers, and they have been

varied and valuable as well as attractive.
At the and of no little thought, inquiry apd
planning, we have decided to offer a new
list, which we are sure must be set dowm
as both generous and choice. Look at what}
follows:
1. New subscribers; sending $2.50, will,
receive the Star for one year, and a copy
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel Engravings whieh they may seleet from the,
following

list: “¢ The

Heavens

declare

the

Glory of God,” and ** Fairy Stories;" or,
2. New subscribers,

sending

$4.25, will

receive the Star for one year, Arthur's very

excellent Home Magazine for one year,and
a large, new and very beautiful steel Engraving,

just

executed,

entitled,

‘‘ The

Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.

God

Leading.

The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
EE
the Magazine, $2.50; of the Engraving,
When the week is ended, when the year $5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00. We will
is ended, and still more, when many years
:
are ended, I look back and find that God furnish the whole for $4.25; or,
has laid out my path. It is like riding on a
8. New subscribers, sending $3.60, will
railroad.

While

in-the-cars I can

see no

track ; I look out upon the country, and the
cars seem running without a track; I see
nothing as long

as I sit there;

but

fot me

look out at the rear of the ear, and I see the
two rails of the track by which I came,

it is with

experience.

which I have been led.

Lebanon, and was

when he came back
led him by the way;

So

I see the path by

Jacob went

out to

gone for long years; but
he saw how God had
he went out alone, and

came: back a great band.” When Joseph
dreamed that the sheaves bowed down to
1

Starlight

Series...

Starlight Stories,

Agents wanted story. |

7

Brother and Sister,

where. Business high-

want a reliable eis § in ple County

1

,

inthe U. 8. Address Hudson River |
” Wire Co., 130 Maiden Lane, 3X0 or

—

receive the Star for

one

tian

of the

at

Work,—one

year, The

Chiris-

TUSHERVILLE, N. H.-

omit

Selah

Hibbard

exquisite Chromos,

t
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Ohio. |

(there is & rush

greatest work.

OUR

1

Postage (extra) : 4 cents- for single

QUICK !5:::
AO

odds the

most

you will

of territo
LEWIS’ last and
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FRIEND'S

SECRET

taking and

sajeable book

for the price, the largest and handsomest

n

It will Improve your

4 cents each for two

| More

public.

Facilitate

Digestion,

organ

kin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest,
Burnin
in the
1 ¥lesh or sudden Flashes of Heat,—al! {of whie h
indicate a derangement ot the Liver or Digestive Organs.
Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, Bilious Fever, &c., are the characteristic diseases, should be
them.

They are a sure

preventive of

N.

claiming to
Bells, whose
Jocated in
deceive the
5265

To Speculate Successfully.
H. FOOTE & 00.,

Bankers and Brokers, 70 Broadway, N. Y.
Member of 8tock Exchange and Gold Board.
REFERENCES.—Mechanics Banking Association, or
3ny Banking House or Commercial Agency in
New
and

its Opéra1y19,

one, or

Or-

School.

Child Life in Many

Lands,

Ruthie Shaw; or, The Good Girl,

Nattie Nesmith;

been

revised

and

much

improved,

stereotype plates, made from new

type
and

as well as many of our best Iymns.

Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
LR.
BURLINGAME, Dover.

New

printed

throughout
choice

Tunes

It is compaet

BURLINGAME,
, DOVER,

N. H,

ADVENTISM.
I have just had published, in pampiget form, an
exposition of Matt. 24, showing that the chafterhas

no reference to the end of the world, which I will
send, post paid, to any one on receipt of ten cents.
;
A. DEERING,

Pittsfield, N. H.

MARY LATHAM CLARK;
Is now complete and ready for custom=
ers.
Itisadapted to classes that have:

Just completed “The Story of
This book received the prize
not long since by the Printing
lishment, and,is recommended
superintendents and

worthy

Jesus.”
offered:
Estabto pas~

teachers as.

of their

Now Ready.

pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88,
Postage (extra) on a single copy
4 cts.;
, on a doz.,

LR

Book,

BY

on

thick

Address,

Question

4 cents.

in form, can be easily carried in the pocket; and
is well adapted to use in social meetings,
Price
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84, Price per single hook, when bound in

il

or, The Bad Girl,

ly. - Price 15 cents ; Postage (extra),

The Sacred Melodies
It has a large number of selected

Y.

Devotion, Theluck,

patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediate~

pale

nas

Long-Goings,.

being in every way

48 ots.

Street
.

i

Alice Benson’s Trials,
“The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,

tors,

NEW!

ENTITLED

OrK.

Sabbath

Building Stones,
Hours of Christian

ach, Dimness of Vision, Yellowness of the Eyes and

THE WORK

HOW

N. B.—Pamphlet on “Wall
tions.” free on application,

Appetite,

SOMETHING

Continue te manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
the past twenty years) and are now making more
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here is no remedy so
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whether
general or following acute disease. The
Medical Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Nervous Debility, and all diseases arising from a disordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation, Flatulence,
Rush of Blood tothe Head, Loss of Appetite, Nausea,
Heartburn,’Acrid Stomach, Fullness or Weight in the
Stomach, Sinking or Fluttering at the Pit of the Stom-
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Short-Comings and

Fever and Ague, Intermittents, Biliousness and all
ailments arising from malarious causes. Price $1.00,
Prepared by A. LITTLEFIELD & CO., Boston,
Mass. Sold by all Dealers in Medicine. 26eow27w
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said a friend to me, as I was walking home
from church.
“Certainly,” #-answered, “‘and at once.
Where does he live?”
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OFFICE AT PRESENT,

HOW THIS VARIETY OF CORN WAS ORIGINATED
This celebrated variety has been brought to its
present perfection by planting‘largest, most prolific
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selecting the earliest ripening, largest and most prolific ears for seed,
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We told a friend lately, who said that it Diana. As you approach the temple gates
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met with, and we fancied that if we did, and when we look. back we shall see that
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over the eventsof a long iife, he could see
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The pressing need in every city of any
hints at, the vices and follies of the Euro- size is of a corps of skillfully trained nurses,
pean systems may be copied too closely, In ;whose bands shall minister not less tenderly
the midst of their new life there will often than their heats, ‘whose intelligence shall
be found traces of the old, and none but at least be equal to their sympathies, and
such a wise young man as has already who ean therefore care wisely as well as
welcomed these changes can be trusted to tenderly
for
these - unfortunate
sick
put them on an abiding basis. May this ones. In private homes, no less than in
golden age of this old Empire be dimmed the public hospitals, are these nurses needby no gathering clouds.
The door is in- ed. Indeed, more in private homes.
For
deed open. But more than human skill among the thousands of tender-hearted

and sagacity will be needed to keep it so.

Tribute to Mr. Garrison.

* |

the family nursing in case of sickness. And
the wretched nurses that can be had
a
|| when
Mr. Garrison's old age has something im- | are in so great demandat the extravagant

pressive in it. He is often misunderstood
and misjudged. Many think of him only

We

want,

not

less,

in Life.

ters of his Epistle to the

man soul to the divine,
flowing down to ours;
derstood that, however
the ery goes up, ‘Lord,

as it goes; but at the end of it,
ask,—What has it done for the
the womanhood of the possessit make its subjects nobler,

prices they

ra-

There is no reason for complaining of this
Itis thegeasonable and scriptural

way of looking athe matter. Talk as we
will of the saving
efficacy of Christ's sacrirags

of our

own

right-

eousness, or of th&yhidden life of faith in the
soul,—and

all

thee

phrases

deep and vital meahing
derstood,—it

still

Christianity
fashions

“makes
work

remains

character

a

richer

-wmust never

into

theme

of free

that

so

higher

forms, and

And

or

this

truth

subordinated.

urge it again and again
it needs to be made the

conversation \in the

the

our

far as it

thing and renders its

forgotten

The pulpit must
upon the pews;

meeting;

true

only

ministry.

be

a very

when properly un-

is of value

life a nobler

have

Sabbath

school

prayer

teaching

should give ita decided prominence; and
the closet prayers should be freighted with
the longing for it when they press their way
to heaven

with most urgency and unction.

“There is not much danger that, in this
method of dealing with the great things of
‘the gospel, Christ will cease to be promiment

as

the

that trust

soul's

and

late,

and Saviour, nor

prayer will fall into neglect

and disesteem.

to be true.

Hope

Just

the

opposite is likely

For when this high, hard, veso-

patient

work

is

seen

and

accepted,

- then, as perhaps never before, will the. soul
realize its need of the divine ai® which he
alone ean send:
His life will then be studied with fresh care, so that its real qualities

de not missed. The inspiration springing
from the sense of his fellowship and sympathy will then seem an indispensable thing.
We shall thus/long fer his wise teaching aud
seek it, se that we may learn from it the se-

eret of his divine success and how to achieve
our own.
Often failing through lingering
_frailt#es, what is there left to such a soul
‘but ‘to seek and welcome and use, in the

Aargest possible measure, the might of that
Spirit which helps our infirmities, and which
alone is the assurance of successive victories and a final triumph? Surely, he who
i
the hardest work and aims at the
ings ds most likely to take the
firmest hold of that arm which is
:
le to keep him from faintness and
falling, and lift him to the level of his longing and his hope.
Lhe Independent has a leader on this gen«eral topic,

especially

view be made

suggesting .that

prominent

- the converts, so many

this

in dealing

thousands

of

with
whom

are just now being gathered into the churches.

It puts the case forcibly
as is its

wont,

© and its word’is a timely one at just this
hour. We copy a paragraph or two, and
. ommend them to our readers. It says:
. Only a few days ago there was a loud
protest from high places because Mr. Beecher said'that the aim of the preacher was to
~mnlarge and improve the manhood to which
he preached.

is it, pray ?

‘Well, if it be not

that,

what

better

men

What did Christ come into this

~aworld for, if not to make us all

. and women?
Was it the condition of human beings chiefly, or their character, that

. he came to improve?

Is his name

Jesus

because he saves his people from hell, or
« because he saves them from their sins? We
- are recontiled by his death; but that is only
she beginning of the werk he does for us—
we are saved by his life, by receiving the
' fullness of the life which through faith he

‘wommunicates to us, and by living his life.

He was the perfect man,and his manhood is
Any preacher, therefore, who
our model.

“= “gees not have it before him as the distinct
object of his ministry, to lead men

into

. better manhood lens not the Mesuitg

_hishigh calling. When men
his
converts,
»
_into hi A
_.is'but just d begun. The task
to develop in them all

virtues.

The hous

a

of

are
brought
duty to gt
before him,
the Christian

life ‘is conditional

. for the moral life, and can only be tested by
[its issues in the moral realm,

This, then is

Romans;

makes
but

which joins the hu- |

and keeps God's life
but let it also be unlustily or tearfully
I believe !” without

This

estimate

need

not surprise us.

He

has done a good deal of stern work during
his life. He made a morul sword of his pen,
and it has been much of the time out of the

scabbard

and in active use.

He

has, writ-

the truth which must be
re. all these young con-

acquire it,

might

ask,

to give extra

well

even

have

pecuniary

attentions

an

consider-

to

influence

such

as

might

seem to demand them.
But the demand!
How it grew! They found that even in
the best hospitals in the city there were
ignorance and unskillfulness, to say nothing of carelessness and oftén cruelty, on the

and

we

pr ———————————

must

learn

The objects of nature, all

to

sentdtives in the last Congiess who so
flourishingly voted against the proposition
to givetwo years’ back pay to members,

curi-

ous and wonderful, are numberless around
us. Of these we must learn the qualities,

uses

and

classification.

What

And not only that, but they refused to

a shame

it alter it was voted.

that any one possessing the physical senses
should pass through this beautiful world
with little or no knowledge of its flowers,
plants, trees, minerals,

they weve candidates for

liquidsy. fluids, har-

be

general

derstood.

rather than special, Those who would force
children prematurely to select a life business
or profession, and turn all their studies into
that channel, do both the children and the
cause of education great wrong. Thus
mistakes

are

made at

the outset

when

re-election,

Nev-

The

case’ of Ben

who

Butler,

——WuAr
THE ProPLE
THINK.
There
are growing indications that the people
will not submit to the retroactive salary bill
without a free
expression of opinion.
They feel that they are robbed,

and

in the

most specious manner. The argument that
the country saves enough in the abrogation
of the Franking privilege so that it can atford to distribute a million or two of dollars among its servants is as unbecoming

Hence the benetit of the old classics,

the higher mathematics and metaphysics.
Some may sneer at them as obsolete and
useless in this fast age; but the stalwart
men whom they have given to the world do

as it is foolish.

Besides,

that

privilege

is

meant to be practically restored in due time.
For look at its accompaniments.
Even
all newspaper exchanges are to be prepaid after July 1st, and there are other

not allow such odium, The coursesof study
heretofore pursued are indeed susceptible
of improvement,

take

was

squarely - voted for the money and then
walked boldly up and took it, is much
more endurable than this sneaking method of trying to play ‘‘good Lord and good
Devil” at the same time.

ut a partial development is secured, and
the highest efficiency and success never attained. Rather-let the formative period of
youth be devoted to adroad and generous
culture and discipline of the powers, that
when the special life work is taken up, all
the energies may be applied to its prosecutioh.

that

ertheless 1t was hoped that the act might
bave some real virtue in it. But we are
obliged to say that those negative votes
were mers shams, No sooner had the.
results of the State election changed their
circumstances, than they hastily wrote to
Washington,
asking that the $5000.00
apiece be forwarded at.once. That is, all
but one, and in his district it distill a disputed question who is the successful candidate.
The lesson needs but little study to be un-

monies of seund and all the various forms
of animal life! So of our own mental and
physical structure and powers.
But very
early in the school-room is the study to be
commenced and prosecuted. Then we form
our habits. And this learning may be made
not only very Interesting, but also a source
of discipline and culture of the highest value.
Still, school discipline should

But

and new features of great

value are trom time to time added, without
disparaging or supplapting those of long
tried merit.
A firm foundation should be
laid- if a noble superstructure is to be put
upon it. Fast and progressive as the age

stringent

conditions,

meant

dissatisfy

the

so

people

that

expressly

when

to

they

clamor for easier terms the whole thing
maybe sprung back upon them.
But to

inthe back-pay question. The Republicans
extravagant and unjust. His nature was a terest. They at once began a systematic
is, it needs, and ever will need, strong
brass and a tinkling ,cymbal.
judicial one. Conscience was a great power work. They visited hospitals diligently, minds, of broad culture, of keen discern- of Trumbull county, Ohio, in convention
in him. Courage was an instinct and a and looked carefully into the treatment that ment, well balanced, of sound judgment, last week, requested their Representative,
habit. He could not help despising a cow- patients received. Their discoveries were with deep resources of energy, patience and Garfield,to resign his seat on account of
The Open Door.
—
G—
ard and a double-dealer. His whole fiery even too sad to be disclosed, so they kept persistence.
No hot-house system of ma- his recent grab from the Treasury. There
ExcycropxpiA. Japan: A body of islands soul went out against wrofi¢® and it was like them to themselves, getting recruits where chinery and patent methods can cheat na- is a similar feeling in other sections, and
forming \an Empire, lying off the coast of
they could, often from Fifth Avenue and ture of its demands.
The laws of mental congressmen are bound to know that their
Asia. Aduwits of no commerce with for- a volcano when it found conscienceless and
Murray
Hill,
until
finally
it
is
said
that
they
tyrannical
power
trampling
on
innocence
growth must be observed; and in doing it aet is looked upon with disgust.
eign nations, and population is unknown,
:
—
for vensuses\are kept secret. Buddhism and weakness. The great anti-slavery strug- have accomplished a work that Phebe her- there may be a combination of the old regime
is the most
popular of the Japanese re-, gle was just such a thing as inevitably self needn't have been ashamed of.
Eight years ago
with the more modern appliances, so se- ——Worta Noticing.
ligions, of which
there are many, and the aroused all his moral forces and gave him a
And the experience of these ladies only
curing increased interest in the recitation John B. Gordon was a general in the ConSun is the great object of religious venerplace and a service in the very midst of the confirms the view that is here taken. They
and lecture room, together with the requi- federate service, and at one time comation.,, The Mikado [spiritual Emperor]
manded a whole wing of Lee's army.
is considered so ‘holy that
he
is not fray. And so he has done his ‘chief work, earnestly recommend the opening of a site fundamental and thorough discipline.
allowed to touch the ground with his feet, made up his main record, and embodied his school where at least the hygienic and
Whatever is done or not done, let not thé | To-day, he not only sits in the U. S. Senbut must be carried on men’s shoulders. real self in his career as a radical abolitionist. common-sense principles of nursing may be noblest part of man be neglected. That ate, but he was called last Wednesday to
Harri Karri, or ‘happy despatch” by
But there was always a great fountain taught. There is much that may be learned education is very wie
and ineffective preside over the Senate while Vice-President
ripping open the person with a sword,” is a
ineans of suicide of almost daily occur- of tenderness and sympathy in his nature. aside from experience, and in the majority which does not give a suitable development Wilson was absent. At the same time AlexIn his genial hours he always wore a of cases it is just this part that most needs and direction to the moral and spiritual ander II. Stevens was Vice-President of the rence.
;
Confederacy.
He is now a member of the
We are made in the image of God
The above was doubtless true when it smile as sweet gnd warm as May sunshine. to be learned. Tle rigorous service in hos- powers.
was written. And it hasn't been written His eye beamed with kindness. His voice pitals needn't deter any from entering upon to serve and enjoy him; we are his, this | U. S. Congress from Georgia. And he finds
For there are homgs of world is his, schools,- colleges and every®| there seven ex-(ienerals of the Confederate
long.
But we find something more recent was as mellow and liquid as the tone of a such a. work.
Thus does
in the newspaper. under date of March 21, flute. His social intercourse was courtesy wealth-and refinement where this class of means of culture are his; he should be ree- {army to keep him company.
Government
blunt
the point and
Nobody was more appreciative. trained talent will always be in demand.
ognized in all, and all be made subservient {the
and it reads as follows: No matter that this incarnate.
Finally, there is absolute need of special to him. The volume of nature and that of | quench the flame of those sharp and hot
He condescended to weakness and ignois not the first appearance of the edict:
training for this service, It isn’t enough’ his Word should be studied to make us the | sentences that the South use in speaking
rance with such real nature and unstudied
A special edict tolerating Christianit
throughout Japan has been promulgated,an
grace that-the humblest felt at home with that the heart be full of affectionate sympa- more love and honor his laws. No educa- | of the heartless burdens that are placed
it is determined to throw the whole coun- him.
thy. A requisite quality, to be sure, but so tion is worth the name that does not thus | upon it by the North. The era of magnanHe often wearied of the battle, even
try open to foreigners. The government
far as that alone is concerned,
one could oft- honor God and our highest relations and | imity is certainly reached. Mr. Wilson
while
his
bald
crown
was
as
conspicuous
is endeavoring
to form a code based an
en get as much help ‘from the yearning duties. We are in danger of overlooking { has shown himselfan officer of tact if not
European
systefps.
A
universal exhibi- on the field as the white plume of Navarre,
If we could sce | these plain truths. All our institutions, | of brotherly love, and no one doubts that
tion is to be held
in Japan, probably at while his foes went down under his stroke as looks of a horse or dog.
Yeddo, within the\next four years.
to-day
the
great
hest
of
sick
and maimed’ from the primary school to the university, | he exercises the latter.
though he were wielding the: sword of
To any one: who has '‘iitched the prog- Saladin, and while he was coming home ones who people our hospitals and tene- | should be modeled and guarded in view of
|
s
ress of events in thatisland Empire, ‘here from every contest to hear the air full of ment houses, it would appall us. ‘And if | these responsibilities.—J. J. B.
| ——Is THE TIDE TURNING?
It is only a
is a very significant contrast. The an-. plaudits. No sooner did the Government de- - we could see the wretched treatment, often
| little while ago that everybody was going
cient home of idolatry has opened its doors cree liberty to the sluve and write emancipa- neglect, that they must so generally sub| to Europe. : Now, everybody seems to be
Current Topics.
to Christianity. An official act has es- tion on its banuers,than he hastened,even at mit to, it would appall us still more. And |
coming here.
And not alone the rabble.
—
|
tablished what missionaries had already the risk of his choicest friendships, to put his then if we lifted not a hand to improve |
People of distinetion deign to visit us.
——FIrsTFRUITS
OF
THE
REPUBLIC.
Those
attempted.
The barriers are down, and
grateful and earnest support in the place of their condition, whether in an humble or a glorious Republicans of Spain,—Castelar, Tyndall and Yates and Macdonald and
henceforth the feet of those who bear good his unsparing criticism. In thus hastening to farger way, we ought simply to be amazed Figueras, Margall, Salmeron and others,— Froude and Burke and Bellew and any
tidings will pass unchallenged.
bury The Liberalor, and offer his hand to at our inhumanity.
who picad for freedom while Spain was quantity of others have already been among
RS
ads
qu
But this entrance of Christianity is only Mr. Lincoln across its grave, he proved
us, and now we read that Wilkie Collins
yet a Monarchy and they were in a hopea natural consequence. Japan has long that he sought only the triumph of a prinand
Mr. Bradlaugh,—a novelist and a
Education.
less minority, have been true to the faith
—® ——
been on the point of admitting it. Perry's ciple, showed how true a magnanimity
statesman,—are on the point of coming
now
that
the
Republic
is
declared.
Al- The facilities for education are becoming
expedition, less than twenty years ago, he bore with him, and how his heart was
over.
What have we thatis new? Or
more and more generally provided. Gov- most their first act was to bring forward a what remarkabie thing have we done lately
was its first grand approach. Though at- longing for a righteous peace.
bill emancipating the slaves on the island
tended by ships ‘of war, it veverthelesS
But we did not intend to sketch or defend ernieents find it costs less to support schools of Porto Rico, which, after some debate, that we should thus suddenly rise to nothan
prisons.
*
No
community
expects
stabore good tidings and words of peace. Mr. Garrison. The time has not yet come
was splendidly
carried. Fifty thousand tice ? Do these people think we are gulThe tragedy of Calvary must attend its for the full and final estimafg of the man, bility and prosperity without the means of
lible, and come merely for our money ?
bondmen are thus made immediately free,
entrance, into the world. Japan has finally though there is now not much room for intellectual and moral improvement. Nor
and their shouts go up even before the Hardly. They probably begin to discover
received it much more gracefully.
doubt as to the verdict to be rendered over can those be scantily supplied. The time is shouts over the Spanish Republic had died that we are solving a difficult problem of
Christianity must be willing to share him and his career. We only meant to cal] past when a few weeks are deemed sufficient away.
It is a noble beginning, and shows civilization hire, and that it is worth the
the glory of this fresh triumph with the attention to the serene and majestic aspect for learning +o read, write and compute, that the Republican patriots of that country while of statesmen, philosphers aad lityoung Japanese Emperor. Recognizing of his later manhood, to the dignified mod- except for the few designed for the so-called have not talked and labored in vain. The erary men to come across and see how it
The highest advanis done and the people who do it.
that he was only a mortal, and that his esty with which he bears himself amid his learned professions.
United ‘States has handsomely recognized
Empire needed the practical offices ofa triumphs and honors, to the marked change tages are to be open to all.
the act, by resolutions congratulating the
Youth is the special season for improveman of gumption, he has behaved like a in the public feeling toward him, and esSHAM INDEPENDENCE. This desperate
Republi¢,
and all {ree countries are glad.
man indeed, he has walked on the ground pecially te the fitting plea lately sent him ment, when the seed is sown for the dis- But hts is more to be done. Four hun- straining to be original and individual is
from the first, he has believed himself able
by a score or two of men and women of tant harvest. Before there is maturity to dred thousand slaves are on the island of going to hurt somebody yet. People will
to speak with women and still retain his whose friendship anybody might well be enter upon -the real life work, or even to Cuba to-day, and if Spain. means all she begin to think that it is done mostly for efroyalty, and he has shown that he could proud, urging
him to prepare for pub- choose what it shall be, these are years best has said, thee too must be freed. And fect, and call it snobbish. Here is Mr. Spurinterest Limself in all the industrial and lication a narrative of the great anti-slavery adapted to general culture, when the young
geon, who just now gives out that he shall
we believe they will be.
social affairs of his subjects and still keep struggle as seen from his own central energies, buoyant and eager, may tind the
Ed
henceforth quite ignore the prefix; “Rev.”
most salutary discipline and direction. Sad
his dignity as a ruler.
stand-point and as interpreting itself in
We doubtless all If letters are addressed to‘‘Rev.”C. H. Spuris the lot of those destitute of such provis- ——M=. ABBOT RESIGNS.
There is something inspiring in such his own thought and experience.
He reknow
people
who
ean
hardly
exist if’ not
an edict as this. It gives fresh force to plies as such a man might be expected to ion. The school is not always what it
allowed
to
have
their
own
way. Our written on the envelope. That looks like
that old utterance, *‘I shall give thee the do, taking care to. say much of the cause, should. be, for mental and moral developfriend
Mr.
Abbot
of
the
Iridex
seems
to be small business. Mr. S. may indeed become
uttermost parts of the earth for thy pos- its helpers, and of his'own true friends, and | ment ; but it is usually a safer and better
a remarkable example of this class. He unknown as Reverend, but it will not be
session.” It shows that the Gospel has no t- very little of himself and his labors. We place than most children find elsewhere. became editor of the paper only on the while be is a true Christian man.
And
completed its march. The girdle of love trust his life and health may be spared to There is much room for improvement in
while he is that, he will not flippantly reexpress
conditions
that
he
should
be
aband peace that it was to put around the compiete a task which no one else can per- teachers, books, management and instrucsolutely untrammeled in the editorial and fuse to wear the title.
world will yet be completed, and humani- form like himself, and the value of which tion; but they are so much better than the |——
associations of the idle and profligate in the business management of it. The terms
ty will sometime hail the day when both can hardly fail to be very great.
were
agreed
to.
But
lately
the
Index
As——A HOME FoR INEBRIATES.
There is a
streets, the saloons and other haunts of
its golden ends hia¥e met.
Claiming no perfection for him, frankly
sociation have felt obliged to question the
growing feeling that there should be asyOne would like to grasp the hand of admitting and deeply deploring what have vice, and even than many homes, that we
soundness of some features of his financial
lums for drunkards as well as for the blind,
this young Emperor, not yet twenty-two seemed to us his errors, yet we confess to a should be grateful for what they are, and
policy.
For instance, Mr. Abbot wished
strive
to
make
them
better.
There
should
insane or otherwise
unfortunate. There
years old, who is thus gloriously leading feeling akin to that of reverence for the
to meet the present year's indebtedness of are few such places. But there are thousands
his people to the possibilities in store for great anti-slavery leader. The heart swells be a universal provision, and no restriction
the'Concern by making a loan on next, in the country whose condition calls loudly
them. It is an important leaf in Japanese and the eyes moisten as we recall what was depriving any child of its advantages.
year's
anticipated receipts. But here the for more. The appetite for drink that
What
shall
be
taught
in
our
schools?
If
history to read that the Emperor hag lately so grandly heroic in the long battle that
visited the government schools, hospitals, covered the whole period of his vigorous the children and youth are not to stop with Board of Directors appeared with the old makes the drunkard is in most cases a dis1 there not be suitable
army and navy, giving his personal thanks .nanhood, and then look at the serene ‘and the elements, and the few most essential illusory chicken story, and objected. Con-. ense. Why s
to both the native and foreign helpers of majestic age which comes to crown a life at branches, how are the weeks, terms, years sequently Mr. Abbot presents his resigna- places where the patients can be properly
of school life to be occupied? Too little tion in a two column valedictory, and the treated P| One of the victims of this appeJapan employed there; that he lately rode once so brave and beautiful.
attention is now devoted to the elementary Directors are looking about’ for another tite was only lately expressing the wish in
about the streets in the same carriage with
studies. If formerly they took too much of editor. But the Association expects ‘to our hearing that such an asylum might take
the Duke Alexis; that he has dined at a
the time, we are in danger of the other ex- survive the shock. . It is even so presum-Jland save him. We commend to our readers
Educated Nurses.
table where sat both naval and civilian
ing as to hint that there is more than one these words on this subject, which we find
—————
treme, and this is the greater error.One who
foreigners, and that he graciously welcomed foreign ladies to the same table.
There is a great number of people who, is fitted for the duties of life will rarely suffer good editor in the world, and that four in a fugitive form:
~
An advance certainly from the foolish cus- while they are constantly liable to sickness, for the lack of accomplishments; but what honorable men of large business experience
_ There is a pressing demand in our ComNot
tom which kept him in strict seclusion from have no suitable person to take care ‘of shall be said of one skilled in French, mu- might hope to manage its financial affairs monwealth for a home for drunkards.
them. The strangers who temporarily so- sic and painting, but constantly exposed to as well as one who has never had the ex- a spacious, elegant, Juxurious, snobbish
‘human gaze or contact,
:
affair to keep men in idleness, and feed a
Through this open door had already en- journ in our cities, the clerks and mechan: mortifying blunders in writing a note, read- perience. At any rate, if the Index dies, lot of pampered political hacks, but a cuif
its
fierce
flume
burns
out
thus
suddenly
tered a postal system, which is meeting ies and all the various classes of work- ing a paragraph, or conversing with a
pacious, substantial, Jleasant, comfortable
and leaves nothing but ashes, we shall and happy place, with various useful indusj
great favor; a native press, which is now people there, the poor in. humble quarters friend ?
We would have school teaching adapted feel bound to believe that it was something tries attached, where a poor unfortunate
pretty well established, and which frequent- and often the rich in their fine residences
may find solace,and society,and occupation
to
the wants of life, as it is coming to be. besides the money question that hastened
ly prints discussions on the subject of may almost any day be stricken with disthat will divert and profit. -We do not want
Christianity, and translations of various case. And if this doesn’t happen in their Our schools are learning mere rules, forms the calamity.
0
a prison ; that is no place for a man whose
foreign political and moral works; school homes or boarding places, they may at any and exercises of the memory, teaching to
crime is a disease he can not control,nor do
teachers and missionaries, who were pre. time be sent from some street calamity to speak, read, write, &ec., correctly; -and ~——CIRCUMSTANTIAL HONESTY. = It can no we want it associated with an insane asylum
when this is accomplished even in the ele- more he relied upon than circunistantial or almshouse. There are hundreds of per;
paring the wayof the edict that has just the general hospital.
sons who need restraint of a moral, affecIt is quite desirable that these unfortti- ments a most important part is performed, evidence in a murder case. For instance, tionate
re-appeared ; a marriage-system,
based
and tender kind, so that they may
nate
patients
fall
into
the
hands
of
skillful
But
we
are
not
to
stop
here.
The
world
is
on law and justice, and not. as heretofore
there were our three Democratic Repre- | be strengthened physically, mentally and
it have not charity it becomes

truer, tenderer, sweeter?
an affirmative, cavils are

filth§

Paul

more

ation

works it is still dead; and, however it may fen and said not a few harsh, sevete, stingseem to remove mountains by a word, if ing things.
Some of them were doubtless | part of nurses, that awoke their deepest

it does not secure fidelity in conduct.

fice, of the

far

so prominent in the seventh and eighth chap-

diant visions that mark the inward life today. Men will insist that godiiness should
invelve goodness, that religion should preve
-~ its presence through a right life, and that
faith in Christ can de of little value when

estimate,

which

but

full of) knowledge,

mothers and daughters who fill these homes, Lio

hut a small proportion are fitted to do even

examples. of

means, as the vital bond

once.

conversion, or of the blesy#@ hopes and

12

to

more religion is judged in each individual
case by what it is evidently doing as a force

at

silenced and sympathy is aroused. If anegative or a doubtful reply is returned, not
tmuch is done to remove the distrust by a
tervid and glowing account of the bygone

POR

our

ought

in sceiety, a Thersites in literature, a cynic | est ladies in New York city during the pust
in religion, and an audacious challenger of winter. They undertook occasional visits
to the wards of the various hospitals there,
the statements of God.

of them

richer, stronger,
If the answer is

HSN

upon

humanity

this

well, so far
the hearers
manhood or
ors? Does

a

sad

('ommon

must be no substitute for that embodied religion so strenously urged in the Master's
Sermon on the Mount.
Exalt faith, by. all

rumber

count.

in character and an inspiration in life.
The
tomehing story of an, inward experience is

.

it every

failing integrity in the higher circles of life,
and among those who have been thought of
as eminent specimens of religious fajth.
Not that what is usually understood by the
term ‘‘experimental religion” is of little ac-

———.o——

v

to

as usually crowd in od %uch'a rare occasion.

nurses,

More and more is Christ's saying, “By
their fruits ye shall know them,” coming to
wear importance in men’s eyes.
More and

good

Religion

fa

up

That is being a Christian, and if “any

of that sort of soul-life.

=

slandering;

on the caprice ofthe stronger sex ; railroads
and telegraphs, a wire being now in working order between the Japanese capital and
San Francisco; and such other blessings

with
as a moral Ishmaelite, a stern image-hreaker, | those better ones who would undertake the
an inveterate libeler of good men, a foe to work.
The importance of this matter may he
the church, a destroyer under the name of
reformer, a radical in politics, an acid critic judged from the efforts of some of the tru-

a

é

dnd

and the truth is not in him,
This subject is freshly pressed

such arrangements

shall encourage them

stealing

man say that it is anything else, he is a liar

.

procure

aiid

by his help trying to come

day,

subscribers,

Our ministers and others who
N..B.
aire disposed to undertake special service
.

inseparable

to be patient and contented and hopeful and
brave. A hundred generations of disciples
testity that he has so helped them; and we
have his word for it, over and over again,
that he will so help us....And being a Christian is nothing more nor less than taking
him at his word, and begining right away to
work out our own salvation from sin,belieying that he is working in us and that his
grace is sufficient for us. It is takidg
the very highest ideal of manly living, anc

ad-

dressed tothe Publisher.

vment

the

help them to live right; that if it does not
do this it is good for nothing at all. We
enter into the Christian life because we believe that Christ «will help us to stop lying

publication

be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

“vusiness, remittances of money,

when

sister of morahty, but her loving helpmeet
vather; that what their religion is for is to

J So

All communications

ume

union of faith and works needs to be insisted-on. There is no lesson which the pastors
of the churches need to impress upon the
minds of these neophytes so carefully as
this : tl at religion is not the supercilious elder

GEORGE 'T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
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APRIL

STAR,

MORNING

riiiies

OD
Se

‘everything that requires small capital and
light labor, and with facilities for marketing. Nor should a large multitude be
gathered in oue place, for one is apt to be

column that

M.

This is one of our

in rajsing.

there

North

strong and decided persons, who can miu-

Jackson,

Fa.

the education

insulting. Above all, let no vile wrete
that cares naught for anything but his salary,

last, our new house of worship was dedicated

God,

come near one of these homes as managers.

The

sermon

was

by Dr. Dunn

were forcibly uttered.

of Hills-

church

that many other communities might “realize the
immense value of * public worship,” and that
there is no waste in building good houses for this

It is received with very encouraging

purpose.

still

more

of

them are about arranging for the annual
supply of papers, we request special attention to this little sheet, .meant particularly
for an older class of readers than the Myrtle,
but still having an eye constantly open to

discern the wants of the little people, and a
hand ever busy in the effort to supply them.
We expest to double the number of copies
issued within the

next

two

months,

Why

not? We await orders, and shall seek to
fill them promptly.
See the advertisement
on our seventh page. -Specimen numbers
will be sent on application to those who
desire them.
We are also ready

to

fill

additional

or-

ders for the Myrtle, which it is intended
shall go steadily on in the way it has followed, gathering larger gifts for its patrons wherever it may find them.
An abundant supply of books for S. S.
Libraries is kept constantly on hand at this
office,

from

the

best

Publishing

Houses,

which will be sold on as favorable terms as
in the largest cities. Orders solicited.
The new, Tract seems to be meeting a
general want, and elicits hearty praise.
It
has now been stereotyped, so that it can

be furnished in any desired quantities.

The

price is put at a figure which simply covers
the cost. We hope 50,000 of them may be

wisely circulated during the year.

For more particalar information respecting ail these publications, see our adver-

tising columns, or address the Publisher

at

this office.

DELAYED.
A breakage in our Press last
week, suffered just after we had commenced to print the edition of the Star, hindered
us nearly two days; and this statement
will explain why the last issue was behind
time in reacking its subscribers. It is doing its work again now like a faithful servant, and
apparently still better for its
brief rest, and the

new ‘‘shoes” into

which

its metallic feet are thrust that it may go
on its uniform way without fret or frailty.
» S.S./LessoN

Notes.

The

first install-

ment of Questions and Notes on the

national

Series of S. S.

found this week on our

Lessons

Inter-

will

second page.

be
The

questions are all fitting, but the author will
reduce the number about one-half hereafter.
“The Notes seem to us very excellent,—
plain, direct, brief, pithy, practical, helpful. We commend them to the special attention of8. S. Teachers and members of
Bible elasses.
They are not likely to grow

less but more valuable as the
on with his work.

author

goes

NEw
son,
for

GLOUCESTER,

who
the

seeing

series

Tuesday,

so

past few

glad by

A

has

years,

the

of

ME.

fruits

11,

labored

has

meetings

March

Bro. Hutchin-

faithfully

been

here
made

of his-labors,

was commenced

and

was

originally

recently been reclaimed from a backslidden
state and a few have been converted.
Our

prospects are encouraging,

-

HARRISBURG,

ed

a

PA.

blessed

We

revival.

a series of meetings
of

January,

and

We

about

Eleven

tized, and thirteen
Others

commenced
till

have

the rst

been

bap-

reclaimed.

We

candidates

were

enjoy-

the last week

continued

week of March.

baptism.

have

yet await

shall have in all about thirty additions to
our church, We hope the revival spirit
will continue through the entire year. The
church
has been
greatly
encouraged,
Brother O. C. Hills, pastor of the Second
church, rendered good service by his excellent sermons.
A. F. BRYANT.

Mass.

The

(harlestown

F.

they

expected

that

they would

its

Vanderbilt

and

EMIGRANTS TO THE WEST.
I noticed in the
Star some time since a paragraph stating that
some F. Baptists in two of the Eastern States
were contemplating forming a F. Baptist colony
destined either for Nebraska or Kansas.
I would
say to them, here is a ¥.-Baptist church of some
sixty members, that will give them a hearty
welcome,
But would it not be better that a few young
farmers come and look out the land first? I
would solicit correspondence by letter with any
who might choose to address me.
I am only a soP. 8. I'have no ax to grind.
B. M. Warp.
Yourner here.
Osaga, Bourbon Co., Kansas.

Meetings.

SAUK Co.
Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Sauk church, Feb. 7—9.
The churches were generedly well represented by delegates, and a good
season was enjoyed.
There seems to be a more
earnest spirit of labor manifest by all. Rev. E.
D. Lewis was present and presented the word
with good effect.
:
;
Next session with the Hillsboro’ church, June
6—8.
Opening sermon by Rev. B.F. McKenney.
B. F. MCKENNEY, Clerk.

the church in Tuscarora, N. Y. A fuir representation of the churches present; enjoyed a good
season while waiting upon the Lord.
Second

is enjoying a revival of God’s

work.
"Fhe wanderer has been reclaimed, and
the sinner is inquiring the way to Christ.
Next session with the church at Adrian, N.Y.
~ D. W. GrLoyp, Clerk.
the Athens church, the 8th and 9th inst. This
session was one of marked interest.
The business was transacted with harmony and dispatch,
giving opportunity for social worship, which
formed an important part of the gathering.
We
were favored with the Jrisente and preaching of
Rev. E. C. Heath, of Bowdoin Q. M., which

added much to the interest of the meeting. Collection for Q. M. Mission about $18. The spirit
of the meeting seemed to indicate that we shall
ere long be visited by a refreshing from the pres-

¢
Sgt
the Anson church at the
L. HUTCHINS, Clerk.
Q.

M.~Held

its

March

session in Springfield, Wright's Mills, March 1, 2.
The roads were in a bad state, consequently but
few from abroad were in attendance.
Only three
.churches were represented by letters and
delega-

tion, Rev. Mr.
Messer, of Lee, (Baptist) was
present and preached with
good acceptance.
We hope that every hve will be prepared to
pay its proportioned part of the debt on the
Maine Central Institute, at our June session, in

and ‘Carroll church;

Sabbath in June.
at 2 o’clock, P. M.

the

fourth

the

Springfield

Saturday

and

Conference Friday preceding
8. M. HagGeTT, Clerk.

be justified in

That they have done, and

each

stated

that

some five years ago they bought a building known
a8 Seminary Hall, and, by making some changes,

received.

has given $500,000 to found a Metho-

Every day in the week is

nation.

Sunday

the

is observed

it.

Sabbath of some

burns,

the

human

recipe

is published

as no article

by the Christians,

around

griping,

sickening

“We

by Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant

The

Pulmer,

that

every

The

KILLER

nally

TAKEN

and

413

should

have

Externally.

relieves

10.45

being the annual

Pellets

or

Granules—scarcely

larger than mustard seed—render each little Pellet
as active and powerful as a large pill, while they are
much more palatable and pleasant in effect. 25 cents
a vial, by Druggists.
672

Letters

VEGETINE has never failed to effect a cure, giving
tone and strength to the system debilitated by disease.
AMERICANS look with pride upon the many premiums for exceeding merit awarded exhibitors from
this country at European International Exhibitions.
Especially are Walter Baker & Co., of Boston, to be
commended for meriting and securing the first premium at the Paris Exposition for the finest preparations of Chocolate

and

Cocoa, although

coming

in

competition with the whole world as well as the most
celebrated Fretich manufacturers, Baker’s Chocolates may be procured of all dealers.
A VOICE FROM THE CEMETERY. One-fifth of the
graves in ever; cemetery are the last homes of the
victims of Consumption, and yet there is no disease
which terminates. in consumption that may not be
cured with Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar, 18

not this a fact worth remembering ?

Books

!

Gentlemen,

after

shaving,

who

Clerk.

HF

| For an Irritated Throat, Cough or Cold,
“ Brown's Bronchial Trochgs” are offered with the
fullest confidence

in their

efficacy.

They maintain

the good reputation they have justly acquired,
Use the Bureka Button Hole twist
Machine twist. They are the best.

and

bril-

for Portlant,
Wednesday

‘John Westlake, Greenbush, Wis.
** A H Huling, 478 West Jackson St,
Memphis, Mich,

H M Stralght, Townsend, Dhio.

a
Dover.

for

6.
i,

err
re
9.50
10.10
11.15
10.35
10.45

.
7.
7.35
7.55

=

2]

$3500 will be awarded as PREMIUMS to
those who
produce the Largest Quantity from
one pound. Deaqriptive
Circulars of the

wm

-

above, with list of 3

m
a
sed [<s]

varieties

free to all.

of Potatoes,

Xllusrrated
Seed
Catalogue,
200
pages with Colored Chrome, 25 cents.
A New Tomato, the “ ARLINGTON.”

Mm

Early, solid and productive.

Price 25e. per

packet. Rive packets for $1.
IB. EK. BLISS
& SONS,

23 Park Place.

[4t13]

New York.

MALE or FEMALE
WORKING CLAS
$60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package of goods sent free by mail. Address
with

6 cent

return

stamp,

M.

Greenwich St., N. Y. City.

YOUNG

& CO.,

173

24610

)

Twenty agents to sell our New

Wanted

! Book * Daily Wan

sells at

sight. Everybody wants it. The best book of the
year for new agents. Send for circular. ,
2t13
W.J. HOLLAND & CO. Springfield, Mass.

DEAFNESS AND CATARRH.
A lady, who
had suffered for years from Deafness and Catarrh, was cured by a simple Indian Remedy. Her
sympathy and gratitude prompt her to send the recipe free of charge, to any one similarly afflicted.
Address MRS. M, CLARA LEGGETT, Jersey City, N.J.
FIRST-CLASS BUSINESS
for a reliable man
with the assurance of making from $2,000 to
$3,000 a year, can be secured, in connection with an
agency for the exclusive sale of works hy HENRY

ARD BEECHER, WILLIAM

RIET

BEECHER

STOWE,

CULLEN

&c.

-

BRYANT, HAR-

Write

for

particulars

to J. B. FORD & CO., New York; Boston; Chicago;
or San Francisco.

.

10tf

A Paying Business
is offered to every energetic man or woman who’
wants to make from $4) to $75 a week.
We want

such agents,

local

and

traveling, ip every city and

town in New England.
For
address, W. F.
STET'SON

particulars, call on or
& CO., Boston, Mass.

Office, over Quincy Market.

12611

For One Dollar.
We will send FREE by mail, on
Dollar, 25 Packets of choice Flower
Catalogue, containing upwards of
with full directions for culture, to any
United States.

DEE

Catalogues free on application.

& DOYLE,

413

receipt of One
Seeds and our
1000 varieties,
address in the

Seedsmen

and Florists,

57 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.

50 Good Canvassers Wanted
to get 10,000 subscribers to ** THE ENQUIRER,” an 8page family weekly, with a choice of one of seven
steel engravings, all framed in fine black walnut and
gilt. Its circulation has increased 8000 in tem months.

Premiums delivered before money is called for,
which the people like. Copy of the paper and full
particulars, free. Address H. A.
CO., Publishers, Portland, Maine.

I'TEM
OUR

MCKENNEY
4t12

NO.

&

2!!!

NEW
SUNDAY
SCHOOT
SONG
BOOK,

Royal

Diadem,

By Rev. ROB'T LOWRY and W HOWARD DOANE,
WILL BE READY

Early

in April.

ROYAL

DIADEM

We have purposely avoided in

ROYAL

DIADEM

valuable works on each of those topics are published
separately at a very small cost.

ROYAL

P.M.

8.30
10,50
11.10 ©
1.13
, 11.33
11.47
1155
12.

3.00
6.00
6.20
6.25
5.
Ri
7.0
7.10

DIADEM

is pre-eminently a Book of
Sunday

School Songs for Every Variety of
Sunday Schoel Service!
\

ROYAL

DIADEM

will contain 160 pages, size of ¢ PURE GOLD,” atd
will be sold at the same price.

P. M.

3.50
4,03
4.17
4.35
4.40
5,00
7.34

“245

: B= One Copy, in Paper
Cents, as som as ready.

Cover, sent on receipt of 25

B= Orders filled in rotation, as received.

BIGLOW & MAIN,
NEW YORK and CHICAGO,
11tf

Successors to Wm. B. Bradbury.

Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
{or Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Center Sandwich. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

The immense sale, 10,000

LIVINGSTONE
28 Years

MARRIED

is having,

In Freeport, Me., March 12,at Captain Oxnard’s, by
Mr. Hetty G, Thayer, of Gray,

and Miss Emma J Oxnard, of Freeport.
In Lineolnville, Me, March 20, by J. D. Tucker,
Esq., Col.B. F Tucker, of Belfast, and Miss Isadora W. Drinkwater, of Lincolnxille.

in one month, our

PROVES

in Africa,

it above

all

others

the

boek

MAS3ES
WANT, It goes hike WILDFIRE, Over
pages, only $2 50. MORE AGENTS WANTED,

the

600

OTICE,—Be not deceived by misrepresentations
made to pam off high-priced inferior works, but send

for circulars and see PROOF of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion. worth
$10, mailed free.
HUBBARD
BROS., Publishers,
733 Sansom St.. Phila.
1y47

THE

GREATEST

SUCCESS

OF THE

YEAR!

The $1000 Prize Series !
ili

(

7

5

A

A

y J

ig

ry

To the Flower and Kitchen

Garden.

.

27th Edition now ready, enlarged and improved, and containing a magnificent New Colored Group o
owe
varieties of Choice
Gladiolus, Lillies, Tuberoses, &c.,
wit!
d
their culture. The most perfect work of the kind before the
public.; w= Sent free upon receipt of two stamps. Address,

WASHBURN & €O., Bosten, Mass,

2013

STRIKING
$1.75, for which

was given.

XT.

FOR THE
the

RIGHT.

unequaled

premium

Price
of $1100

.
OPINIONS EXPRESSED,
We are c¢onvinced that the author has houestly
Surned the sum.—[E. P. WHIPPLE, in Boston Daily
Globe.
:
It is undoubtedly the best book of the kind.in the

world.—[Hon. Go. T. ANGELL.
‘Striking for the Right”

is

an

admirable-work

of

its kind, and promises well for the character of the
series to which it belongs.—[
New York Times.
1 wish it were in my power to place it in the hand
serves to be.—[

and child in the land, as it de-

HENRY BERGH.

Here are beautiful sentiments whose price is above

gold.

The book

is bright, and witty and wise.

give it our hearty praise.—[Springfield

¥

We

Republican.

It perpetually pats God and duty and soul-culture
into the very heart of its sketches
and le
8
[Boston Daily Journal.

SILENT TOM. Price $1.75. -

(2)

The second boek of the $1000 prize series is no less

i

:
(‘hicago, Ill.

tob’t Rouse, Fennsville.
Mich. 2)
Mrs Polly Lewis, Dwight, Tl.
Joseph F French. London.Ridge, N H.
Miss Eleanor X. Corwin, Bellevernon, Pa.
J ¥ Jaquith,
Wrights Corner, Ind,
C W Bartlett, Amesbury, Mass.
Prof C Jordan, Peterboro, N H.
Debbie 8 Blake, Lee, Athens Co. Ohio.
W Metcalf, Carro 1, NH.
D A Tucker, Millhousen, Ind,
C M Prescott, Susquehanna depot, Penn.
\

826

CONNECTIONS.

Rev. B. A. Sherwood,

-

Caleb Whipple, Bertrand, Mich.

SURPRISE,

all Responsive Readings, Secular Music, etc., as they

Smith, Waterbury Cen, Vt.:

Geo Glaspie,

COMPTON'S

of every man, woman

** J Boyd, Taunton, Mass.

pound; 4

Bushels to the Acre. A little later
2 than
Early Rose. Equal in quality. $3
wm per pound, by mail, post-paid.

and

,

Chase, Hillsdale, Mich,
Longley, Norridgewock, Me.
Rowell, Manchester, N H.
Brann, Money Creek, Min.
Damon. Medina, Ohio.

$1 per

will contain entirely new Hymns and Tunes of a very

Forwarded,

*_E Crowell, Phenix, N Y.
J P Underhill, 8 Wales, N.Y.

and JBureka

Its tone is remarkably full, sweet)

|

‘© A H
ikl
* NL
“AG
** GH

FLAVOR.

pounds by mail, post-paid, for $350.

on Mondays

A.M.
6.45
....

TAGE

having oth-

Rev Geo H Howard, Ortonville, Mich,
** Rev N H Farr, Kennard, Pa.
* I B Starr, Dale, N H.
‘** AT Worden, Prospect, N Y.
“ TP Moulton, W Derby, Vt.
‘TT Foss, Pelham, N H,
* VW A Potter, Monticello, Wis.

relief

Depot.
18t7

and Boston,

tine
9 00
9.20
925
943
sens

“Alton,
*¢
New Durham,
¢
Farmington,
*
Rochester,
¢
Gonio,
An.
Dover,
¢
Boston.

Received.

BY MAIL,

suffer from

the smarting effects of soap, will find instant
in theuse of BURNETT'S KALLISTON.

to

«LENT

superior character, written expressly for the work.

Leave Alton Bay,

BF Andrews—J Buckminster—D Brown—N W Ayer &
Co—P E Abbott—A Andrews—Mrs G Andrews—Mrs B 8
Allen—J W Barr—L P Bickford--L Blood—I M Bedell—
T Barker—B Bowles—G W Bean—W H Bowen—S8 Barr—
WV G Buckley—Mrs M B Bean—A Burnham—V Beebe—H
Blaisdell M C Babcock—Mrs
Dr Crawford—Chase—dJ
Calder—=8 J Chase—D Coombs—P Curtis—G Canham—H
Chamberlin—J 8 Drake—Mrs O W Chesley—O Crosson—
E Calley—D Clark—0Q W Dolloff—=Mrs G OC
_Dolly—dJ B
Davis— vrs M J Doe—L Decker —J J Dow—Miss J Davis
—~H Campbell -R Deering-C M Emery -O° W Eldredge
—Ira
Emery—B
Ellis—Edwards
& Merryman—A A
Earle—A Coombs—G W Crandall-Mrs H F Folsom—W
D Farnham—Ann Felton—W
Gifford-=B 8 Gerry—W
Gannett—W H Garlock—0O G Hatch—A L Gerrish—L
Given—8 Ginn—Lydia W Greenleat—G Hinckley—H B
Hutehinson—E M Heath—G
Hilton—FE Hackett—D L
Herrick—G R Holt- E Knowlton—Phebe T Knowlton—A
King—H P Lamprey—1.J Lambert - Sarah M Mariner
—-B
F McKenney
A Merrill=D Moody —J L Meserve—-W H
Nutter—Mrs Nancy Orr—]J Pike—A Potter—J Poole—E
G Page—B O Pratt—R Poston—IL Parry—N _ Pettit—A
Pratt—Lucy O Reed—Anna C Robinson-8 Ring~C C
Rieble—J Rand—L Ross—H Stevens—JF smith—H
Stiles
~—J P Stout—D H Smith—H Sears—D Stiles—G Stacy—E
Stone—S8 A Stowe-J)) H Turner—J
Trueworthy—W
Thomas—A P Wood—B W Weeks—A C Washburn—H
Washburn—Lydia Wheeler—A Wade—J D Weld—-A EK
Wilson—W H Whittum—H Whitcher—Mrs L Folsom.

Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

uses.

A.M.

TTT

little

Dover

Leave Boston,
st
Dover,
“
Gonie,
¢
Rochester,
¢
Farmington,
¢
New Dmham,
“
Allon,
Arr. Alton Bay,
'
Traine

BOSTON Q. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will hold
an adjourned meeting at the F'. B.church in Charlestown, Tuesday evening, April 8, at 7 o’clock
A. L.
HovGHTON, Clerk.
he
a...
oe
i i ee

into

it, send

5.54; and on Monday,
Friday at ....,P. M.

tract from
worked

Family

SPRING ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
Trains for Alton Bay.

-

A full and

D. R. WALLACE,

for all

Potatoes!

would occupy valuable space needed for Songs, and
for the additional reason that more complete and

session,

ing raised whathe could mm the city, and

herbs their acfive medicinal principles, which, when

& SON,
1y18

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.80 10,50 A. M., and 6.10 P. M.

church clerks

forward their statistics for the Register.

3.08

and com-

The undersigned, having been appointed to assist
the Charlestown F. B. church in raising funds to alter Seminary Hall into a house of wors Np. and hay-

and

8. 3. FITCH

P.M.

A.M,

the

Stages leave
and Saturdays
Sandwich and
Leave Alton
for Laconia.

roots

to

the

er calls which he feels it his duty to fill, now resigns
that office, to take effect from date.
ASA RANDLETT.
Charlestown, March 27, 1873.
~

valuable

9
is

your Grocer dow’t-keep
Orders promptly filled.

gative Pellets, or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated Root
and Herbal Juice, Anti-Bilious Granules—the * Little Giant” Cathartic or multum in parvo Physic.
Modern Chemical Science enables Dr. Pierce to ex:
the juices of the most

book

very duraYork.” If

Trains leave

BosTON Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church in Charlestown, commencing Wednesday,
April 9, at 10 o’clock, A. M, and continue through

complete report is desired.

This

Remedies are given

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence

Proprietors.

pastors are requested to see that sheir

one.

5.50 3.00 A. M. 12.03 5.08, 5.17; P. M. and
and Fridaysat .... P M.

:

INTERNALLY-—It

This

PHYSICIAN,”
any

It is perfectly pure, fragrant and
ble. Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New

so

Notices and Appointments,

the following day.

to

BOSTON
AND
MAINE
RAILROAD
SPRING ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

is used both Enter.

Providence, R.I.,

mail,

is the Best and Cheapest

fort to the patient suffering from Cramp and Pain in
the Stomach, Rheumatic or Neuralgic Pains in any
part.of the system and in Bowel
Complaints it is a
sovereign remedy.
WHEN USED EXTERNALLY-It is equally efficacious and is the best limment in the world. It is
eminently a Household Medicine.
Send to the nearest Druggist and get a bottle.
Price: 25 and 50 cts. per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS & SON,

Pur-

by

“Delapierre’s White Soap

most acute Pain instantly, affording relief

con-

free

speedy a Pain-Killer.”—[ Amherst, N.

PAIN:

WHEN

pages,

Send your directionto Dr.
Broadway, New york.

&c.”’—[St. John News,

family

“FAMELY

for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

S., Gazette.
:
* Our own experience is, a bottle of Pain-Killer is
the best Physician a traveler can have.”—[ Hamilton
Spectator.

voiced,

the

advise

effectua¥and

his

make any ove their own doctor.

PrP

structed of crue, coarse and bulky ingredients, are
fast being superceded

the bowels,

THE

flesh wounds,

Boston.

sends

New

4613

DR. S. 8S. FITCH,

for Castor

“A medicine no family should be without.” —[Montreal Transcript.
:
“ We can confidently recommend the Pain-Killer.”
—[Toronto Baptist.
* It. is the most effectual remedy we know of for
Pains,

1.00
4.00
2.00"
2.28
75

For sale by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, No. 166 Court

Street,

PAIN-KILLER.
Aches,

50.00

~

York.

food, regulate

E G

C.0.LIBBY,%, Yreas
Treas.

gee them,

Itis the only safe article in existence which is

FOR

has just

pills,

in

the

per

1.06
2.00

without possessing the very Baussaing flavor of the
Oil as heretofore used, is endowed by the phosphate
of lime with a healing property which renders the
oil doubly efficacious.
Remarkable testimonials of
its efficacy can be exhibited to those who “desire to

Lini-

mules, or for screw-worm

is more than a substitute

Me,

LL B

To the Consumptive.—
Let those who languish uader the fatal severity of our climate through
any
pulmonary complaint. or even those who are in
deeided consumption, by no means despair. There
is a safe and sure remedy at hand,jand one easily tried.
“ Wilbor’s Compound of Cod ILwer Oil and Lime,”

been

or

& Co., New

Woolwich,

-

5.75

Blackheads and Flesh-worms, use PERRY’S Improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great
skin medicine. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. BERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere,
ps

~ GOOD WORDS

Rev. S. H. Willey, pastor of the Congregational church of Santa Cruz, delivered his twenty-fourth dnniversary discourse, February 23d.
Since his arrival in the State, nearly a quarter
of a century ago, he has delivered at the close of
each year a discourse in review of important
events. He was the pioneer pastor of Howard
church, San Francisco, and has ever been a
zealous promoter of education aud every good |
cause in that forming community .
drastic,

dollars

deceased,

8.60
1.50
2.0
50
7.10

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

requesting

Centaur

Mission,

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

cure wind-colic and produce natural sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and is
pleasant to take. Children need not cry and mothers
may rest.
10t5

A sociely has been organized in Toronto, Canada, to encourage the free-seat system in churches.
q

huge,

and

certain to assimilate

The attendance in all the departments of Oberlin College is larger this Spring than at any time
for the past twelve years. The religious interest which commenced during the fall term continues, and affects the community and the College alike. The students who have returned
from their winter schools, report many revivals.

The

one

$36.50
A. F. BRYANT.

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is RELIABLE and HARMLESS.
Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

for spavined

J.B. ROSE

Castoria

Oil.

Mrs. F. H. Davis, of Napoleon, Mich., who
was nearly prepared to start for China, where
she had received
appointment as missionary,
has been dissuaded from doing so by physicians,
in view of the condition of her health.

He

horses

« Liniment.

The entire contribution from the San Franecisco Presbyterian churches for Foreign Missions
for the year ending May, 1872, was only $298.
The First church alone is aiming to give more
than this sum the current year.

of Conference.

any

One bottle of the yellow wrapper

;

Special Notices.

in

ever before

running tumors, &c., have

2.0
10,00
1.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
2,00
2.00

$07.23

sheep. Stock-owners—this liniment is worth your
attention. No family should be without Centaur

Monday by the Greeks, Tuesday by the Persians,
Wednesday by the Assyrians, Thursday by the
Egyptians, Friday by the Turks, Saturday by
the Jews.
i

after the meeting

gout,

Hedge,
age,

frame,

animals

N

Dover, N. H.

We will send a circular containing certifi-

sweenied

preached

Strout,

The

It is selling

ment is worth one hundred

were

Brethren

scalds,

galls, &c., upon

cates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to

and Foxcroft church, March 14—16.

by

humbug.

bottle.

rheumatism,

modore

churches were all represented, and the session
was ong of interest. Rev. A. W. Reed, Cor.
Mess. from) Exeter Q. M., met with us. Sermons

with

spavin,

upen

more
palsy,

harmless and the wounded are healed without a scar.

Dover

its last term

&c.,

gone,

produced

2.00

Wm R Wadsworth, Constableville, N Y,
Mrs H H Thompson,
» per W R Wadsworth,
Parkman, Me, per J WeHink!ey,
Harmony Village, Me,
3»
J Rackley, Dover, 111,

lan-

lock-jaw,

caked-breasts,

ear-ache,

of strains,

It has

neuralgia,

Martha

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered

THE WATERS CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS.—Mr.
Horace Waters, of. No. 481 Broadway, has a pateuted
improvement in parlor organs which renders his popular instruments preferable to any that we have seen.
The new feature consists of what is called a Concerto
Stop, produced by an extra set of reeds peculiarly

SEBEC Q. M.—Held

swellings,

It is no

been commissioned by the President on a private
mission to China.
He is to visit Foreign Consuls, and exercise over them a sort of supervision, the nature of which is not exactly known.

ME.,

marvelous.

not

Pa,
1.00
5.00
Ri)

afi) Foreign

one year than have all other pretended remedies
gince the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away their

has about forty mem-

REV. L. GIVEN gratefully returns thanks to
friends in Meredith, N. H., for a pleasant visit
and donation, March 14, of $125.00, nearly all
money.
-

SPRINGFIELD,

Where the parts are

rheumatism,

salt-rheum,

dist University in Southern Tennessee,and $500,000 to found a female seminary in connection
with a Moravian church on Staten Island.

Donations.

ence of the Lord.
Next session with
village).
!

of

sprains,

The Rev. Dr. J. P. Newman, the President’s
late pastor aud chaplain to the Senate, was to
have taken charge of a church in New York city

church

effects are

cures

This is strong

at Harrisburg,

Farnumsville, Mass, per A M Freeman,
L A Lindsay, Dexter, Iowa,
L A Jordan, Orion, 111,
K Guilford, Me,
8S Dover, Me,
per B 8S Gerry,
:
Atkinson, Me,
bos
1st Sangerville, Me,
ig
Mrs A L. Hoag, Sandwich Center, N H,per
Tasker,
Mrs I. A Stanchfield, Elgin, Min,

There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment will
not relieve,no swelling it will not subdue, and no
guage, but it is true.

¥. B. Church

0

EXTRA
EARLY
VERMONT.
Ten Days Earlier than Early Rose. Emnormously
Productive and
of EXCEL-

.

O

MR
#4
Total, ~ 120.00 =
A. HW. MORRELL,
Solic, Agent.
Va., Maich 20, 1873, f
g
[0]

}

RD

Two

50.00
25.00
45.00

“J F Joy,
Li
* J 8 Burgess, Me,
‘GA Moffatt, Pa,
G Ankerman,
i
M A Boon,
.
John Young,
Wd
Mrs Wilson,
“
H Krouse,
“

the pamphlet, sent by mail, for 1v cts.

which it will not cure.

College.

Rev M A Quinby, N H,

Haverhill, N. H.

lameness

10.50

Rev O Blake, Ohio,
G KE Wells, Pa,
John Haskins. O,

will be

MSTETE RE

1.00

$79.9.15
Treas.

CURTIS,

sa

$500 IN PREMIUMS.

2.00

SILAS

Harper's Ferry, W.

Centaur Liniment.

REV. A. J. MARSHALL received a liberal donation of $91 from his friends in Cook’s Prairie,
aside from salary, for which they have his heartfelt thanks.

Woodhull

and a pamphlet

CA
A
PST

easily taking rank as the

It is authoritatively

y

Boyd, Taunton, Mass, pledged at Annlversaries,
:

For

paint
fy i BADIIS A i riousndinvest
ors.
THOS, P. ELLIS & CO.

p

Rev V Elliott, Bloomfield.
NJ,
** EB Fernald,
a
Mrs M A Franklin, Olneyville, R I,

sold, and it sells because it does just what it pretends
One hundred persons were baptized at Rev.
Dr. Baldwin’s church (Baptist), in Albany, on
to do. Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain
March 2d. The largest number heretofore baptiz- | or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use
ed in that eity was in 1843, when fifty-four were
Centaur Liniment.
More than 1000 certificates of rebaptized at the old Green-street chuygch, of which
markable cures, including frozen limbs, chronicRev. Mr. Hodge was pastor.

ntil they

should have to secure:a house of worship, when
asking help of others.

and

stamp

1t14

largest Protestant house of worship in the city.

REV. B. G. BLAISDELL has accepted the pastorate of the Province Road church of Belmont,
for the second year, at the unanimous request of
his people.
:

June session will be held with

B. church started a meeting ahelt eight years
ago, with a fixed purpose4o sustai

persons,

4.15
4 50

2.00

.

.

Interest..

SINKING FUND

i
ab GOLD
BONDS,
ecure
mortgage on 6,000
:
ble Coal and Iron Fagan ’
SSISa Ol Yery vila
Principal and Interest payable in GOLD COIN,
For sale at prices that will pay over 11} per cent.
in GOLD. Equal to 13 per cent. in currency.

2.25

"

Storer

4t14

Gold

MORTGAGE

§

19.00

per G O Brown,

Concord, N, H.

The new edition contains a long list of articles sent
"by mail. Address
C.B. M. WOODWARD,

décordance with the vote of last October. |

Ministers and Churches.
CHARLESTOWN,

twenty-five and

Mr. Talmage’s Tabernacle is to be rebuilt of
brick, on the same general plan with the old one,
but considerably larger, having seats for 1,000

more

SALE.

Rev J

sent by mail, post-paid, Let every familysénd and
get one without delay.
a
Any person willing to favor his benevolent enterprise by i
| his business envelope, will have

bers.

ANSON, Mn., Q. M.—Held its Murch term with

L. G.

a three cent postage

A

and

Mission,

Washington Bornham, Derry, N H,

recipe is the result of years of toil and study.—Send

‘*¢ It makes it more inter-

ative denominations,

designed for three days. But. circumstan‘0SWEGO Q. M.—Held its last session at Phoenix.
cesrequiring a further continuance, they
It was a meeting of much interest.
Though
were continued, and a number of the young the storm prevented our friends from coming
from
a
distance,
yet
the
meeting
was
large
and
confessed Christ. The converts manifest
Spivieaal interest great. Rev.
Bros. Ball and
a degree of candor and earnestness seldom the
W.
H. Waldron were
present and preached the
surpassed in any so young. Altogether word with power and demonstration of the spirit.
Bro. Waldron tarried with us for a while, and
it is an occasion of joy, inasmuch as it some souls were converted and several reclaimed.
‘proves that ‘The Lord is-imrhis holy Tem- Our church here is greatly encouraged.
E. CRowELL, Clerk.
\ple’” and on the *‘giving hand.”
* | ewes
Wu. H. MERRYMAN.
TUSCARORA Q. M.—Held its last session with
MerepiTH VIL, N. H. We are enjoying some religious prosperity. Our meet. ings are well attended.
Several have

him.

or

of the blood; valuable in all female complaintg ‘I'his

The Pastor’s Conference of Rochester, N. Y.,
eats an annual supper, in which their wives participate. The Conference embraces all co-oper-

I. P. BATES, Clerk of Council.

Quarterly

Revivals, &c.

for a license

That was an effective sermon which a Washington pastor preached on paying off the church
debt, influenced by which a stranger present
subscribed the twenty
dollars which he had
laid aside to buy a ticket to the Inauguration
Ball.

Fa

Deuoninational News and Notes.

differ from

esting.”

On the 12th inst., at the Free Baptist church in
Wheatland, B. L. Prescott, one of the Theological students of Hillsdale College, was publicly set
apart to the work of the ministry -by a council
consisting of Revs. D. L. Rice, A. H. Chase and
I. P. Bates.
We were assisted in the exefcises
by a Cong., a Meth, and a C. Baptist minister.
Bro. Prescott has accepted the pastorate of the
Wheatland church, but will continue his studies

;

Mrs. Jennie F. Willing

sames Freeman Clarke says he is a Unitarian
because he hikes to be in a church with those

Ordination.

{in college.

minis-

“ Religion in General ” is the heading of a
department in one of the religious weeklies,
Religion in particular is what is wanted among the
people.

who

FIRST

Bulson,H E Goble,J E
$5 each; 8 Breed, $5, J D
Nash, 2.50; Waverly ch,W Clark, $1; Paw Paw
chy Rev 8 KE Root, $1; Porter ch; others, 9.25

in ap-

22 YEARS IN THE MEDICINE BusiNEss.—From
Ziows Herald. —We cheerfully give notice of a
JEnplles, under the above title, published by C. B.
.
Woodward, whose Christian reputation is above
reproach. The pamphlet is an expose of crafty
ey loving advertisers. He gives the best advice
relative to the right use of medicine. If his good instructions are followed, it will save many families
much money, and the result will be better health,
and many of the medicines that flood our country
will disappear, for we shall take away the motive
power to produce them.
The pamphlet will do good wherever it is circulated. It gives the best advice to young men. It gives
a valuable recipe for making an excellent medicine
for all Bilious and Neryous diseases; and a purifier

gun.

of prayer was observed,
and evening meetings
were continued four weeks; then four evenings
per week two weeks more; and still continue
three, evenings per week.
God has been very
graciously present to bless. During the four
weeks, almost every evening some new one asked
prayers, and they all arose individually during
the social meeting without waiting for special or
general invitations.
Some 25 or more give good
evidence of regeneration.
Some are people in
middle age, from whom much is expected for the
cause of Christ.
Most are children, whom it is
hoped God will spare to work long and energetically in his cause,
These meetings have all been sustained by the
pastor and brethren and sisters of the place, and
we can joyfully testify that many of them have
wrought nobly and gladdened the pastor’s heart
and strengthened his hands. God has gbundantly
verified to them that * It is better to give than to
receive,” as they have given their efforts to lead
sinners to the Saviour.
Their own graces and
joys have flourished far more vigorously.
Who can conjecture the difference in the state
of this neighborhood, having this number of
youths.grow up as Christians in it, from what it
would have been were they rejectors of Jesus
and followers of Satan? North Jackson is free
from the corrupting influence of rum
and its attendant vices, and has a pleasant people to live
with.
E. M. PRESCOTT.

Western R 1 Q M,

humana or

West Lebanon, March 25, 1873.

In 1820° the only Roman Catholics in the city
of Hartford were two women, Mrs, Mary Cosgrove and Mrs. Murphy, her sister. Now there
are 18,000, and a great cathedral has been be-

This new house is a good one.
It cost about
and calls out not a few pleasant words of £5,000, with bell and furnishing, It is commoin
come
Orders
approval.
and
welcome
dious, neat and tasty, a specimen of good workfor it in a cheering way. As many of our manship, and yet plain.
;
schools are about reopening after being
About two weeks after the dedication the week

closed for the winter, and as

to exhort,und

of Illinois has been recommended
to preach by the Joliet Conference,

How earnestly it is wished

« Tue LITTLE STAR,” &c. Again we call
attention to our new 8. S. paper, issued once
in two weeks, to alternate with the Myrtle.
favor,

FOR

Baptist

Home

Degirable Farms st great bargams, situated at
West Lebanon, Me., near West Lebanon Academy,
For particulars inquire of the subscriber.
JAMES B, STANTON.

Rev, Daniel Dorchester, a Methodist pastor of
Lowell, has licensed one of the*“ sisters” in his

dale, and many instructive and stirring thoughts

Honey Creek ch,
Wis, per G H Hubbard,
Spafford Q M, NY, ze S R Evans,

a vox

113 Per Cent.

Rev L C Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.

Miss E 8 Halleck, Shelby, Mich,

ters.

to

viola, coupler, the concerto, and

bellows attachment, besides being handsome
pearance.—N. ¥Y. Tribune.

the Baptist Theoa. department for’

of Scandinavian

Doughty’s Falls ch, per E Hobbs, Me,

EXPRESS,

Center ch,
N'Y,
tremolo. They have three full sets of reeds, with & | Caroline
Van Buren, Mich Q M; A
clear, delicate tone, an excellont action, and an easy
Clark, Gobleville ch,

for the

MISCELLANY.

It is proposed to endow in
logical Seminary,of Chicago,

A good degree of prosperity is attending our
‘cause in North Jackson, The 19th of December

age without tyranny, and restrain with

raising of money

liant, and its power very fine. With this stop gnd
the swell the most charming varieties of expression
can be produced. The organ in other respects has
conspicuous merits. The largest of the Beveral
sizes embraces ten stops, namely, a rich sub-bass, a

very delicate picolo, a flute, melodia, dulciana, forte,

General,
A religious revival is in progress at Denver,
Colorado, under the preaching of Rev. Mr. Hammond,
.

by the brethren and friends in the city and vicinity, and that it will not be allowed to fail for want
of pecuniary help.

der the care of kind and affectionate, thoiigh

for the

RELIGIOUS

been several responses

to the call to aid the First F. B. church in this
city. ‘We trust that its needs are borne in mind

several, yes, many, if needed, when found
wise to have them, and let\them be put un-

providing

It will be seen in another
have

were very

Next session with the Bradford church, com«mencing June 21, Conference Friday, June 20,
av 1 o'clock.
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

ever he may be, will be welcomed to our churchA. R.
es, and substantial aid be given,

HARRISBURG, PA,

of which

Maine Central Institute.

best spirited churches, and I trust its agent, who-

be

there

Let

thousand.

overlooked in

raisedin the city about $1100.00; and

may assist them

Social meetings

all

precious ‘seasons.
A desire to enlarge our borders, lengthen our cords, and strengthen our
stakes was evident in the meeting.
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy and,
pledge ourselves as a conference to do what we
can consistently to indorse the action of the Y.

they must have-some $1500 more, which we hope
that our churches that are older and have wealth,

and

fish,

poultry,

were to the point.

Kenney,

e
[ ihe

;

ke

rg

A NEW

dy

NOP

PT

2

TOMATO!

I introduce this season a new

tomato, the

.

CANADA

VICTOR, which i8 probably the earliest of all varicties.
It combines Just what is wanted, viz. :—extreme ear.
liness, large size, the round shape, solidity, richness
of color, with an entire freedom from greenness and
cracking around the stem, and first class cropping
qualities. Single packets of 25 seeds, 23 cents; five
packets, $1.00. Packets of 25 seeds splected tronf the
few very earliest, 50 cents each. MylSeed Catalogue
free to all. Dealers supplied at a hberal discount.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
4teows
Marblehead, Mass,
|

popular than the first. The Boston Traveller says:
** It is quite as well written, as pure and good in its
teachings, and whoever reads one will be anxious to
read the other, and he who reads both w'll have read
two of the best Juvenile Stories of the season.”

Twelve additional volumes of the $1000 Prize Se-

ries are now ready. Price $1.50 each, They have
received high praise from eminent critics,
'
Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes:

‘They

meet

the want of

the day for Looks which instruct and improve, while
they fascinate the reader,”
Catalogues free,

D. LOTHROP
1tf

©
"

& CO., Pubs,

38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

is al

we have

and

Pasenlassapieie Bsn

their unfortunate relatives on payment of
their board, while poorer people can pay
their way with labor. The retreat should
be a heaithy, sunny locality, with good air
and pure water, fine scenery, abundant access to bathing, and a fine area of good
“land for gardening operations. There
should be abundant flowers cultivated, small.

Hathaway

T

planned that people of substartee can put in

fruits, vegetables, milk,

Bridges;

changing it to a house of worship, at an expense
of some six or seven thousand dollars. The
church and society are able to raise some $4,000 ;

proved in labor. Such an arrangement
might be self-supporting. It should be so

oy

same

have used the

im-

morally, and lose no time which can be

Thepare now

until now.

30

Poitry.
BY

J.

W.

| The

he dreamed, and

The whole

.

a ladder

the earth, and the top of it reached

to

set upon

heaven;

and

behold the angels of God ascending and descending
upon it,”

The day star glittered o'er the hill,
And yet the darkness deeper grew ;
A ladder, resting on the earth

leges, hospitals and houses of mercy of every

Its feet of gold, was Kindly gjven,
Whose top, the darkness breaking through,
Was leaning ‘gainst the walls of heaven.

name-the bells of churches rung out their
nates of praise, great troops of children
flocked to schools and Sunday schools, great

And ever o’er those mystic rounds
Bright angel forms are seen to glide,
With answering messages of love
From heaven's own glory.
On the tide
Of pure'devotion seem to float
White-winged ships, all freighted deep
With heavenly grace, while in and out

factories lined the streams of water, hooks
were written and printed, and over all hung

J the cloud that came

This, seen in sorrow or in joy,
At early morn or gentle even,
Alone or mid the giddy throng,
Will lift the trusting soul to heaven;
Nor specious form, nor olden rite,
Nor words of shapely style or form,
Can reach to that sublimer hight
To which the heart leaps fresh and warm.

But fools are they who think to rise
To fairer worlds and purer skies
While to these clods the soul is clinging,
And ne’er an aspiration winging .
To that blest land.—Who clings to earth
Shall neyer know that heavenly birth.
But woe to him who fain would mount;

And quaff at the celestial fount,
By those frail threads of gossamer

“4 Which tremble in the misty air,
That ladder which we oft. surmise
Will take us straight to Paradise,
‘Whose rounds, forevermore are built
From other sinners’ redder guilt.

Stenes,
ADELAIDE
a

STOUT.

———

a

We could not blame, however tenderly,
The quivering lips that said,—
b
‘‘ Not every soul that yearneth for God’s gifts,
And waiteth long, is fed.”
Not here,—not here our souls are satisfied!
We can not with braised fingers put aside
The stone that fills our hand in place of bread.”
The soul that doth affirm
Too lightly, that God feedeth every soul,
Hath never had to learn
To take the stone, and bear the bruised hand.

Biit we believe he will sometime command

e——

ah

That these same stones, like griefs, be turned to
~ bread.
Ah, more !—our soul doth draw

Its strength from these same griefs, that bruise us
80,
By some sweet subtle Jaw.

Then. hands, be patient when, in place

of bread,

ore

The stone weighs heavy in its precious stead!

if

Thy stone;like griefs may not be turned to bread
Till folded bands have rest;
And, yet, God knoweth if this heavy stone
Or bread of joy is best.
Until Christ feed us on the other side,
i. We have no thought of being satisfied.

The Fly Circle,
—

be seea

of worm,

She

a distant trumpet, and

up in a deep,

heard
the

the voice of

door of her cell

flew open. She cane out and found darkness covering everything.
By her side,
stood her husband—too much astonished to
speak. All around, in the darkness she
could see cells just opened and a great multitude of people-standing near them—all silent—all speechless. . Presently, she saw the
earth everywhere breaking open and flames
of fire bursting out. It was plain that they
would burn up everything, even the cells.
All around the mountains shot out flames
whieh in a moment rushed up towards their

tops, eonsuming every tree, and melting the
very rocks, While the poor dreamer stood
looking on the scene and wondering how
long it would be before she should be burned
up, she heard another trumpet and a great
shout, and looking up far into the heavens,
she saw a great light. It was light woven

On the clouds she

then, too, she saw wicked spirits and

wicked men all mingling together, and calling for the rocks and the hills to fall on them
and cover them from the face of the Lamb,

for the

great
in

day of his wrath had come!

terror

and agony, she awoke and

‘“Edwgrd

fast.

When

I want to tell you a little story about one
of these droll little worms.

How

do

they get on?

feet, did you say?

Well, to

There's

on her feet, and has

Why,

young girl who alwaye wanted to laugh
just when she mustn't (did you ever know
any one who felt like her ?). Well, one day
in church, she chanced to get sight ofa

measuring worm.

It was

looping its way

noitre, and for a moment was undecided,
but then he caught a lock of hair, and on he

higher place to climb.

Tee

be

their

sure

some

your cat!
twice as many

She goes
as you,

besides.
;
But how about the fishes? They have no
feet, but you need n't pity them, they can

Mrs. Pilate lived in a palace—the grandest house in the whole city. Her husband | get on ever so much faster than you can.
held the highest office in the whole land.
Then there's the snake family! They
By a word he could put men to death, or -have no feet to walk, and no fins to swim.
:
save them alive.
They do n’t lie still, though—they walk on
One morning, Mrs. Pilate found herself their ribs. That's funny, but true for all
alone, her husband being called out very that.
FY
early to decide upon the life of a prisoner.
And there's the grasshopper! He neither

what

can

with his droll air

of concern that she laughed out loud! Her
neighbors looked at her in horror, and she
tried to appear as though she hadn't done
anything.

Some of the little fellows that live in the
sea

have

queer

ways

the

fiext

snow

falls,

be

sure

vou

y

“We'll all help him!” shouted the others; and, as they turned away, three hearty
cheers

rose

for

Mr.

Kendrick,

more for the boy that
—Child at Home.

The

and

three

dared not run away.

of

getting

Fishes, of course, swim easily

>

—

a Flea dwelt

THEOLOGY.

By

Charles

only by faith,

out at

how

emphatically

men

may

dissent

from

many of the author’s views;no matter how wide-

ally

ly they may be separated from him in their the-

ological position or ecclesiastical sympathies; no
matter how earnestly they may quarrel with his
logic or protest against his methods, no competent judge and no candid reader can full to respect the learning, the ability, the straightfor-

wardness

and

the evident

sincerity

behind the volumes, and which

are

which

at the

together

in

one house, and brewed their beer in an egg-

shell. One day, when the Spider was stirring it up, she fell in and scalded herself,
Thereupon the Flea began to scream. And
then the Door asked, “Why are you screaming, Flea?”

*‘Because little Spider has scalded herself
in the beer-tub,” replied she.

Thereupon the Door began to creak as if
it were in pain; and a Broom which stood
in the corner, asked, “What are you creak-

ing for, Door ?”
“May I not creak ?” it replied :

the strong,

ful I”—this

lie

ever

country; were quite
equal to-day.
Only the
ties could explain Ins
growing
unpopular.

somewhat dogmatic

had

about.

around;

but

of the au-

The loveliest way of getting on in the
water is used by one of the tiuy atoms of
creatures that we can’t even see without a

He is called the wheel bearer,

becanse he has what look like

two

wheels,

mean a house fly, who walks on the ceiling,
but an animal as large as a good sized dog.
You can hardly believe it, but vou will
when I tell you that he walks hanging to
the branches of trees, head down. He never
comes to the ground if he can help it; and,
indeed, he can scarcely walk at all on the
ground—just drags himself along. This
creature is the sloth, and his toes are quite
respectable hooks, which he sticks into the
branch to which he hangs.
He can get

said the Ashes, “I will
Now, next the Ashes

grew a Tree,

which

asked,

burn
there

Little

heap,

why do you burn?”
“Because,” was the reply,
“Phe little Spider's scalt herself,
And the Flea weeps;

The little Door ereaks with the pain,
And the Broom

sweeps;

The little Cart runs on so fast.”
Thereupon the Tree cried, “I

myself!” and went on

will

shaking

shake

till all its

leaves fell off,

A little girl passing by with a waterpitcher saw it shaking and asked, “Why do
you shake yourself, little Tree ?”

fense;

“Why may I not?” said the Tree—
“The little Spider’s scalt herself,
And the
The little
And the
The little
And the

Flea weeps;
Door creaks with pain,
Broom sweeps;
Cart runs on so fast,
Ashes burn.”

The Maiden

said, “If so, [ will break my

pitcher; and she threw it down

and

broke

it.
At this
drew

the

the water,

Streamlet,
asked,

from

“Why

which

do you

she
break

your pitcher, my little Girl ?”
.
“Why may I not?” she replied, for
“The little Spider’s sealt herself,
And the Flea weeps;
The little Door creaks with the pain,

And the Broom sweeps;
The little Cart runs on so fast,
And the Ashes burn;
2
The little Tree shakes down its leaves,
Now it is my turn.”

about fast enough on his tree, and he eats
the fruit he finds there.
‘Ah, then,” said the Streamlet, ‘now
The daintiest way of getting about, for
must I begin to flow.” Audit flowed and
one
that
has
no
wings,
is
practiced
by
a
tiny
She was told that he would be back soon,—
walks, nor swims, nor crawls, but he’s a
speck of a spider. She has a fancy to travel flowed along, in a great stream, which kept
as soon as he had decided the case of one prince of hoppers.
.
up
in’ the air, so she throws out ever so many getting bigger and bigger, until at last it
Jesus of Nazareth. So the lady fell asleep
I can’t tell you how many ways there are
threads,
which she spins, keeping hold of swallowed up the little Girl, the little Tree,
and had a dream. I will tell it as nearly as in which living creatures get about in the
one
end,
of course. When there are enough the Ashes, the Cart, the Broom, the Door,
I know how.
:
world. You've seen pictures of the kangato
hold
her
up, the first breeze carries her the Flea, and last of all the Spider, all toShe dreamed that she was walking in a roo, with her short fore less, and her long
off,
and
away
she goes high up in the air, gether.— From the German.
beautiful garden with her husband.
The hind legs.
Perhaps you know that when
quite
out
of
sight.
~
garden was surrounded by a golden wire she’s frightened, or in a hurry, she puts her
Who
would
ever
suspect
a spider of going
Over the Wall.
fence. It was full of flowers and trees. babies into her fur pocket, and starts off in
The song of birds filled the air. The mur- fearful leaps, some people say a hundred up in a balloon P— Little Corporal.
I'gee her kind, motherly face even now. I
mur of fountains was heard on every side; feet a ta jump.
She doesn’t use her fore feet
“
I
Dare
Not.”
hear
her words, the weary, trembling old
the hum of the bee, and the chirping of at all, only her strong hind legs and her stiff
—
S—
pilgrim, as she often talked with me. She
happy insects added new notes to the song tail, which is as good as another leg.
A group of boys stood on the walk bewas one who had faith in God's guiding
of the birds. It seemed like another Eden.
The kangaroo isn’t the only creature that fore a fine large drug store,pelting each othhand.
She was talking with her husband, when jumps. There are our little friends in green, er with snowballs. In an unlucky moment,
There is a sharp flight of stairs in her
suddenly, the loud barking of dogs and the the grasshoppers and frogs, and our little the youngest sent his spinning through
house, just such an old person would climb
deep baying of hounds were heard. Near- enemy in black, the flea, who is the best the frosty air against the plate glass
anxiously. Creeping up carefully, when
The crash terer and nearer came the sound.
‘These jumper in the world. And then there's the of the druggist’s window.
she got where the ascent was most difficult,
jerboa,
a
droll
little
fellow
about
the
size
of
rified them all, but noneso much as the
must be blood-hounds,” said Pilate.
1
then she told me she would say, “Good
never heard anything so awful,” said his a rat, who lives in Africa. He jumps like a little fellow who now stood pale and trem- Shepherd, guide me over the wall !”
kangaroo, with his hindJegs and tail.
wife.
4
bling, with startled eyes, gazing at the mis@To be guided over the wall, how we need
Perhaps you’d hardly
like to put your chief he had wrought.
Presently the hounds had come close up
it sometimes! The flock will eome up to a
“ Won't old Kendrick be mad? Run, high, rocky wall they must pass. But how
to the gardeun-fence, and then, there stood canary bird among these hoppers; but if
beforé Pilate a lamb—which they had heen you let him out of his cage on the floor you Ned! we won't tell. Run quick !”
shall they climb it? They press up to it.
“I can't!” he gasped.
chasing.
It was white and pure, and its will see he doesn’t walk or run, as many birds
They tryto scale it. They fall back with
mild eye looked'to him as it to say, ‘* Would do, but hops along with both
“Run, I tell you! he’s coming! Cow- bruised, torn feet. They crowd against the
fget at a time,
you save me?” But it was dumb, and ut- Little short hops they are, and Very cunning ard! Why don’t you run? I guess he rocks, a huddled, bewildered mass, unable
tered no sound.
‘Oh, save the lamb,” to see, but still hops.
wouldn’t catch me !”
to go farther. Then the shepherd comes.
“No, I can’t run!” he faltered.
cried the wife.
I said snakes walk with their ribs, and so
With wise and gentle touch he helps this
¢ Who knows but the dogs will bite me, they do’ but there are the soft little worms
+¢Liitle fool! he'll
be caught! Not one; he lifts and guides another, till at last
if Ido?” said Pilate. With that he drew you turn up when you dig in your garden, spunk enough to run away!
Well, Ive all have been safely guided over the wall.
his sword, and stabbed the
b, and threw
and who are in such a desperate hurryto done all I can for him,” muttered the older
There are steep and stony’ places for
it over the fence to the dog.
In a moment
get back, that they slip into the ground be- boy.
Christians, followers of the Great Shepherd,
they throttled and mangled and killed the fore your very eyes. They have no ribs,
The door opened, an angry face ap- to go over. They are ways of sorrow, sicklamb, and sprinkled his blood on the stones yet they get on, fast enough, too, so you can peared.
ness, duty, all rough and rugged and rocky.
of the street. Suddenly, as she dreamed, bardly catch them—if you want to. The
‘ Who did this?” came in fierce tones We try to go up. We falter. We fail.
the air grew heavy and faint, The sun way they do is very curious, and we should from the owner's lips. ‘ Who did this, I We cry out with torn feet, “Good Shepherd,
went out. The birds stopped singing. The never have known anything about it but for say?” he shouted as no one answered.
guide meé over the wall.” And with the
inserts stopped humming. The fountains the microscope. First they stick their sharp
The trembling, shrinking boy drew near;
“gentleness” of his infinite nature Jesus
apd nose into the soft ground as far as they can, the little, ‘delicate-looking culprit faced the
stopped running. The flowers drooped
helps us over.—American Messenger.
the and then draw up the rest of the body as angry man, and in tones of truth veplied,—
died, and. everything seemed to have
color of blood. Then the mountains began close as pdssible. All down the sides of the
¢ I did it, sir.”
Our wealth does not so much consist in
to shake, the rocks to split open, and the soft little fellow are rows of tiny hooks, so “ And you dare tell me of it?”
ground to tremble and rock. The dead small we can’t see them, and when the body
“J dare not deny it; I dare not tell a our acquisitions as in our performances, and
he is sometimes the richest man who has
came out of their graves. The lady groaned is drawn up partly into the hole, these rows lie.”
:
left
himself nothing.
<
dream
the
but
dream,
her
in
of hooks spring out and fasten on the side
and shuddered
The reply -was unexpected.
The stern
of the hole. So Mr. Worm gives another man paused: he saw the pale cheek, the
went on.
we
1
Let good reading go into a home and the
to retire, and push with his sharp nose, the hooks hold frightened eyes, wherein the soul of truth
The darkness seemed now
sun again broke out.’ The flow- fast, and in he goes another inch or two. and true courag: shone, and his heart-was very atmosphere of that home gradually
the bright
.| changes.
:
touched.
ers lifted up their heads brighter than ever. Isn't that wonderful?

that the true

believers

of to-day

£Y, on its various sides, with

puts one on the true

contains

brought

out

tensity, extravagance and stilted rhetoric.

into tediousness

ists execute the music in their own wild, or
weird, or jubliant, or pathetic way, in order to

realize its full power and meaning, yet-it will atford a large gratification to have it thus symbol:
ized in the notes and words which 1il1'60 of these
well and closely printed pages. Itis well thus

is

to catchup and crystallize these unique melodies that hold so much of the old life of bondage,
before they die out forever from the air which

Freedom is purifying

them,

that shall be

insists-we

often virtually compelled to be,~he

of the

hope, accepts hoth dogmas,

comforting,'and

means

and expects

tells us that

to stand by

them in spite of every assault of skepticism.
is evidently

an

original,

clear,

brave,

He

honest,

earnest thinker, struggling to find a resting-place
through-logic and phifosophy such as is afforded.

they rise to the flooding

ery issue the Aldine is a treasure and a joy.—
New York: James Sutton & Co,

are all

finds them

then

ery, that make the observer begin to consider
the practicability of a trip to the region. In eve

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.

he summons into action a resolute purpose and a.

brave

Now and

level, and this is the way in which any specific
number makes itself peculiarly noticeable.
Besides other admirable things, it gives us some
magnificent engravings of the Yellowstone scen-

God or the reality of a future life; but at the
illogical,~as he

this

THE ALDINE for April 18 at hand, with illus.

soul, He thinks it bard. if not impossible to
prove either the existenceof a wise and good
risk of being

And

trations, letterpress, and literary excellences up
to high water mark, as we never fail to find

ing upon his mind, as they crowd upon all serious and thoughtful minds, and :almost compel a
struggle to prove the prevalent answers unsatisneeds

sand charging,

volume does that work very happily.

‘Wherefore f=Whence #=W hither,—~come crowd-

the

But

to the soul and the pocket of Old England.
Though one needs to hear these colored vocal-

those which have to do with the future.
Looking at man as he appears, the old questionsy—

philosophy, ard

or suffer from bad taste.

perhaps the most attractive portions of the volume will prove to be the songs and the music by
means of which they have so thrilled and melted
their audiences all over the North, and with
which they dre now going to make their appeal

with some of the deepest problems of human
life,~those which concern both body and soul,—
those which belong chiefly .to the present and

truer to fact,

And

the information respecting Fisk University, and
the biographical sketches and photographs of the
singers themselves, are all timely, and never fall

enigmatical in a very effective way; and many
of them are not less but perhaps seemingly still
more truly enigmas than they were before he
dealt with them,
But he is a fresh, frank, forcible thinker, and he has both stated and-grappled

factory and faulty, and find others

Prize Essay. By Fred-

THE WISHING-CAP PAPERS.
By Leigh Hunt.
Now first collected.
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
1873. 16mo. pp 455. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
PARTINGTON PATCHWORK.
New and Old Dips
from an unambitious Inkstand.
Humorous.
Eccentric, Rythmical.
By B. P. Shillaber.
Same Publishers, &c. 1873. 12mo. pp. 360.
THE JUBILEE SINGERS, and their campaign for
twenty
thousand dpllars.
By G. D. Pike.
With Photographs by Black. Same Publishers,
&ec. 1873. 12mo. pp. 220.
Here are three books that have a character of
their own, and an interest such as fer readers
will fail to find and recognize.
The papers of
Leigh Hunt, now for the first time collected, are
in their way very delightful, bringing out the
fine, genial, sympathetic qualities of the man and
the unique hterary style of his productions in a
very admirable way.
The variety of the subJects treated is very lurge, and even those which
might seem commonplace, and would suggest
almost nothing interesting to others, become full
of zest when he deals with them. For occasional and desultory reading, when the mind is in
a quiet, receptive and sympathetic mood, there
are few books which will yield such a welcome
companionship as this, or people an outward
solitude with such a host of heart-friends.,
It
seems singular that so many charming and characteristic things should have so long drifted as
waifs about the world.
But we may be glad
that they are at length brought to the household
of letters, and that we may be glad in the light:
and warmth which they lend to the circles of
which they are now sure to make a part.
Mr. Shillaber has crowded this new volume
of his with a multitude of his wittiest and most
| humorous things.
Whether exhibiting the peculiar domestic trials of Blifkins,unfolding in careful rhythm and jingling rhyme the experiences
of Dr. Spooner while seeking the delectable,
opening afresh the very suggestive lips of Mrs.
Partington herself, or coming out in the miscellania that seem to combine all the pecullarities
and abound in all the juiciness of his genius, he
is a minister to wholesome merriment and a
helper of both bodily and mental digestion.
No
humor heretofore offered us was mellower or
richer, or fell short of its mark more rarely than
this.
|. The story of the campaign of the Jubilee singers, as told by Mr. Pike, is really a very interesting and suggestive one, in spite”df a little in-

about

what

may be follow-

book on the subject, und will prove especially

ENIGMAS OF LIFE.
By W. R. Greg.
Boston:
James R, Osgood & Co. 1873. 12mo. pp. 822.
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Mr. Greg has chosen his title fittingly.
Life
has its enigmas; he has found some of ‘the very

he has

path which

valuable to temperance speakers, writers, and
those who in any way attempt to fashion and
lead public opinion on the subject.

twenty per cent. more matter than either of its
predecessors, and so is sold at $5,~the price of
the others being $4.60 each, But it isan immense
amount of solid and substantial matt. . which is
furnished for the money.

gignificant ones;

His book is

erick Powell.
New
York: National Temp.
Soc’y &
Pub. House. 1873. 12mo. pp. 268,
We have here a reprint of an essay which took
the prize gf 70 guineas, offered by an English
gentleman, James Teare, for the’ best production devoted to the evils of intemperance and
their remedy, which should conform to certain
conditions.
It is very comprehensive, dealing
with almost every phase of the subject, multiplying tacts, abounding iu arguments, answering objections, and enforcing powerful and pathetic appeals.
It isan almost complete hand-

sufficient fullness,

this last installment

1873. 12mo.

are his own.

BAccHUS DETHRONED.

and always with “intelligence, painstaking and
vigor.
In order to complete the work in three

volumes,

& Brothers,

ed to an eminent Success,ar when the wrong
one is almost sure to conduct to disasters, defeat
and final failure.
Among these turning-points
are mentioned a sudden decision, an educational
career, the choice of an occupation, marriage,
travel, &e. There area large numberof illustrative examples
a deal
,
of forcible argument,
and a power of statement and uppeal now
and
then which any susceptible heart must feel,
It
is a book richly worth reprinting, and its influence on the reader must be of the very best
sort.

lines of

really

Harper

an excellent one to put into the hands of
'considerate young men and women,
It is adapted to
impress them with two important facts,
~first,
that there are laws that hem in every
human
life, muking character the product of ever-a
cting
influences and long-indulged habits; and
secondly, that there occur now and then crises
or
turning-points mn every life, when the right step

habit of mind is sometimes

obeyed in Christ, and so have his righteousness
set down to their accgunt as really as "though it
were wrought alone by themselves; that obligation is not measured by ability; that God must
sovereignly regenerate the human soul before it
can begin to perform any moral acts that are acceptable in his sight ;-that it was no part of God’s
plan er purpose to have his church made up
wholly of true believers, and so children may be
baptized and accounted bona fide church mewbers, &e., &e.
It is genuine Old School theology
that is here taught, and it is taught without
much qualification,entirely without apology, and
with an emphasis that plainly comes from strong
i conviction,
|1
But, in saying this, we do not mean to disparage the value of tie work.
These features are
| subordinate things.” The great body of what is
taught here will be acceptable and grateful to
Christian ministers and thinkers of every denomination who hold the substance of the evun| gelical faith. Itis wonderfully full and comprehensive, whilé being remarkable for its pith and
conciseness.
There is hardly a writer in the old
world.or the new, whose productions have an
important bearing upon any vital point in theology, but is here epitomized, and his views subjected to vigorous criticism. Ina word, Dr. H.
seems to have read and studied for half a century with a constant reference to a theological system, and most of the fruits of that reading und
study are brought forward and classified in this
work.
Itis the one great, matured product of
a long and busy life, wrought out by a man of
vigor and ability, who found his proper sphere
at an early age, and has toiled in it with the
whole energy and persistence and enthusiasm of
his nature,
Of this last volume, we need only say that it
concludes the discussion
of
Soteriology commenced in its predecessor, and treats Eschatolo-

IN Lire.

thought and his style

often suggest cast iron. "Tle seems at times made
up of pure intellect,taking no note of the protests
So the broom beganto sweep industrious- which, it would seem, both his premises and his
ly, and presently a little Cart came by and conclusions must encounter from conscience and
heart,
He tramps straight on to his goal, as
asked the reason. ‘May I not sweep ?" re- though the moral sensibilities that lift up their
plied the Broom—
cries of pain beneath his feet were not for a mo» ment to be thought of, any moreg than the groans
“The little Spider's scalt herself,
And the Flea weeps;
Boiiericte of wounded men on a field of battle as they are
trampled by the squadron of cavalry that is
The little Door creaks with the pain.” *

And the Broom sweeps.”

bewildering, and a doubt.

).
364.
Nr. Arnold writes here in a vein somew
hat
like that followed so largely and effecti
vely by
Samuel Smiles, though
both his methods of

And the Flea weeps.”

“Then,”
furiously.”

is rather

of ork;

gism. His arguments,in both form and substance,

And the Flea weeps;
The little Door ereaks with the pain

semi.

Rev. Frederick Arnold, B. A., Christ By'the
Church, Oxford,
Rew

repulsive.
His style is plainness itself, almost
wholly destitute of rhetorical ornament, and it
suggests a demonstration in Euclid.
He is hold,
positive, unshrinking.
He believes in the syllo-

the

for a

who teach theology ; and his

TURNING-POINTS.

a superior in this

upon

religious systems, and

within its reach,

foreible, direct

the enemy.
Not that Dr. Hodge lacks sympathy, and keeps no place in his nature for tenderness.
We suspect that,as a man and a Christian, he is appreciative, gracious, condescending,
kindly, and even pitiful over the sensitive and
the weak. . Doubtless there is much in his personal dealing with the young men who have
gathered at Princeton during the last forty years,
that is remembered
and cherished by them,
and which seems, and is, really benignant and
fatherly.
Buy as a theologian, standing for what
he deems the honor and sovereignty of God and
the sacredness of the truth, he is resolute, decided, uncompromising, and scarcely less dogmatic
than Calvin or less stern than Cromwell.
He
shows no tender weaknesses then.
He is like
Samuel in the presence of Agag.
Figuratively
speaking, he hews his theological opponents and
their systems in pleces before the Lord.
He
stands up for the old dogmas.
He means by Divine Decrees, und Providence, and Original Sin,
and Total Depravity, and Predestination, and
Election, and Regeneration, what was meant by
these terms before the New School interpreters
put their hands to the Westminster Confession
and wrought it into such novel and unexpected
shapes.
He insists that men now living did really sin in Adam, and so are guilty for his oi”

in

sidered on its speculative side, but it is
not cer-

confident that he has no
presence of these qualiprestige.
His system is
His
controversial
and

charging Yike a thunderbolt

with a

trying to

tain to serve the great moral ends set forth
in his
plan, made prominent in the gospel,
and which
the human soul needs most of all to have
put

and manly style of discussion which they imply.
Asa systematic and polemical theologian, we

doubt if Dr. Hodge

quest

there

ful product of philosophical think
ing.
On the
whole, the book is a very marked
product, con-

ology, or at the power “With which he has drawn
and held so many young men in preparation for
the ministry, after looking carefully
through
these three bulky and substantial volumes. They
are remarkable alike for the wide reading, the

critical thought, and

a special

virtual protest against prayer,
calling it ** blind
work,”
needless as a prayer, though
as a
sentiment of trust and resignat
ion,
how need-

more or less

prominence

false

hypocrisy in those

embodied in every one of these discussions. One
wonder

the end of

in the future which is denied it in the
present,
Many of his suggestions are full
of stimulus
and quickening; others seem the
outcome of a
species of optimism that is hardly healt
hy in its
influence. His seeming apology for
what is re.

the most sig-

nificant, tasks of its kind that has been under
taken in-thip country for many years. No matter

intellect,

teach his own soul to be calm, and
patient, and.
brave, and true, and to hope
for the clear light

, We hardly need to say that this massive and
final volume of Dr. Hodge’s Systematic Theoloof one of

weary, he wil

the use of his penetrating

half jubilant voice and step, and

-

gy marks the completion

and

despair, but

by an appeal to the instinctsof his heart then
; here
coming

Hodge,

Armstrong & Co. 1878. octa-

_ VO. pp. 880,

Lafled

works
on, now seeking light, both for
himself and oth-

ers, in

D. D., Professor in the Theological Seminar
y,
Princeton, New
Jersey.
Vol.
III.
New

York: Scribner,

Often

not give way to cynicism or

thor, as an exponent of the old Calvinistic The-

there's the little scallop. He lives in two of . Thereupon the little Cart said, **So will I
those pretty round shells, with fluted edges, run,” and began to run very fast past a
that are so pretty to make pin-cushions
in, heap of Ashes, which cried out, “Why do
and he moves aboutin funny jerks, by draw- you run, little Cart ?"
‘‘Because,” replied the Cart,
ing water inside of his shell, and then suddenly spirting it out.
:
“The little Spider's scalt herself,

microscope.

SYSTEMATIC

ceases to

Spider and the Flea.

A Spider and

Literary Review,

I

“The little Spider’s scalt herself,

* The girl was so amused

What would you say to a fellow who always walks with his head down? I don’t
on

Oh!

“1 will, sir.”

look exactly likea fast turning wheel.

They Get On.

sir.

come to me,”

I once knew a

always turning very fast, and carrying him
hastily and earnestly sent a message to
very rapidly through the water, But when
Pilate her husband when he was set down those
prying men began to study the little
on the judgment-seat, saying, * Have thou.
beauty with their marvelous glasses, they
nothing to do with that just man, for I have
found eat that the famous wheels were not
suffered many things this day in « dream,
wheels at’ all, but rings of hairs, which bend
| because af him,"—8, 8, Times,
| down and fly back so regularly that they

How

Howe,

do to i ol ? Ill do anything, —his eyes
often seen it, [Ut is about an inch long, and filled with tears,—‘* only don’t make my
has two feet at each end of its body. They mother ppy it, sir!”
are tiny bits of feet, and the unfortunate |
‘“ Will you shovel my walk when the
worm can’t walk &s other four-footed crea- next snow falls P"
tures can. First he fixes his fore feet in a
Ned's face was radiant as he answered,—
good place, and then ‘draws his hind feet up
‘All winter, sir. I'll do it every time,
to them, while his body makes a loop in the and more too, gir. I'll do anything.”
air, of course. Then he takes hold with his
** Well, that’s enough; and do you know
hind feet and stretches out his length again, why I let you off so easy? Well, it's befinding a new place to fix his fore feet. So cause you're not afraid to tell the truth.
I
he goes on, measuring off the inches quite like a boy that tells the truth always.

saw One whose face was "brighter than the
sun; around whom was a multitude which
One of his neighbors, a jelly fish, a lovely
no man could number, shouting and singing, ‘creature shaped-like an umbrella, swims
“Worthy is the Lamb that was slain!” about in the most graceful way, by drawing
Ah! was this the same Lamb that her hus- in and throwing out the sea water under his
band had stabbed and cast to the dogs? umbrella,
Onward nearer the clouds came, till she
That ugly fellow, the’ lobster, just slaps.
heard a voice louder than the voice of many the water with his tail, and shoots off like a
waters, ‘“ Come, ye blessed of my Father, dart, while the pretty little sea urchin walks
inherit the kingdom prepared for you from in a dignified way on hundreds of little feet,
the foundation of the world "—¢¢ Depart each one of which is a sort of sucker, and
from me ye cursed into everlasting fire pre- sticks to the rock like a leather sucker, such
pared for the devil and his angels.”
as you boys know how to make.
Ah!

*¢ Come here, sir; what's your name ?”

though, | *

went, busy as ever. By this time the watcher had forgotten where she was, and was
Jfotally absorbed in. the movements of the
worm. - Higher and higher he mounted, till
he reached the broad white top of the bald
head, and on the highest point he came to a
stand.
Fastening his hind feet, he raised
himself to his full length, turned his head
this way and that, anxiously looking for a

She seemed shut

of them do.

Mrs. Pilate’s Dream.

could

By

sort

long sleep.

dark, narrow cell.

|
|
|
|
|
{

blood!

another

up the broadcloth back of a respectable old
gentleman who sat in front of her. Of
course she was interested to see what would
become of the impertinent fellow, so she
watched him. When he reached the top of
the:stiff white collar, he stopped to recon-

Then

;

that

There's

that goes in a very odd way. It is called
the measuring warm.
I dare say you've

coming down to earth, and great multitudes
of the children of Time going up to find
their home in Eternity. The very air seemed
filled with the ministers of merey and songs
of joy, and the earth glowed as if seven
suns shone on it,
Again the dream changed.
Mrs, Pilate
seemed now as if awaking out of a long,

and folded into clouds.

La

BY

from

the aid of the cloud, angels

And purer skies through whieh it falls,

:

‘And

gardens and orchards, cities and villages

Where rests its top of amethyst,

:

looked brighter.

and beautiful houses, school-houses and eol-

This ladder, built for angels’ feet,
Is fairer than the finest gold;
Yet we may see it if we will,
As glorious as in days of old.
Faith’s piercing eye, beyond the mist,
May catch the glittering sapphire walls,

i}i

creation

The promised glory lingefed still,
But faith saw morning trembling through:

The parting clouds, bright angels sweep.

i

The

now a little cloud seemed to rise up from
the stones on which the blood of the lamb
was spilt. It. was at first small, but had
purple and ‘white mingled together. Up,
up it rose and spread and floated away over
seas and lant. The eye of the dreamer
seemed to be able to follow it, and as it
hung over one and another land, hardly noticed, under it, there sprung up flowers and

—

behold

hirds sang Swortor. than ewer.

fountains murmured again, soft and sweet.

BARKER,

a
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:

"

-

etrret

ble
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beautyjn the

heavens as |

must be some incitement to induce men
produce inventions and improvements,

1. It is to embrace

youth

of all classes

of skill aud pewer. Wisdom, intelligence
and grace are nowhere written so unmistakably as among the stars. Affectionate peo-

stitutions,

3.

Its

administration

will

to
or

serves that useful purpose, and therefore it
can not properly be held to be an evil. The
mere pride of wealth is a thing to be deplored. But we really find little of it in

be

notwithstanding all that is said to

America,

national rather than provincial, and will be
under the charge of the central educational

:
the contrary.
department.
4. The whole empire is di- PER
counterparts in everything that is beauti- vided into eight collegiate departments,
“Wheelbarrow Science.
ful.
There is no better. test of beauty than and in each a college is to be organized.
Rh” EO
:
love. Itis the fine sensitive nature that 5. Each collegiate division is to contain
If
you
have
occasion
to use a wheelbaris full of exclamations of delight at every thirty-two academies or high schools, makthrough with
form of beauty presented.
They are rap- ing 256 academies in all. 6. Each academ- row, leave it, when you are the handles toturous at the sight of a clear sky, a golden ic division is to contain, on an average, 210 it, in front of the house with
is the most
sunset, a tiny flower for a child. Such schools, making 53,760 schools in all. 7. ward the door. A wheelbarrow
the face of
on
over
fall
to
thing
complicated
,
natures are warm, glowing tender and ea- Attendance is to be compulsory for chilone when
over
fall
will
mun
A
earth.
the
ger. The world is better
because of them, dren over six years of age. 8. Female edof falling over anyThey minister to its want,to its develop- ucation having hitherto been less cared for, he would never think
he has
ment, to its blessedness. They draw by provigion is to be made for the education thing else. He never knows whenfor it will
it either,
the force of inborn attractions; they may of girls as well as boys. 9. Teachers got through falling overarms,
turn over with
not have Grecian features or any of are to be selected irrespective of sex. 10. tangle his legs and his of him, and just as
front
in
up
rear
and
him
the external lines of artistic form, but they Normal schools are to be established.
11. he pauses to congratulate himself, it takes a
are lovely; like a flower-garden. in sum- Charity schools, . evening
schools, | and new turn and scoops more skin off him, and
mer, they draw us by the power of their schools for the trades are to be encguraged.
he commences to evolute anew, and bump
sweetness, Like the beauty of opening buds 12. Technical
institutions for applying himself on fresh places. A man never
ing
l
and blossom
flowers, they are beautifu
scienceto industrial pursuits are to be es- ceases to fall over a wheelbarrow until it
in their fragrance; unlike the beauty of tablished. 13, An
educational report is
its back, or brings up
winter, which we admire as we do marble to be published annually by the Depart- turns completely on
against something it can not upset. It is
statues at a distance, we see grace of form, ment of education,
14. The number of
there is,
but not loveliness. True beauty is animate government students to be sent abroad an- the most inoffensive looking object
,
and expressive. It types to us something,or nually, is 180. 15. At home promotion is but it is more dangerous than a locomotive
he
unless
one
with
secure
is
map
no
and
tells us something good. It elevates the feel- to be made from grade to grade solely on
has a tight\bold of its handles, and is sitting
ings and refines the nature. It touches the the ground of merit.
16. ** Foreign stuA wheelbarrow has
true and the
pure within us. It lives in dents” are to be selected by competitive down on Somelhin.
its uses, without doubt, but in its leisure
deeds, or words of comfort or hope. ** God examination—thirty from the colleges, who
moments it is the great blighting curse on
hath made everything beautiful in his time,” are to be allowed each $1,600 annually, and
true dignity.—Danbury News.
l
amd there is nothing on earth more beautifu
150 from the secondary schools, who are to
‘
than a true and
useful life.— Providence receive $1,000 per year.
17. Scholarships |
ple see

beauty.

Loving

natures find

their

Journal,

and

other

rewards

will

be

word

in this day we have an immense amount of
talk about art as independent of all moral

quality or purpose.

Legitimate art, we are

told, is creation—the

work

of the

brain—

and may be excellent, independent of moral
quality. Beauty of structure, beauty of detail, harmony of parts—these are the points

discussed, and these are the points relied
upon to establish excellence. All these we
find in Bulwer.
le had no superior as an
as to whether a certain ominous clicking artist in this sense among his contémporaarose from the grasshoppers, which were | ries, yet his works are practically dead.
there in great numbers,
or a rattle- There was no lack of power. in the man,
snake.”
Contrary to the common belief the | but there was a lack of that quality which
reptile also often leaves its hole and moves | was necessary to bring him inside the bet-No art
about after sundown, not seldom crawling ter sympathies of human nature.

also pronounced erroneous, the writer mentioning a case where he saw the rattlesnake
strike three times with electric quickness,
each time leaving the marks of his fangs
on the trousers of the person attacked.

But with all its quickness and irritability,

the snake frequently refuscs to bite,
when lb
to the closest quarters.

even
It is

emanating

ever

from- supreme

command

world.

selfishness

a permanent

place

can

in the

Heartless art is loveless art, useless

art, dead art. Fine art without fine feeling
is a rose without fragrance. Poetry with-

out

sympathy

bears

the

same

relation

to

true poetry that the music of the orchestrion,
turned by a water-wheel, bears to that of
the violin, singing or moaning in the passionate hands of a master.
:
Lord

Lytton

passes

away, and

no man

related that often when trod on it fails to stops his neighbor in the street to speak of
retaliate ; and one remarkable instance is it. He lived the splendid, selfish life he
given where a gentleman on coming out chose to live; he was the admired, the petof the river Platte after a bath,

and

entire-

ly naked, sat down upon a rattlesnake,
and discovering his mistake suddenly
resumed bis legs, without suffering any harm
beyond a severe fright. The peculiar odor
of the rattlesnake is vouched for, and we
are told that when one is irritated and made
to bite the rake or hoe with which it is intended to kill him, the implement will, retain the same unpleasant smell for

Once known,
ble.

months.

the odor is always recogniza=
:

The bite of the rattlesnake, #ecording, to’

this observer's experience, is neither so rapidly fatal nor so incurable as most people
suppose. Of thirty persons bitten by the
_, rattlesnake; he states that all

recovered but

one, and he lived twelve days after the accident. Of the whole thirty, this was the
only case which received surgical advice;
but whether it was the bite or the advice
‘that killed the patient we are not informned.

Whiskey the writer regards as a specific
for the bite of the

rattlesnake,

and

relates

‘numerous instances which illustrate the
wonderful power of this agent when administered

in sufficient

quantity.

It

is’ well

known to physicians
that persons suffering
from disesses attended with severe pain

will oftan tolerate

much larger

doses of

opium or other narcotic than could otherwise be borne. Persons poisoned by the
bite of a rattlesnake manifest a similar
tolerance for immense doses of whiskey,
yuantities sufficient to make a person stupidly drank, or even to destroy life, often
producing no visible effect upon the sufferer from snakebite.

Yet, to be of any

serve

ice to the patient, it is asserted that he must
- be made thoroughly drunk before it is safe
. to suspend the administration of the remedy. A quart or more of raw whiskey is
{requently required to bring about this con-

ted, the courted, the titled, the rich man of
literature’? but his fame was as héartless
and loveless as himself.
No worthy man

covets his narae and fame.

blows given

found, as

in ‘America; but

up .to the patriarchal
kins, who died

in

severing the

years of Henry Jenand

hundred and forty years before.
Some of the longest-lived men and women

of these latter days are found in Russia and
among the Bedouin Arabs. We have seen
some of those ancient representative Ishmaelites, supposed by those most familiar
their

customs

and

the first and last words of those roving rob-

Hands.

The world moves. It is not so respectabrought to premature beauty by the worms ble as it was a few years ago to be a rascal.
it bred, rots where it fell, aud his leaves, People are learning the jesson that clean
brilliant with many dyes, fall at the touch hands are desirable, both for personal comof frost, to be trodden under foot or swept fort and pleasant social intercourse. They
really seem to be learning that purity pays,
away by the wind.— Holland.
and that personal honor and incorruptibleness ave a good-nvestment.
Rogues and
Retiring.
rings are having a tough time of it, and it is
their own fault if the young and ambitious
Retiring from business, common and men who are now coming upon the stage
popular as it is, is a great humbug. No of action do not learn to place so high a
tires to the grave. When his faculties become slow and dull from age, he should reduce the number cf hours in his daily work
—reduce them just as his strength declines;
but in no case should he change his cccupation or drop it unless disease actually compels him.
He may purchase an estate in the
country, to which he retires at an early hour
in the afternoon, and he may
postpone his
morning arrival till two or
three hours after
the younger people have begun, but he must
not quit or make a radical change. A man
would have to go far to find a thousand
homes in which there is so little happiness
andiso much wretchedness as in a thousand
of those Hudson River palaces occupied by
New York retired merchants. A friend of
ours in New York has a list of the merchants of that city who have committed

suicide after retiring.
lish that

We

intend to pub-

list sometime, but for

the present

we will only say that we know of nothin
more sure to lead to dyspepsia, insanity an
suicide than retiring from business. And
dition ; but when once it is attained, no besides the great injury to the man himself,
what a mean, selfish thing to withdraw his
farther danger need be apprehended.
While the rattlesnakedis found spread trained, successful faculties from the great
«over a large portion of North America, it is battle of! life !—T0-Day .

some

unconverted

ones, to

prepare

M.

GILMAN

died

and 2 months.

taken,

draw

may

she

$2.00

buy

them.

The

high in the nation, bow

those heads

which they bought, and men who used the
public office to push their private schemes,
are thrown high and dry out of influence,
and lie all exposed upon the rocks of disgrace, where they are sure to rot or go to
pieces.

1f the young politicians of the country
will learn the e lesson that the facts which we

have recounted are so well calculated to
teach, better times for the country lie in the
future. Personal advantage is a mean motive to appeal to, where so vital a question
purivy--is

concerned,

but,

as well
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the Principal.

M. FISK,
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B. P., Prof. Nat, Science.

DUNN, A. M,, Prof. of Rhatoric and

Lettres.

Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’
Department.
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ALEXANDERC. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com.
Department.
WARREN

A. DRAKE,

Penmanship.
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5

GARDNER,
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Instructor
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Instructor in
Painting
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8. COPP, Instructor in Theological
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Drawing.
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December 3—Winter Term

it

and

fluences.
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JACOBS will have charge
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TERM

closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address
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CHRIESTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family, Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and usefu!
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper covers
15 cts.

Postage

extra;

on

the former, 4 cts., on the

atter 2 cents

Tob Worl loses.
BUSINESS

CARDS, &e.,

done in the best manner, at this Office.

“or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his
Origin and Anti
quity,
Joseph P. THOMPSON,
D. D,, LLD,
one vol., 12mo,
ce, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, b
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L. R. BURLINGAME,
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Secretary,

Opens
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who order them for this purpose.
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LILLIAN M., daughter of Lyman H. and Susan
A. Haines, died of whooping-cough, in Fisher.
ville, March 13, aged b years.

¥. WAYLAND

ine of

the F. Baptists.

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
13 weeks.

H

benevolent institutions. .They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

TERM,

.

in very neat style, setting forth, in a plain,

trinal basis, its church polity, and some

C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Migs

SPRING

Papers,

In answer to many calls, and to meet

i
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-

School

De TRACT.
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CENTER,

Subscribe

what we think a real want, we
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near

advan-

and

Center. Vt., 1872.

GREEN

to

cently published NEW
a four-page tract,

of the uni-

activities

SANBORN,

so

higher rank

-

temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon

a

Postage :—
The postage on a single eopy of the
Little Star
or Myrtle, under
the
new law, is 24 cents<a
year;
and
no more on 10 copies or any number
between one and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one. The
Josiage is payable at the office of deivery. The volumes begin with January.
No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free on
application.

in its ar-

parts of the country,

Time
FOR

Sabbath

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont.
The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsie railroad, is
but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution.
It is thus

easily accessible from all

of

“The Myrtle.”

rangements,
recently
erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

is in the midst

school

School, affords

These semi- monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL. BAPTIST
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that of any
other
paper
of their
class.
.
All. communications
intended
for
publication
should
be addressed to
* The Little Star,” or * The Myrtle,’
Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for either
of the papers should be addressed to
L. R.
Burlingame, Dover, N. H.

LOCATION

of-Lyndon Center, and

of the

students

“The . Little Star,”

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
building, ample

is the

Our

a@~Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 i families; in clubs at

The new, commodious

with

and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

{

.

The location

the College and Theological
tages of association

N

-
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-

-

Vocal-Music,18 Lessons,

-

-

-

4. B., Principal, with three Assist

ness m doing their work is secured from both teach-

$5
wg
7.
8
.
.
- rin]

-

-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

“JOHN A. DEARBORN died of small-pox, in Gilford, Jan. 20, aged 19 years.
died

-

-

and

Single copy, per year,
- - 30 cts,
Ten copies, sent to one address,
20 cts.
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

Penmanship.

TUITION :

-

13

a

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where go many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry. Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins December 3. 1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 187J.

Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English,
Latin and Greek,
French (extra), -

Jap.

Terms :—

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 187

JOHN R., son of John H. and Sarah A. Dins-

Mg. EDMUND HOAGUE
Jan. 25, aged 70 years.

A. PERKINS,

begin

College, andit is open for both.sexes. The school
beng composed of only one department, a thorough-

as gentle-

J. 8. BROWKX,

TERMS

The special work of this school is to fit students for

:

Miss ELLEN

of Systematic

LATIN SCHOOL.

SUMMER,

L.G.JORDAX,

on

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

AND

ants.

Faculty :

to

Protessor

Me., July 16, 1872.

April 7, 1878.

Book-

LYNDON

H. P. LAMPREY.

HILLSDALE

which they stole,and men who had positions

personal

clubs

M.,

-

NICHOLS
SPRING

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

more, died of small-pox, in Gilford, Jan. 5, aged
21 years.

rascalities

in shame over hands which are soiled beyond cleansing. We call no names, but,
scattered up and down the land; great reptations lie in ruins. Men who had wealth

as

Ladies’

A.

Professor of Hebrew.

! J. BUTLER, Sec.

Commercial College,
and

Ky.

Lewiston,

600

For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

A}
of the New York
Ring are all’'exposed, and
FacuLry:
the members of that Biog have either run
away, or are staggering efore public opin- |’ REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President, and
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature,
ion and the law, disgraced and degraded
Rev. RANSOM DUNN, A. M4 Burr Prof. Systematic
men. Bribery in Congress stands exposed
and Pastoral Theology.
and rebuked, while names that were pure REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Zhilosop) y.
‘
be
never
can
that
tarnish
a
have received
GRORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. of the Greek
olished away. Men who have held their
and Latin Languages.
i

i

per week.

rates.

price upon themselves that neither wealth
nor power can

-

J1omwe,

Two Courses of study are
prescribed; one embracing and. the other omitting the “ancient languages.
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.

men’s are formed.

Charlestown,

heavenward

8, Rich,

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board; in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

ATWOOD.

in

A

Thomas

BS

.

eeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except

them amid the an-

6, aged 2 years
loved her.

the stimulus to purity, to nobleness, to goodness. He lived to his autumn, but his fruit,

man should retire from business until he re-

-

Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship

MYRTIE ALICE, only daughter of 8. T. and
Myra A. Whitten, died in Brunswick, Me., March

bers of the desert.

in his work

=

Prof. D. M. WAIT, (from the

NATHANIEL C. PORTER died of paralysis, in
Brunswick,
Me., Jun. 22, aged 55 years and b
months.
Thirty years ago he professed faith in
Christ. By his sudden death the church which
he loved has lost one of its truest friends.

No young man

No man finds

=~

Rev. J,

partment.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRS. J.
F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.

suddenly, yet we believe he was ready.
8. Bowpex.

habits to be more

than one hundred and thirty, dating from
circumstances they referred to in youth, and
yet they were vigorous, managing their
camels with a strong arm and manifesting a
characteristic desire for bhucksheesh, one of

Clean

-

enw

SCHOOL.

me next Term.of this school will commence Aug.
2, B72. The ¥aculty for the next Year is organized
as follows :
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
:
Rev. J. Fullonton, D, D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics, Rev, B. ¥. Hayes, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy.

$400
500

«+

Tel

to

eh
THEOLOGICAL

BATES

Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars address the Principal, or
.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.

BRO. STEPHEN BLAISDELL, of Mercer, Me.,
was found dead in his burn-yard March 6. He
had had ill turns at times during the winter, and
his wife looked afver him with watchful care. He
had been gone but a few minutes when he was
found a liféless corpse.
Bro. B. was 75 years and
9 months old. He had lived with his companion
50 years, and the afflicted sister remarked, as she
took the last look, that not af unpleasant word
ever passed between them.
Bro. B. professed
religion 45 years ago, and was baptized by Rev.
John Farnham and united with the F. B. church
at Mercer and remained a good Christian to the
close.
Naturally of an even disposition he
showed forth thuse graces of humility and meekness that mark the true man of God.
He fell

sixty-nine years old. Thomas Parr died in
England, 1635, at the age “of one hundred
and fifty-eight! Ile testified in court in regard to a transaction that took™place one

with

Classical,

«=
.

.

wo

For Catalogue a

WAC RESD Sec, & Treas.
. Ridgeville, Inds, Feb. 5,1872.
ieee

COLLEGE,

-

Higher English,

Mass., Jan.4, aged 59 years.
For many years
Bro. G. has been a member of the North Bennet
St. F. B. church, where, in former years, he was
a faithful laborer. The few years last passed his
health has been much impaired, and he has not
been so constant in his attendance at the church.
He died quite suddenly, but his wife, who was
with him in his last hours, said he was happy
and seemed ready to go. He leaves a wife and
several other relatives to mourn his death.
:
;
C. B. G.
Me. NATHANIEL CARLL died of consumption,
in South Waterboro’, Feb. 9,. aged 206 years.
Like many others he bad lived a very moral life,
making that a substitute for vital religion, until
his disease admonished him that his end was fast
approaching, when he became aware that be
needed something more than morality to bear
him up in the waters of death.
Accordingly, he
earnestly sought, and soon professed to find the
Saviour.
This was about one month before he
died, and as his sufferings increased, and mortal
life waned, his evidence of divine life brightened
and when death came he cheerfully resigned
himself into the hands of his Redeemer.
He
leaves a wife and one child, a widowed mother,
brothers and sisters, in deep mourning.
EzrA TUTTLE.

to move, he

hundred

to

WINTHROP

none that come

1670—one

during the term.

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence:
on WEDNESDAY, Dec, 4, 1872.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches,
Common Fnplishy

be had at reasonable

at the regular rates.
5
A course of Lactures on teaching will be delivered

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

Verses areinadmissible.

then closed her eyes to open

neck. To intensity the horror of the appalling scene, a knife was actually resorted to
for finally severing the duke’s head from the
writhing body, bound to the block. No
wonder an event so shocking should have
been long remembered.
All over Ewope very aged persons. are

finds in him virtues to emulate, or excellen-

ces to inspire.

without

VIRGINIA

B50

self-boarding may

Students may enter school at any time of the

term, paying from such time to the close of the term

in

send for a Circular to

gels in glory.

threw down the ponderous instrument, exclaiming, “I can’t do it: my heart fails
me.” The ax was again caught and several more

facilities of a first class

FLEMWGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particulary information,

as

v

into tents, and evea into beds, during the
night, The notion that venomous snakes do
not bite twice in immediate succession is

an ax, but the body continuing

the

meet her in heaven, conversed with all the famiMiss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress, French and Nat- |
ly, giving her dying advice to each member, and .}
ural Science.
‘while all were weeping around her, her last Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric.
Miss
IDA
E. MORRILL, Music.
words were, looking up, * we will meet there,”

meritorious in the schools at home, 18. In
the
primary schools no foreign language {i King William IV. had spoken with a man
will be taught.
19. In the higher schools, in his early life who had conversed with
Rattlesnakes, their Habits.
students can pursue any three modern lan- King Charles II. In 1786 a person was
alive who had conversed with a man who,
Ordinarily, the rattlesnake is extremely guages they may select.
when a boy, had carried arrows for soldiers
sluggish, and unless molested there is little |
the night before the bloody battle of Flodto fear from it during the greater portion of |
Art without Feeling.
den Field.
Another about 1862, whose
the year. Just before and just after its
re —
great-great-grandfather saw King Charles I.
winter sleep, however, it is more active, |
No poet or novelist can greatly benefit beheaded, was living. No public execution
and often assumes the offensive. In order
to strike, it must lie in a close coil, with its the world who does not become the object was ever more atrociously conducted or
head and neck erect. In this position it] of popular affection ; and this popular affec- barbarously performed than that of the celethrows itself forward about three-fourths its tion can not be secured without the mani- brated duke of Monmouth in 1685. It was
We need hardly add absolutely shocking to the moral sense of
fon supporting its weight entirely upon festation of sympathy.
the spectators. Fora long time it was an
thefremaining fourth.
When molested or to this, that no poet or novelist can secure
epoch to reckon from by elderly persons.
alarmed, or when about to attack, the rattle a personal regatil for his works who, in
Yet The executioner struck several blows with
is violently shaken); but practically
this | some way, does not benefit the world.
serves little purpose asa warning, since |
when excited the creature strikes ak the in- |
truder with the quickness of lightning and
almost simultaneously with the sound of
the rattle.
The statement that the noise
of the rattle is. peculiar, and once heard
will never afterward be mistaken, is emphatically denied, the writer averring that
he has known the opinions of those who
had frequently heard the sound ‘‘divided

and

WEST

BETTIA A., daughter of Mr. J.J. and A. A.
Quimby, died of quick consumption, in South
Strafford, Vt., March 10, 1873, aged 18 years and
5 months,
The deceased was one of the choice
ones of earth, much loved by all who knew her,
whether old or young.
She gave her heart to
God some six years since, and was soon after
baptized by Rev. J. D. Waldron and united with
the F. Baptist church in Strafford. She remained
true to Christ, was never carried away with the
follies of the world, attended prayer meeting and
monthly meetings, truly honoring her church relation to the last, and has, no doubt, gone to the
church triumphant.
Some three months before
her death she deliberately wrote what she called
her will, placed it in an envelope to be opened
after her death. During her sickness she could
say, “I am not afraid to die.” Often said to
weeping ones, “ weep not for me.”
To others,
“J am patiently waiting for death.”
She sent

Longevity.

offered to the

rates.

ApELIA M,, wife of Fred Bryant, died in
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872,
North Jackson, Pa., Feb. 6, of lingering consumption, aged 27 years.
Sister B. sought her
Saviour at the age of fifteen, and ever after bore | WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
the name of a consistent Christian.
Her amiable |
Wirroy, Iowa.
temperament und winning manners gained her
Commences its Fall ! Term September 2, 1872.
many friends, and made her doubly dear and
Catalogues sent to irquirers.
needful to her husband and four small children,
who were very happy in her society. The grace
of her loved and loving God sustained her during
LAPHAM INSTITUTE.
a long and pein sickness, and enabled her to resign all, Her love for the worship of God drew
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday,
her to his house us long as her gtrengthi would
April 14, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
permmt. Though ors
of her voice she atGr. H. RICKER, Prin.
tended the last covenant meeting but one before
North Scituate, B. 1., March 17, 1873.
her death. She there arose and pointed to the
home to which she hastened.
That silent testimony for Jesus will not soon be forgotten by
MAINE CENFRAL ENSTETUTE.
those who witnessed it. May it long stir up the
PITTSFIELD, ME,
surviving members to the duties of church membership; and thus she, being dead, continue to
Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academspeak. .C., M. PRESCOTT.
ical and Ladies” Full course of study. Terms, 10
HarMy H., wife of Mr. Charles Lane, died of weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
consumption, in Strafford, Vt., Jan. 10, 1871, aged
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.
26 years and 2 months.
The deceased, during
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
her sickness, commenced a life of prayer, and,
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal Departas she came near the close of life, gained
an eviment.
dence of acceptance with Christ.
She gave partMRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
Mathematics.
ing words to all her friends, invited them to prepare to meet her in heaven, then closed her eyes ‘M188 ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal Dein death, with hope of eternal life.

attainment of wealth

And the

one object.

of

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wvsisling obitvaries published in the Morning Stor, “who do
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure am insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

to spend their lives in the severest toil, or
to fix their unremitting attention upon some

they trace out the various
combinations | without listinction of cast or rank, so that
i
constellations
presented to them in| education
shall
become
truly universal
the stars,
The sky is more than a glitter- | throughout the empire.
2. The new sysing dome, or a deep vault full of gold; they atom is to be uniform throughout the whole
converse with it; they see forces, attrac- country and to incorporate and remodel
displays {| all the existing schools and educational intions,
wonders, and marvelous

Penmanship, fifteen lessons

Rooms for

will com-

The Snlwrgerent is fully Somileted, at an expense

Obituaries.

of

institution

24th.

of over $50,000;

death.—Seribner’s:

obituary.

SEMINARY.

of this

stitution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
4
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal,
Whitestown, N, Y., Feb. }9, 1873.
10

and the

posure,sooner or later, is as sure to come

neglect, since the efforts to relieve their distresses are great and continual. There

move prominent features :

loss

SuMMER TERM

mence March

self-commitment to a life of deception, |
which go always with possessions uaworthily won, are poisondn the blood, and the ex-

their share of atcomplain

* The

did not harm the

self-respect, the fear of exposure

in architecture and
is due to the rise
liberality of some
America we make

peor

WHITESTOWN

won

EC

Astronomers see

the

can

Nor

tention.

ever

The eonsciousness of ill-desert, the

Education, rea very good use of wealth,
ligion, charity, benevolence, art, science,

public works, all receive

was

winner. No power was ever achieved by
bribery or retained by falsehood that did
not scorch the palm of him who held it.

which
ambiis not
Roos,

have been a very dull sort of

plage. All that is grand
beautiful in art in Europe
of opulence and to the
gorgeous piutocracy. In

In a communication to the Congregationalist newspaper,
Hon. R. G. Northrop
gives a most interesting and timely review
of the educational system of Japan recently adopted, of which the following are the

observe.

do not

by Ihachery to trust that

or to public objects, or to religion or education. If the world were Fadep of such
people, progress of any kind would be impossible, and science and art might date
back to the past, like Chinese civilization.
If there had never been a plutocracy at
Florence, there might never have been a
Michael Angelo. ‘And if there had been no
plutocracy at Venice that splendid city of
the sea would

No money

fc CAT

points and parts that others

from year to year on a small income,
he never increases, because he has no
tion urging him to do so, and which
sufficient to enable “him to give to the

Education in Japan.

peer-

wil! be of incal¢ulable benefit to them and

/

gio

and

less in form and manner, but haughty and
imperious, lofty but distant. There is a
beauty that is warm and inviting. It is
multiform,
radiant and attractive in a
thousand ways at every point. Botanists
who study plants and flowers know this;
they see wonders of pean in the little

comfort as virtue, they will learn that which
to the country.

"

For farther information address IRA A. PHILBRICK
or IVORY MARCH,
“rr
Dr. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec’y.

so well in wealth and power aud safety and

and who live from day to day with no
thought of the future, are. certainly not to
be preferred to the money-getters of our
great cities, Nor is the man who vegetates

,

Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reasrates.

close

a and

11,1 ,

wet abet a.

queenlike

like a stately woman,

cent houses to dwell in, or clothes te weaf,’

Tuition from $3 00 to $6 CO.
onable

P

EXPENSES,
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
- $7.00
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
to 4.00
Board, per week, in private families,
3.00
J
pid
TL
clubs,
2.00
EXTRA CHARGES,
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instrument for practice,
1.00
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
1.50
Ww
Lo
Ladies,
.
1.00

SII

Nueces, two streams which flow in the
same direction and some ®ixty or seventy
Anything is beautiful that shows grace of miles apart, is a desert region, literally
form, or purity, and clearuess of coloring. swarming with poisonous serpents, ‘In
"There is beauty in a pebble if it be smooth Summer,” says our writer, ‘‘one can not
kinds or go fifty yards in this locality without seeand symmetrical. There are two
)
"dispositions of beauty. There is the clear, ing a rattlesnake. In other parts of the
clean-cut, cold beauty, like snow or ice State the moccason is the prevalent snake;
scorpions, tarantulas
The trees all covered with ice, while ~ centipedes,
crystals.
which ¢nvelops each branch, twig, and and alligators infest various localities, and
stem, and hangs like jewels froth every are each a terrible scourge.”
All ‘writers have hitherto concurred in
point, glistening with rare luster in the
sunlight, are: beautiful; so, too, is the air, saying that rattlesnakes are never met with
and the face of everything out of doors, as at an elevation: of more than 6,000 ‘feet
they have appeared for two mornings this above the sea level. The surveying party
week, as if a gossamer vail of delicate lace- of Mr. Morley killed numbers of them last
work had been thrown over them! Look- yout at an elevation of about 8,000 feet; it
ing at them through the window, as the s added, however, that they were never
The mountain
sun is coming up in clearness, givingto found so high before.
the haze-like atmosphere a sheen of silver, snakes possess more vivid colors than their
as if the grass, trees, fences, and buildings brethren of the prairies, and of the two are
were arrrayed fora bridal party, there is more dreaded on account of their, supposed
,
an appearance of wonderful beauty. Na- ferocity. — Galaxy.
ture often gives us pictures of unrivaled
splendor.
But this kind of beauty is cold,

COLLEGE.
open March

15

fends the accumulation of wealth in an article from which we copy as follows:
Money-getting is not in itself the evil it
is represented to be. The savages of Africa,
who do not even til sufficiently to have de-

Rio' Grand and the

May 20, 1878, *

will
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Philadelphia North' American

RIPGEVILLE
The SPRING
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lying

Beauti ful.

The

SEMINARY,

The SPRING TERM of this institution will commence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,
under the struction of J. LINSCOTT, recently Prin.
opal of N. E, Mascunic Institute, Center Effingham,
N.
H.

FU SA

itely larger proportion of these reptiles than
any other State in the Union. The district

PARSONSFIELD

appeal, it is well to meet ten:ptation on its
own ground and fight it with its own weapons. The lesson of the recent exposures
is really needed by mone but these who
fancy that they can compass their ends best
by
e means; and if these shall learn
from it that, in the long run nothing pays

SS

——.
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The

Texas propably holds av infin-

or

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
from $100 to:
of press. The Dive has been redu
» Senta, and will be gent postage paid on receipt of
at sum.
This little volume should be in every Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
upon the readers of our Sabbath School Li
08.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H

Se SpE

Literary Wiscellany.

there is no danger to morals from any other

Money and the Good It Does.

much more abundant in some localities than

in others.
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Clayton case was taken up, and after some debate
the resolution of the committee thut the charges
against Mr. Clayton are not sustained was carried
—33 to 6. The resolution to allow ex-Senator
Patterson’s statement in his own defense to be
received and published in the Congressional Record was called up and discussed at some length,
but not acted upon.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, a resolution was
adopted
instructing the select committee “on
transportation routes to the seabowrd to inquire
and report at the next session of the Senate
whether any and what additional legislation is
necessary to guard the postal service against interruption from hostile action on the part of railroad companies.
A resolution was also adopted
calling for information from the Treasury and
Interior departments concerning the bonds issued
by or on credit of the Central Pacific Railroad
Company.
The resolution concerning ex-Senator
Patterson's defense of himself against the Credit
Mobhilier committee’s report was amended so as
to provide for the printing of his document with
the report of the committee, and thus passed.
The Senate closed its extra session at four o'clock
in the afternoon.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Sam er won Ro
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A special despatch from Peoria, Illinois, says
that the farmers in that State are organized for
war against the railroads.
An aged widow living near Nashville, Tenn.,
was taken from bed and hanged Monday evening
by some persons unknown.
One of the heaviest snow-storms of the season
is reported at Chicago and St. Louis, Wednesday night.
Since January 12, the Boston police have arrested thirty-four criminals of the first class, and
solme of them have already begun to receive their
punishment.

er

W. M. Tweed resigned his seat in the New
York senate Thursday, and the select committee
of that body investigating the charges against
him was thereupon discharged.
A British brig is now reported lost with all on
board; the Pizarro of Blyth, England, from Boston for Liverpool.
She had a cargo of 25,050

bushels of corn.
Three children were burned to death’in a
house near Detroit, Tuesday night, a fire breaking out during the absence of their parents.
General Garfield of Ohio was requested to resign his seat in Congress, by the Trumbull county
republican convention, Wednesday, because of
his action on the retroactive salary bill.

It is rumored that Jay Gould

has

sold his en-

tire interest in the Narragansett Steamship Company to parties in Providence,

The governor of Maine

hae

appointed Thurs-

day, April 17, as Fast day in that State,
Propeller Messenger arrived at Milwaukee,
Wis,, Wednesdny, after having heen lce-bound
Tity-six days on the sheie:
:
The finances of Jersey City are in such a condition that one and a half million more honds
mustbe issued to meet obligations, making
total debt one of twelve million dollars.

the

The grand jury of St. Charles county, Mo., has
indicted several of the late strikers on the St.
Louis, Kansas City and Northern Railway.
It is announced in England that Mr. Bradlaugh,
“ the coming Cromwell,” and Wilkie Collins, the
well-known novelist, are coming to this country
on lecturing tours.
The Chicago police board has asked for an ordinance compelling the closing of all drinkingsaloons at eleven o'clock at night.
The latest European mail has brought the prospectus of the Direct United States Telegraph
Company, which is organizing in London, and is
about to lay an ocean telegraph from the coast of
Ireland to the coast of New Hampshire.
The Boston Sailors’ Fund Association has expended $3,245 during the past six months, and
since its organization eleven years ago, $84,176.
D. W. Holtshouser, a eitizen of Bordertown,
Ky:, .was shot dead by his brother, J. Holts-

houser, in the office of their father, last Saturday.
During the absence
his tour of inspection

of Secretary Belknap on
with General Sheridan,

Secretary Robeson will officiate as the head of the

War department,
Attorney-General Williams
having decided that General Sherman can not legally hold the office.
)

A despatch from Kansas City says that John 3.
Harris, late postmaster of that place and cashier
of the Union German Savings Bank, which was
recently robbed and set on fire, was arrested

Thursday on the charge

of arson

and robbery,

He was released on $10,000 bail in each case.
An official report from General Canby, commanding the forces in the Modoc country, shows
that no satisfactory or definite results have been
attained In the interviews with the Indians, who

evaded or failed to answer all important questions.

The general says that his impression that

the war faction among

the

Indians. is predomi-

nant, is confirmed.

William E. Langston has confessed the murder
of his mother and a little girl, who were found
dead in their house near Paradise, Coles county,
Illinois, recently.
He says he committed the
crime at the instigation of his wife, and their mo-

tiveis believed to have

been a desire

to get pos

session of the old lady’s-property.
A bill passed the Michigan

stubborn opposition, providing

legislature, after a

for the appoint-

ment of two professors of homeopathy in
medical department of the State University.

the

The coroner’s inquest in the Goodrich murder
case at Brooklyn, developed nothing new Friduy,

wei

The name of the woman arrested for complicity
in the crimeis Mrs, Lucette Myers. No evidence
{against her 1s yet adduced, though she 15'&till held
in confinement. _. °
4
:
:
4t

- FOREIGN.
Marshal Bazaine will soon be released from
imprisonment ou his parole of honor.
The government authorities at Buyonne have
. seized a quantity of cartridges destined for the
Qarlist insurrectionists in Spain.
“Count de Bernstorff, German ambassador to
Wednesday evening at Lon.

A despatch from London reports severe fighting
in Spain, in which the Carlists claim an important
victory.
q
Minister Sickles telegraphs Secretary Fish that
the government of the Spanish republic has or
dered the liberation of 10,000 slaves held in Cuba
in violation of the law of 1870.
After an exciting debate in the French Assembly Saturday, a bill exiling the Bonaparte family
wus passed Ly a vote of 847 to 291.

Paragraphs.
Los Angeles is crowded
There are one
in New Jersey.

:

with eastern

hundred

visitors.

and thirty iron mines

A deed twenty-seven feet in length has been
filed in the office of the recorder of Berks county,
Pennsylvania,
:
A much greater number of eastern people
have arrived in California by rail within the
past three months than ever went there before

in the winter season.
A
ures
and
fore

i:

single establishment in Chicago manufacteighty-two varieties of farming implements,
another will make ten thousand reapers beharvest-time.

Edmund Yates has discovered a wonderful
likeness between the face and figure of General
Sheridan and those of the great Napoleon.
The
hero of Winchester apologetically replies that he
can’t help that cowlick which fails over his forebead.
The first white man who publicly sang a song
with his face blackened is said to have been a
personage popularly knewn as ‘* Pot-pie Herbert.”
His song was entitled, * The Battle of
Puattsburg,” and was sung by him on the stage
of the theater of Albany, N. Y.
These are given as. some theories that have
been exploded by experience: All women do
not add postscripts to their letters; scandal is
not peculiar to the fair sex, but is indulged in by
old ladies of both sexes; there are wives ‘who
are not suffering angels,and whose husband#ive

not “ tyrants.”

:

5

M. D. Conway writes to the Cincinnati Commercial concerning the remarkable career of Edward Danreuter, a precocious hoy, who a few
years ago was an itinerant street musician in
Cincinnati.
He subsequently removed to London and married a beautiful Greek lady of wealth
and position.
He now resides in a beautiful
home in Ormo square atthe west end of London—the house mentioned in Carlyle’s Life of
Sterling, who was sometime a resident therein—

and

is rapidly

rising in fame as the leading in-

terpreter of the so-called * music of the future.”
A snow plough was used in London last month
for the first time.
_The subscription price of the Liberia Advocate, a monthly paper just started at Monrovia,

is % one kushel of unhulled coffee per annum in
advance,”
Another old
terfered with.

London Institution bas been iuThe Royal Humane Society is to

erect a receiving house on one of the floating
piers on the Middlesex shore, where mem wil]
be constantly on the watch, so that nearly all attempts-to-commit suicide from Waterlco bridge
will be frustrated.
"A friend of M. Thiers, calling upon him, alluded in the course of conversation to the events of
Spain, saying: * Well, Monsieur le President,
the Pyrenees exist no longer!”
M. Thiers replied, gharply : *Yes,they do! and if they did not
we would have to make them.”
Japan has adopted the English langnage. The
Jaws are to be written init; the printers will
adopt it; it is everywhere to be taught; and in
fact the next generation will not speak Japanese

at all, but English!

But it is to be rather curi-

ous English.
Tt will be written on the phonetic
principle—every word as it is pronounced.
The
* Dickens
Dictionary,”
produced
in
America, and prohibited in England by the holders of the novelist’s copyrights, is paralleled by a
Dickens Concordance,” by Mr. F. W. Peacock
of Manchester, whose work, now in the press, is
said to have occupied five years in its compilation.
The mortuary chapel which is about to be
built by the Empress Eugenie for the reception
of the remains of her husband will be in the medizeval style, fourteenth century period, and will
he twenty-four feet long by twelve feet wide.

The tomb, which is the gift of the Queen, will be
‘of polished

Peterhead

granite, and

will be sim-

ply inscribed, * Napoleon III., H. TI. P.”
JThe vicissitudes of fortune have rarely been
more aptly illustrated than in the case of a Chi-

naman who has just enrolled himself among the
Parisian street-sweepers.
Ting Sang left the
Celestial Empire at twenty-two for San Francidd
co,where he entered the service of a French
miner, who, getting rich, took him to Omaha.
Here Ting Sang having scraped a little money together, left his master and
took to farming.
In
five years’ time he decided on
Belling petroleum,
and in six months gained $30,000.
Bitten with
the mania of journalism, our Chinaman, who 1s
a perfect English scholar, started a daily paper,
the Baltimore Post, and lost the best part of his
capital.
Disgusted with America he went to

which

kafled

ers,of private borg say it is caused by the salt
on the railroad tracks.
In New York where
salting the tracks is prohibited by ordinance,
the disease is as widespread as it is in Brooklyn,
where there is no prohibitory enactment against
the practice.
As to the cold atmosphere that salt is said to
generate, the Philadelphia physicians pronounce
it a mistaken notion. A writerin the Sun says
that, as an experiment, Prof. Rogers of Philadel

phia had a thermometer carried

over the greater

portion of the city at a distance of two

the snow, and he could

not perceive

feet from

the slight-

est difference in the temperature.
The average
reduction of temperature in the liquid mixture
of snow and salt, was found to be only two degrees below that of snow water; and the complaints about school children suffering from intense cold, while walking through salted streets,
is pronounced equally faliacious.
The salt mixture has not, they declare, as much effect on
weather as common show . water.
As a horse’s

Asiatic trade of British North

olhe awards ‘at the Vienna Exposition are to
be of seven classes, not gold or sflver medals,
but parchment certificates,

The highest

will be

a “ diploma of honor,” given in‘pure or applied’
science or education,
The second is the ¢* diploma of progress,” to be given
to inventors
who show appreciable progress
fir exhibitions
compared with those of former exhibitions. The
third is a diploma of * merit” for articles of re.
markable cheapness or excellence.
The fifth is
for ¢
taste” ; the sixth is the * Co-operative
medal” for workmen contributing to the excel-

orders,

Special

employment will

classes

for New York, took out | composed of ladies.

connected

with female

be judged by juries partly
n

agree to play

the part of a face

tory drudge *~=Dio Lewis.

Fall and Spring Planting.
—.——

.

Tree planters are continually discussing the
best time for setting trees; whether the orchard
should be cultivated or fot; if best to prune in
summer or winter, together with other important
horticultural questions, without apparently arriving at definite conclusions. In giving general rules
in horticulture the reader must bear in mind
that many have only special application, being
controlled to a great extent by the soil, climate,
amount 6f rain fall, heat, and cold.. There are
certain principles that govern vegetable growth,
and all successful practice: must be based upon
these laws or principles. In removing a tree the
roots are more or less mutilated, and hence the
better the conditions under which the tree is.
placed for the promotion of root growth the more
likely it is to flourish.
In autumn, when the
growth has been checked by severe frosts, the
soil for about one foot in depth will average ten
degrees warmer than the atmosphere, and when
trees are trunsplanted at this time, which in our
climate occurs in the month of October, an extensive system of root fibers willbe formed in
the course of a few
weeks, notwithstanding
there are mo indications of growth by the buds.
In spring the conditions of the soil and the at-

mosphere is reversed, the temperature of the latter rapidly rising, thus stimulating the leaf

The United States Life Insurance Company, having
recently re-organized its Agency Department, is now
prepared to negotiate with conipetent and successful
business men who feel disposed to engage in solicitmg for life insurance as a permanent business.

"CANDLES,

strictly new to the

Anthracite... 9 50 g10 00

ThE following analysis and valuation is taken
from the Report on Commercial Fertilizers by
Professor Goessman.
A copy of this Report can be
found in the ** Massachusetts
Ploughman ” of the 15th
and 22d of March.
2
i]
Prof. Clark says—¢ It is the beet and most valuable
Essay upon the subject ever written in this country.”
Valuation per ton of 2000 pounds.
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German

Engine, which was made by the Swamscott

Frugality.
rr

Co., in the most substantial

us how it is that people of small incomes can
live as well as they do in Germany:
:
One part of it is this, that frugality has been
wonderfully
systematized
here.
Everybody
helps every other to make small means go far.
A German town is, so to speak, in a perpetual,
unconscious conspiracy to keep prices at a low
average and to reduce at once the labor and the
expense of house-keeping.
Ome
kitchen fire,
with perhaps a single cook, serves for thirty or
more families; one housemaid for half
a dozen;
bread is not made in private
houses; cooked
meat¥, cold, are offered for sale all over the city.
The scale of profits is very low and the rate the
same, whether one buys an ounce or ten pounds.
But it may be best to take an example of household economy:
Here isa widow lady with a
bright little son who goes to school.
ller means
are very smull. She hires a flat of six rcoms and
a kitchen—on the fourth floor, in a well-built,
handsome house, situated upon a fine street—
and lets three
rooms, to lodgers.
A servant
comes in an hour or two a day to do the chamber work, run on errands, mops the floors of a
Saturday, etc. In the morning she makes a cup

of ‘coffee over a spirit lamp,

and

with

bread

from the baker—good, honest bread—has a light
breakfast after the German fashion. At noon

she procures a dinner
from an establishment

ready cooked and hot
in the same building,

which makes a business of supplying families
in that way.
At this place just one dinner, but
large enough to be divided among many families,
is prepared each day. All who purchase there on
a given day have thie same fare, and something
different the next day, and so on. In this way

ner, will be sold

need

or making

over.

The

any one wishing

Engine can afford to have

it repaired.

L

Address,

thing

such an

HL.

public.

the

After

scores

testing

Hubbard
of new

kinds from every section of the United States, I have
at last found one well worthy to be added to our list
of standard varieties. It is a very late keoper, and
remarkably free from admixture with any other sort.
In size it averages with the Hubbard, but has a more

flinty shell of a blue color; the flesh is of a lighter

hue, while in its combination of sweetness, d

fineness of
| it stands

ess,

grain and delicious chestnut-like

alone—unequaled.

have

fl. avor,

named

it the

Marblehead
Squash. In my Catalogue (free to all)
will be found letters of recommendation from Hon.
Marshall P. Wilder and other gentlemen. Packages
with seed sufficient for six hills with full directions
for cultivation, 25 cents each; five for $1.00.

supplied at the usual discount.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY
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prevalent in many

parts

of our

country, completely

eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
Shel
No

One

can remain long unwell

(unless

afflicted

by all Druggists and
Medicines.
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PREPARED BY
Dr. H. S. FLINT & Co.,
At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Providence, R. I,
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Worms
expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficuit case
when alf other remedies failed.
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dispose of 100 Pianos, Melodeons and Organa, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
balance in small monthly installments. New 3-octave
first lass F*iamos, modern
improvements, for
$235 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
Organs are the most beautiful in style and
perfect
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1y33
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The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
little worn. The boiler is damaged by rust and will

enhunce the practical value of small means.
And, perhaps, this is one of the chief reasons
why—to judge from my observation thus far
there is less of abject,soul-crushing poverty in all
the cities of Germany put together than in a single ward of London or New York.
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Wanted, first-class canvassers for Abbott's
Life of Napoleon III, New Edition, with accounts of
the Prussian War, and the last hours of the. Emperor ;
making an elegant octavo of 700 pages. The times
and the theme render it the most popular work of
the day. Exclusive territory with no competition.
B. B. RUSSELL,
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bil. ».
39

288+ 31 iGmall and ex. 3 00 @ 3 62

Cifron.........

BROTHERS,
Row,

y
&

00

Pickled. »
[pa C80

UIT.

ahi

Ahnonds—
Soft Shell...

@14

Extra Cledr.. 18 0) @19 00

Corn Meal....3 37 @ 3 59 | do. sliced....

CASTINGS

No/3% Merchants

(0

15 3 @17 00

ork,

Mich, and Ohio, |
choice extra,9 7 410 00
Rye Flour....5 50 @ 0 25

Cultivators,

WHITTEMORE

Family....

MEAL,

Illinois and Indiana,
choice extra, 10 00811 00

These are ac-

AND

1tl4

16 @.. 20

te

PROVISIONS.

com. extras 6 Hh @ 7 25
medinm do..8 50 @ 9 00
:
4
choice
do....9 50 g10
00

ATTEN.
I LOWS

3

8B.

os

erosene

West'rn sup..6 00 @ 6 23 |

* We have a full stock of

Hoes,

AND

8)

17 g..17)

|Naptha

75 @ 5 00

48 @.
.

(vermont...

Unwashed..,

|gnean‘Pelts

16
13

"

%

., 53

68

,.

oo 00 @..00 [sesepernenrsnnces

"1 00 @ 1 50
o @er

os

Vocal.

GEMS

OF

GERMAN

SONG,

Vocal,

OPERATIC

PEARLS,

Vocal.

SHOWER OF PEARLS,
Vocal.
ORGAN AT HOME,
For Reed Organs,
Instrumental.

GEMS

OF STRAUSS,
Instrumental.

HOME CIRCLE, Vol. I.
Instrumental.

HOME

CIRCLE,

Vol. II,

nstrumental.

PIANIST’S' ALBUM,
Instromental.
PIANO FORTE GEMS,
Instrumental.
Sent, Post-Paid, for Retail Price.
0.

DITSON

il

& CO., Boston,

C. Hl. DITSON

New

{il

2

& CO.

711 Broadway,

York.

Aad

AGRICULTURAL

Housekeeping.
I know a young man, a noble

ries on a successful

fellow, who car

manufacturing

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA,

business.

Although possessed of an abundant compétence,
he devotes himself with untiring assiduity to the
interests of his factory ten hours every day. His
eyes and hands are everywhere.
Half a year

ugo he married a beautiful, accomplished girl,
who is said to speak four of the continental lan-

Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have sig:
nified their 'intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this ingtitution, and are much.encouraged hy the results al

ready achieved.

pain

|

The Spring Session of this stitution, lobated near

1y48

aie

The Exeter Sectional

Bollers

and

Steam

The Greatest Economy and Durability!

Engines!

Perfeot

Safety!

Manufacturers of and dealers in Machinery

and Tools, Harrison’s pat. Corn Mills, Steam Pumps, Steam Whistles, Water Guages, Judson’s Governors,
Scotch ti1agses, Leather Belting,
ubber Packing, Babbitt Metal, Soapstone Packing, AsHemp Packing,
Lo w Water Detectors, Brown’s Pipe
bestos Felting, Lace Leather, Raber Hose,
'ongs, Hair Felting,
Emery and Emery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fittings.
“
Orders’ by mail or express filled satisfactorily, in quality and price, or goods can be returned at our
expense,

-

WM.

Salesiooms,

{

No. 76 Portland

kd

9.

crude...

[Kefined ,

St. Lows, ext.7 00 @ 7 25
Medium.... 9 50 @10 00
choice extrall 00 @12 60

knowledged by those that use them, the best Plows
in the market, as they have proved at the working
trials. Attention is also called to our SHIARE’S
MHIARROWS, which will do three times the work
of common Harrows in going over sod land.
Every
farmer should have one.

Horse

1 20

50 @ 5 7

A

FLOUR

SWIVEL

or hilly land.

@

5 @..

Do.shore. 8 00 @23 00 Beef—Mess,
Salmon,
tee. .30 00 @32 00
Western....13

Row, Roston.

NOW
CALL
celebrated DOE

o.

126 @ 1 30

Putty..eevn.eees
Glue...

Mackerel,bbl.9 00 @18 00 |

PLOWS AND CASTINGS.
WW

Superfine.........

Median

BROS.

Merchants

@ 1 60

Cod—largeqt5

New England Agents,

t

Olive,
# gal

..

Lowell sup. 3-ply

FISH.

Pamphlet containing testimonials, &ec., free on ap3a

@es

Extra Superfine... @ 1 35

«560
. « 395

$54 91

WHMITTEMORE

00 @..

Carpetings—

ot nitrogen (50.0 1bs, of ammonia). 12 12

plication,

+o

|Linseed—Eng,
ve les 174
American..,.
97 @.. 98
Java ¥ b..... 24 @.. 27 Crude Sperml 50.. @ 1 55
St. Domingo... 16 @.. 20
Do.
ale...
63 @.. 70
0 eresnsensnes 20 g.. 28 Refined
do.... 00 @.. 85
COTTON.
INeatsfoott’gal 1 20 @ 1 40
Ordinary...... 14 8.. 15
PAINTS.
Good Ordinary 17 @.. 17} Lead, RedAm.... “}8.. 9
Mid.to gd mid, 21 @.. 23
Am. dry; pure 10 &. 10
Low Middling..18 g.. 19
Ground, pure .11 @. 12
DOMESTICS,
NOp Yissnrssersld es 13
Zine,
ground in oil—
Sheetings and Shirtings—
0. Jovsesasssdi}Bedl
Heavy 4-4..... 1338... 14
Paris
White....2} @.. 2
Medium 44.....
12
Drills, Brown.13}
&.. 15} Span Brown'Am .. @.. .
VenRed¥#cwt
.. @ 8 ..
Pring Cloths ..
Vermillion....1 30 g 1 385
Prints.ceeeeaedlf @0 12 Whiting—
Boston......1 50 @ 2 00
Ticking .oovvess 00 @.. 08
Ginghams......00 @.. 00 French Yellow..2i @.. 3}

;

SUPERPHOSPHATE.

25 @.. 80

do. Sweeties

COFFEE.

busi-

COE'S

15 Cuba, Clayed..

+35 @.. 36 |

| do. Muscovadcs0 @..45
!
COAL.
’
Cannel..... 28 00 @30 00 PortoRico......40 §..066
OIL.
Picton.,......0 00 @ 0 00 |

ness, Whose past record will warranta trial in this
field.
.
JOHN E. DE WITT, PRESIDENT,
1tl4
261 Broadway, New York.

RUSSELL

MOLASSES,

12.8.

Sperm..

Bear in mind that the Company is desirous of making engagements with men

«+

Molds..

ders a cure slow and uncertain,

America, besides [keeping casy

controlling communication between the colonies
on the Pacific and those on the Atlantic.”

Did the husband

growth, but the tardy accumulation of heat by
the soil delays the growth of the roots, and
therefore the moisture of the tree is rapidly exhausted, the demand being only partially supplied from the soil, and the tree becomes weak
and diseased or dies. In spring, the object being to indnce heat into the soil by exposure to the
sup, mulching should not be applied until -the
hoof is of solid, bony substance, and shod with heat of summer renders it necessary as a preventive against injury from droughts.
As it is
iron, they assert that salted streets can not afdesirable to retain the heat in the soil in fallfect the animals to the degree complained of,
pianting, this can be done by banking up around
The
most
certain and direct cure for the
scratches, is said to be a total cessation of work ’ the tree about twelve inches, which also prevents ifs being misplaced by the wind, and then
and warm washes of the legs. In bad cases,
mulch with suitable ‘material.
Thus it is eviwhere the knee or thigh is aftected, an ointment
dent that early fall planting is the most desiraof equal parts of sweet oil, sweet spirits of niter,
ble, and yet. when most convenient to do so,
oy balsam
copaiba, is recommended ; saltpeter
we would plant in the spring, taking
the preto cool the blood, if it is feverish. ‘Cold water caution to shorten in every shoot of last year’s
growth to three or four buds, in order that the
should not be applied to the legs.
Mr. Marsh, the master of the Adams Express ‘| amount of foliage and consequent evaporation
may be in proportion to the plant-food supplied
stables,’ says he never washes his horses’ legs
through the roots,
!
with cold water from the beginning to the end of
frost, whether tlie scratches «affect them or not.
The Quaker Bitters, advertised in another column,
His object is to prevent their legs from beinz
are for sale by Messrs. Lothrop & Pinkham, Frankchilled,
winter or summer.
Mr. Marsh
lin Square, Dover, N. H.
says
that it is impossible to prevent scratches,
winter
or summer, in the city or country.
He does
hot believe that salt is the cause, but
that it aggravates the disease very materially,
and ren-

amount of labor is required; there is no waste
of food prepared for all supposable wishes, and
left uncalled for. At supper our widow may
supply herself with bread and butter, a slice or
two of cold meat, a tart or the like, at u very
light expense.
So
she lives respectably, in
clean, well-kept rooms; has no fire in the kitchen for a week; enjoys much leisure, each day,
and pays but a bit of money for all. Now in our
beloved Boston,she would have much more work
London, where he spent the rest of his money, to do, though employing a servant constantly ;
and now sweeps the Rue Lafayette for the scanand
besides, her means
would
not pay her
ty pittance of a balayeur de Paris.
servants’ wages.
It is to be observed, too, that
A sharp contest is now going on in Canada beshe is not banished to some obscure, disagrectween the friends of two rival Pacific railroads,
able part of the town, but lives in a hand.
the Canadian Pacific and the Inter-Oceanic. The, some street, elevated and airy, among the healt.government recently awarded the building con. - iest and pleasantest in the whole city.
tract to the Canada Pacific, and this action, the
It is this kind of thing which renders.German
directors of the unsuccessful road say, ** throws
civilization possible,
The fact is not merely that
the trans-continental highway of Canada into the
the art of ‘household economy has been studied,
American hands of the Northern Pacific, waich
but no one is left to practice it alone; the whole
rules the. Canada Pacific, and will absorb the
community is one great allianee to render housc-

lence of any article by their skill; and the seventh is the * diploma of recognition,” which is a
secondary class to thos: of the second and third

of Bristol,

opinion us to the cgmse of the disease. The keep-

a

paradise.
Suppose her husband's management
of his business bad been like her management
of the house, what would have become of them?
Jd don’t think the match was a fair one. On the
one side it was
a cheat. A young lady of the
‘same ornamental class, in discussing the case,
exclaimed, ““ She did not agree in the marriage
contract to play the part of a household drudge !”

$3.00 in Cloth; $1.00 Full Gilt.

The

endure, and

ing, she might Yive made my friend’s home

very moderate price of $2.50 in Boards;

discharged.

could

the year to the mysteries of housekeep-

gel

was

devoted

Pages Full Sheet

the committee

become so chilled that even a night’s rest—which
for most work-horses in this city consists of less
than eight hours—will not restore them to a
comfortable warmth.
It is even said by one
gentleman that thousands of horses are never
thoroughly comfortable during a rainy or snowy
spell.
While resting from labor the legs become
dry and the flesh cracks open or
chaps.”
The
temperature being so low, healing is prevented
even if the animal was not put to work: But
few hours more in the slush of the streets, or
even in the bitter dry cold, are needed to freeze
and bruise the hoof. At the front top of the
hoof, called the crown, center myriads of minute veins, fed from above, which supply the
vitality of the hoof.
When the flesh becomes
chapped and the hoof frosted, these veins are
affected, a very ugly and incurable sore results,
yellow matter runs from the fetlock, the hoof
drops off, and the horse dies.
Sometimes the hoof is not seriously injured,
while yet the flesh continues to erack and remains obstinate to healing salves,
1 such cases the outer flesh decays and drops ah
ne
anew and unblemished surface of cuticle.
It
is the especial care of the surgeon to remove the
déad flesh as soon as it can be detached in order
to prevent it irritating and making™sore the tender skin beneath.
There is much diversity of

patience

The Markets,
For the week ending MAR. 19, 1878.

then, sacrificing everything at auction, returned
to boarding, resolved never to suffer the miseries of housekeeping again.
I was never more
indignant than when I heard of it. If that beautiful bride had learned one less language, and

Bee

ate, and

ber.
:
A German naval squadron has been ordered to
cruise in Spanish waters.
An international patent rights congress will
be held in Vienna during the world's exhibition.
It will be composed of manufacturers, scientific
men and other experts. Three American gardeners will be allowed to raise vegetables in Austrian soil to compete for agricultural premiums.

ed hoofs. After several hours tramping in the
mud and water, or snow, the fetlock and ankle

‘long as pride and

Music Size!
The Best Po; pular Son
! The
st Duets! The Cream of Opera,
English , Scotch and Ge rman Son
The Sweetest Sacred So ng 8! Accompaniow
pla, yed on Piano or Reed Oi rgan!
The Most Popular Instrumental Pieces!
book is still sold at the
Containin, g from 200
to 250 pages of Choi ce Music, eac

and adopted.
The committee on elections reported on the memorial of certain members of
the Missouri legislature, concerning the election of
Senator Bogy, that the memorial does not furnish
facts whick warrant an investigation by the Sen-

the action of the right, withdrew from the cham"

of the scratches are visible, Thousands of animals are limping along the streets with their
legs swathed in bandages.
The primary cause
of this ailment is chilled legs, fetlocks, and frost.

execrable, the steak abominable, the cruet-

Library.

of the Porto Rico emancipation bill was taken up

stormy debate Wednesday
on an apparently
trivial question, and the left, taking umbrage at

All over this city and Brooklyn the indications

tn

MEM,
ATTENTION.

stand and silver not fit to be seen, and the whole
house in confusion.
The
husband bore it as

ndid Books!

action. Resolutions expressing joy at the action
of the Spanish republican government in abolish
ing slavery on the island of Porto Rico were introduced and ordered to be printed.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the resolution congratulating the Spanish republic on the passage

The French Assembly was the scene of another

was

Musical

over without

Horses again Ailing.

&

it went

The

14

ap, but

ministerial crisis is imminent.
Another but an unsuccessful attempt to. defeat
the Gladstone ministry was made iv the British
House of Commons Wednesday.

Music!

tained, was taken

A Madrid ®espateh to London says that the
minister of foreign affairs and war will probably
leave the Spanish cabinet, and that a’ general

Co. ’'s Home

-

&

i

CONGRESSIONAL.
On Monday, in the Senate, Mr, Caldwell of
Kansas announced his resignation,to take effect
immediately, and the consideration of his case
was thereupon dropped.
The resolution in the
case of Mr. Clayton of Arkansas, being that the
charges against the Senator named are not sus-

Instrumental

—

guages with the fluency of natives, while she
touches the keys with infinite skill. Four months
ago they began housekeeping,
‘A week since
they gave it up in utter digust.
Three servants
figured conspicuously in their griefs. The coffee

and

——

/

one hundred farmers, who intend settling in
Minnesota on the line of the Northern Pacific
tailway.

Ditson

ee

Summary.
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BUSINESS
Rural andy Domestic.

BURLINGAME,

Agent.

St., Boston.

Factory
“ea
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